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SUMMARY
This report presents the results of a 4-month parametric analysis and con-
ceptua! design study, conducted by the Research and Advanced Development
Division of the Avco Corporation for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The study
objectives included a parametric analysis of the unmanned flyby bus/lander
concept for scientific investigation of Mars during the 1969 and 1971 launch
opportunities, a conceptual design of the selected configuration, and develop-
ment and cost plan indicating the program leading to development and first flight
of the Advanced Mariner vehicle in 1969.
The flyby/lander concept utilizes a 9B-pound spacecraft launched on an Atlas
Centaur launch vehicle. The scientific capabilities of the lander and Flyby bus
vehicles were determined to obtain a balance between scientific data and over-
all systems complexity commensurate with the first landing mission to Mars.
The lander vehicle separates from the f_,Tby bus vehicle prior to planet encounter,
enters the planetary atmosphere, and descends to the surface ona parachute.
During atmospheric entry, parachute descent, and surface operations, the lander
analyzes the Martian atmosphere and, for 5hours after impact, determines wind
velocity, and also performs a simple life-detection experiment. The informa-
tion is transmitted to Earth via both a direct transmission link to the DSIF and
is also relayed through the flyby bus which has been placed on a delayed flyby
trajectory for this purpose. The flyby bus also collects interplanetary data and
maps the planet. The lander vehicle has been designed to accommodate the
minimum projected atmosphere for Mars (ll-millibar surface pressure) and
surface winds gusting to 200 ft/sec resulting in impact loads of up to 1500 g
for a landed payload protected by crushable material. The lander is to be dry-
heat sterilized to avoid contamination of Mars with Earth organisms while _he
flyby bus is placed on a biased trajectory providing a small probability of enter-
ing the planetary atmsophere. Therefore it is not required to be sterilized.
The development plan shows that a minimum of three launch attempts are
necessary to achieve an 84 percent chance of a successful mission in the 1969
and 1971 launch opportunities, requiring that hardware development begin in
early 1965 to meet a 1969 launch date.
- xxiv-
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INTRODUC TION
The primary objective of the lander study was to conduct parametric evaluations
of all pertinent subsystems to such a depth that a conceptual design could be
_a._ily synthesized for a given mission objective. In order to do this, a rather
detailed parametric study had to be pursued to a depth such that all pertinent
design parameters could be evaluated as to their effect on the mission objectives.
Each'major subsytemwithin a given lander design was treated as a major dis-
cipline so that primary importance could be given each significant tradeoff
evaluation in that system and its influences on other interfacing subsystems.
In each subsystem, optimization analyses were conducted to fix certain para-
meters and to aid in the optimization of the complete system.
Such major subsystems as the heat shield system, descentsystem, impact
system, and communication system (including power supply} were given primary
emphasis. Other supporting disciplines--aerodynamics, thermal control,
scientific instrumentation, and design--provided the final link in the subsystem
integration.
With a completely parametric subsystem evaluation, a concpetual design
synthesis could be pursued. In order to synthesize a lander design, certain
basic mission objectives had to be assigned first. The mission objectives for
the lander conceptual design as defined by JPL and Avco I_AD are:
1. Define atmospheric model, including (a) surface pressure, (b) surface
temperature, (c) density profile, and (d) composition
2. Determine existence of life on Mars
3. Determine surface wind velocities.
With these objectives and the requirement for atmospheric data transmission
prior to impact, a system was synthesized. Other basic ground rules eetablished
for the stud 7 are:
1. Apollo shape (slight modifications}
2. Dry heat sterilization
3. Passive (omnidirectional} impact system
4. Kaplan's atmospheric models (11 to 30 rob)
5. 200 ft/sec winds.
-XXV-
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The final conceptual design resulted in a 90-inch-diameter modified Apollo
shape (30-degree aftcrbody), entry weight of 516 lb, and a m/CDA = 0.25 slug/
_,_ ,Pl._ design is _-_s _'_ on 1_,_, _ _ __I b scientific ,_,.t-_.,_ in thc area of
Syrtis Major for biological determination and for pressure, temperature, and
wind measurements. The design allows for atmospheric sampling of pressure
and temperature by direct measurement while on the main parachute and de-
termining the density profile by measuring vehicle performance during entry
with a 3-axis accelerometer. Composition of the atmosphere is determined by
a multichannel radiometer at the stagnation point during peak heating. All
atmospheric data are played out during main chute descent (-- lO0 seconds) by
an independent communication system prepared for that purpose. All together
there are three communication systems included in the lander• The first system
plays out engineering and diagnostic data after lander separation and prior to
entry, the second plays out descent data prior to impact, and the last, located
in the landed payload, plays out the descent data again as well as all post-
impact data (biological andwind). Alternate concepts which could possibly
eliminate one of these systems could be evaluated in a more detailed system
study.
The landed package is a spherical ball with impact attenuation material (aluminum
honeycomb} all over. Inside this sphere is the landed payload employing a
floation system for antenna erection after impact. This type of system resulted
after an evaluation of many erection methods; however, all others required
knowledge of the surface terrain whereas this system did not and could function
properly under the most adverse condition. Further details of the lander system
are presented in great detail in the following text, subsystem by subsystem,
starting with the conceptual design synthesis.
In this volume only the lander from start of atmospheric entry to impact (landing)
on the surface will be covered. The phase from flyby/bus separation to entry
will be fully covered in the flyby/bus report (volume IV), since this phase in-
volves the flyby bus interface and actuation procedures.
-xxvi-
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1.0 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN SYNTHESIS
It is the primary objective of this section of the report to discuss the approach
and usage of the parametric data in order to synthesize a conceptual design.
Two independent paths will be pursued in the approach to a conceptual design
synthesis: (1) payload analysis, and (l) vehicle analysis. The first path--pay-
load analysis--will lead to the selected payload through parametric evaluation
of the mission objectives in terms of scientific instrumentation and communica-
tion requirements. Several payload possibilities will be evaluated for the selected
mission objectives described by the systems analysis (Ref. Systems--volume u).
The final payload selection will then be discussed in detail, showing the pertinent
design features of each subsystem involved. Alternate approaches will also be
indicated in areas of possible improvement. The second path--vehicle analysis--
will define the vehicle (lander) requirements necessary to accomplish the selected
mission objectives. The analysis is confined to the mechanical system design of
the lander (i.e., heat shield system, descent system, etc.). Summary parametric
curves, based on these systems, were generated in terms of available payload
weight as a function of lander diameter for each of the mission objectives defining
the payloads. By projecting on these curves the payloads generated in the pay-
load analysis, the final lander design requirements can be established and hence
a conceptual design synthesized.
A limited reliability analysis for selected payloads is presented to evaluate the
scientific return of these payloads in terms of probability of success.
Finally a complete summary of all pertinent subsystems requirements is pre-
sented for the conceptual design selection. This design will be fully evaluated,
subsystem by subsystem, in the remaining sections of this report.
1. 1 PAYLOAD ANALYSIS
During the early phases of the parametric analyses, various lander payload
packages were synthesized utilizing the 3PL-supplied instrumentation list
and parametric tradeoff curves on communication and power. Section 2.0
describes the approaches to the scientific payload selection. Communication
subsystem and power supply subsystem tradeoffs were made versus range, tra-
jectory geometry, antenna geometry, bit rates, and so forth, for application to
a relay communication system from lander to bus to DSIF and/or a direct system
from lander to DSIF. Section 10describes the communication and power supply
system technology applied.
Seven lander payloads were established, with variations within each, to accomplish
several selected missions as shown in table 1. The fixed conditions and para-
metric data for these first payload determinations are listed in table 2. Payload
groupings (number 1 through 7) satisfied the mission objectives and were charac-
terized by landed lifetimes of from 12 to 48 hours duration and by mission total
bit content in excess of 1,000,000.
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As the parametric study continued it was determined that these payload formula-
tions were too ambitious for the Advanced Mariner concept because of limitations
of the state-of-the-art of the complex payloads synthesized and/or because of
the allowable landed payload weight and volume. New payload groupings were
evolved which satisfied mission objectives ranging from simple "land and survive"
to missions of increasing complexity.
This new grouping of payloads was identified numerically as 8 thorugh 15. The
mission conditions for payloads 8 and 9 were the same as listed in table 2 except
no direct link communications were considered. Mission conditions for payloads
10 through 16 are shown in table 3. The characteristics of each payload are
summarized in table 4. Payload 6 of the original grouping is shown on the table
to indicate its relative complexity when compared with those payloads in the new
grouping. Payload 16 is the conceptual design payload. A parametric weight
summary for the payloads listed in table 4 is shown in table 5.
TA BLE 2
MISSION CONDITIONS FOR PAYLOADS 1 THROUGH 7
Launch Date
Communication range - Direct
Communication Time - Relay
Communication Range - Relay
Approach Velocity
Periapsis Radius
Entry Angle
Bit Rate-Direct
Separation Range
Bus Weight
19 February 1969
188 x 106 km
g minutes, entry to impact.
1 minute, separation to entry
75 x 10 3 km
4.34 kin/see
15x 103 km
-45 degree
18 at lOOw; 6 bps at 60w
5 x 106 km
800 Ib
-3-
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TA BLE B
MISSIONS CONDITIONS ]:'OR PAYLOADS 10 THROUGH 16
l
Launch Window
Arrival Date
Communication Range - Direct
Communication Range o Relay
Departure Velocity
Approach Velocity
Pariapsis Altitude
1. Midcourse correction
2. Midcourse corrections
Lander Entry Angle (Syrtis Major)
Separation Range
Lander Entry Velocity
10 Jan to 11 Feb 1969
15 Oct to 2 Nov 1969
176 x 106 km max.
75 x 103 km max.
3.35 to 3.72 kin/see
3.74 to 4.20 km/sec
32, 340 + 23, 130 km
6,323 ± 3,621 km
-66 to -74 degrees
1 to 5 x 106 km
21,000 ft/sec
A thorough analysis was made of Payloads 9, 10, 11 and 15, according to the
following objectives:
Payload Mi s sion Objective s
9
10
11
15
1. Land and survive
2. Provide engineering diagnostic data
3. Conductminimum(5 hour) biological experiment, plus I and 2.
4. Conduct extended (24 hour) biological experiment, plus 1 and 2.
5. Provide descent television, plus 1, 2, and 3.
These payloads vary--in landed lifetime from 1 hour to 24 hours, and in size
from an entry vehicle that weighs less than 400 lb compatible with nonfloxed
Atlas payloads and the Surveyor shroud limitation to one that requires 30 per-
cent Atlas floxing and shroud "hammerheading" up to approximately 140 inches
in diameter.
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In formulating these landed payloads, the parametric data presented in section 10
of this volume were used. The communication systems determination was the
prime criterion for the selection of the power and subsequent weight of each of
these selected four payloads. The results of the selection based on the use of
this parametric data is presented on the following pages.
1. 1. 1 Communications System Determination for Lander Payloads
9, 10, 11, and 15
a. Relay Link--Payloads 9, 10, and 11
1) From section 10, figure 224 and 225: Select"L" equals 7.5 inches
for horn antenna based on packaging optimization of antenna weight
and volume as well as battery weight and volume.
2) From section 10, figure 216: Relay link frequency for 1.0-
wavelength aperture horn antenna is 1.55 kmc at "L" equals 7.5
inches.
3) From section 10, figure 214:-3 db beamwidth point for 1.0
wavelength aperture antenna results in an included angle of 54
degrees and peak antenna gain is + 9.5 db.
4) Assume receiver antenna gain equals transmitter antenna gain
results in total gain of twice + 9.5 db equals + 19.0 db.
5) Assume pointing losses for receiver and transmitter antennas
equal -3.0 db each resulting in -6.0 db from + 19.0 db or +13.0 db.
6) From section I0, figure210: Negative 8ain in power due to
selected frequency of 1.55 kmc corrected from 2.0 kmc equals +_.2
dbw, where subscriptw refers power to a level of I watt, added to
+ 13.0 db equals 15.2 dbw.
7) From section 10, figure205:At14 bpS, PT G = 15.2 for 2.55 x
104-kin range but desired range is 1.12 x 105 km or PTG= 28.0 dbw
(desired maximum range based on twice maximam periapsis altitude,
56,000 kin, expected from one midcourse correction). Net trans-
mitter power required equals 28.0 less 15.2 or 12.8 dbw.
RPT
10 loglp lw ,, 12.8 dbw
RPT = 19.1 watts
-7-
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8) Assume 1.55 kmc frequency amplifier efficiency equals that
at ,I. ,195 kmc, therefore consumed power equals 3.0 R PTor 3.0
times 19.1 equals 57.3 watts.
Payload 15
1) Select I_ -- 6300 bps, based on 1.75 hours post-impact relay
transmission.
a. Pressure data
b. Radioisotope growth detector
c. Anemometer
d. Atmosphere mass spect.
e. Descent TV (5 pictures}
Approximately
0. 076 x 105 bits
0. 012= x 105
0. 036 x 105
0. 055 x 105
39. 500 x 105
39.8 x 105 bits
39.8 x 105 bits = 6300 bits/sec
1.75 hrs x 3600 sec/hr
2) Transmission range: 104 km, assumes twice maximum
periapsis altitude of 5000 km based on two midcourse corrections
and thrust vectoring at bus slowdown.
3) Frequency: 1.55 kmc, see payload 9, 10, and ll considerations.
4) From section 10, figure 205: RPT G = 30.2 dbw at _. 0 kmc
5) From section 10, figure 214: Antenna gain (2 x 9.5 db at 54
degrees beamwidth) + 19.0 dbw.
Pointing loss (2 x - 3db) -6.0 dbw
13.0 dbw
From section 10, figureZ10:net gain in power due
to selection of 1.55 kmc +2.2 db
Total antenna gain + 15. _ db
6) Net power required for transmission:
RPT : RPT G o total antenna gain
RPT = 30. ? - 15.2= = I5.0dbw
RPT
I0 ]ogl0 _ = 15.0 dbw
lw
RPT = 31.6 watts.
-8-
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7) Using efficiency quoted at 2. 395 kmc as applicable at I. 55 kmc,
consumed power = 3.0 RPT or 3.0 x 31.6 equals 94.8 watts.
b. Direct Link--Payloads 9, 10, 11, and 15
1) Assume B = 7 bps
range = Z00 x 106 km
f = ?-. 295 kmc
2) From section 10, figureZll:DPT G = IZ. 8 dbw at 5-cps band-
width for G = I (0.0 db = G)
The slot antenna was assumed to have an on-axis gain of +Z. 5
db. A pointing loss of -Z. 5 db was assumed to exist at 100
degrees off-axis. Earth-lool_ angle. Thus the net antenna gain
G= + 2.5 -2.5 = 0.0 db= G, and therefore RPT= 12.8 dbw = 19. 1
watts, the transmitter RFpower required.
3) At Z. g95 kmc, consumed power = 3.0 RPT or 3.0 x 19.1 equals
57.3 w.
1. 1.Z Power Usage for Payloads 9, 10, 11, and 15
To accommodate the selected scientific, communication, and data handling
requirements established for each of these payloads, a power usage break-
down was calculated to establish the weight and volume required for the
power supply subsystems. The summary of these calculations is shown
in tables 6 through 9.
1.1.3 Weight and Volume for Payloads 9, 10, 11, and 15
Once the power supply weight and volume determination was completed,
these inputs were added to the weight and volume figures selected from the
scientific data lists (volume II--Systems) and the communication and data
subsystems parametric analysis, section 10, to complete the payload package
weight and volume tabulations shown in tables 10 through 13.
1. 1.4 Payload 16 Synthesis
The final conceptual design payload requirements established scientific in-
struments for various phases of the lander operation based on the following
JPL objective s:
1. Demonstrate capability of successful landing and survival for
several hours
-9-
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2. Successfully perform a simple biological experiment on the surface
for a period of 5 hours.
Avco RAD added the objective to obtain data in support of future missions.
A detailed analysis is presented herein for the concept selected to accomplish
the above objectives utilizing a representative communication system approach
to store and appropriately transmit the data collected during the mission.
Within the brief conceptual design study ground rules, it was not expected
that total subsystem optimization could be attained. For instance, further
investigations have shown several alternate combinations such as reduction
of RF power requirements by reduced data bit rates and/or reduced hard-
ware requirement through RF switching which should be pursued in the
preliminary design phase. Also the design presented herein assumes all
of the worst case conditions of trajectory geometry and antenna pattern.
Analysis of the instrumentation data bit requirements has shown them to be
extremely conservative. Such factors as these, when more thoroughly
optimized, will reduce the selected communication system power and com-
plexity considerably, as discussed more thoroughly in section 10.8.
a. Systems Approach
The lander mission was divided into three phases after lander-flyby/bus
separation:
1) Separation to entry
Z) Entry to impact
3) Post-impact (on surface).
Scientific and engineering data requirements {listed in volume III,
section Z. 0 and volume IL section Z. 3) established the type of scientific
instruments and engineering instrumentation. Particular scientific
instruments were selected to accomplish the data requirements. Total
bits of data output from each phase of the mission were tabulated and
traded off with the available time for data transmission during each
phase of the mission to establish a transmitter bit rate. Data storage
versus real time playout was factored into the playout time availability.
Transmitter warmup and acquisition tradeoffs versus bandwidth were
adjusted to maximize data transmission. The influence of lander trans-
mitter frequency (relating to antenna size) versus bus relay receiver
and DSIF command loop compatibility were considered, resulting in the
selection of all the systems operating at DSIF frequency at an over-all
reduced weight and complexity of the spacecraft system.
-18-
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The combined design implementation of the above restraints with the
trajectory geometry_established the RF power £or each phase of the
communication system ._e|ection. In case of subsystem malfunction
during landing entry and descent_dnta should be played out prior to impact.
This requirement resulted in very high RF power for the 2--minute period
of time to play out the large amount of accumulated entry and descent
data, while descending on the main chute. The playout time for the
separation to entry and on the planet surface is measured in hours;
therefore bit rates can be kept low and RF power is reduced accordingly.
Hence two separate systems were considered necessary.
For the selected concept the lander communication system operates via
a relay link to the flyby/bus for all three phases of post-separation.
In addition, a direct link system also transmits the required data during
the post-impact phase. In selecting the total lander communication
package, those systems which operate prior to impact were packaged
external to the protected payload. Wherever possible, common elements
were used without the use of any KF switching devices.
It was determined that the entry to impact phase operation required more
than three times more RF power than any other phase but for a short
operation time. Therefore, this link was designed independent of the
others. When considering the other phases, the direct link operating
during post-impact required the most RF power. Therefore, the
other two relay systems (separation to entry and on surface) were selected
at the same power resulting in a large performance margin during these
phases. Section I0-7 shows the details of the communication and power
systems conceptual design, compatible with the following payload synthesis.
b. Relay Link -- Entry to Impact Phase
1 ) Subsystem utilization
During atmospheric entry, data are recorded concerning the
temperatures, pressures, and accelerations sensed by the lander.
There stored data are then played back to the flyby/bus during
main parachute descent via a 2. 295-kmc relay link, Additional
atmospheric data taken during main chute descent are also played
out in real time (or with buffer storage, as required). Table 14
showy s the geometry at atmospheric entry assumed for communi-
cation link design.
-19-
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2) Subsystem selection
_: rom table 14 the communication systems were sized as follows:
a) Flyby/bus antenna (on flyby/bus gimballed payload plat-
form, aimed along local vertical to planet)
1 Antenna type Horn
2 Antenna frequency
n
2. 295 kmc
3 Beamwidth (at -3 db points) 34 °
4 Slant range (see look angle at entry
in table 14) <75,000 km
5 Look angle (from local vertical at
bus to lander impact site, table 14) 1.43
6 Bus antenna total gain (section I0,
figure 215) +I 3. Z db
b) Lander antenna (on lander, external to impact protected
package, aimed along local planet vertica/)
1 Antenna type Horn
m
2 Antenna frequency 2. 295 kmc
3 Bea_width (at -3 db points) 74"
4 L_ok angle (lander to bus, table 14) 33.12 °
5 Assumed parachute sway angle (max) ± I0 °
6 Total antenna look angle 43.12"
.7 Tota/ antenna gain (section I0,
_gure 215) +2.8 db
c) Net antenna gain (both antennas) "G" +I 6.0 db
d) Total data bits (to be transmitted)
(Volume II, section 2.3) 9165
-21 -
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e) Main parachute descent time, i.e. ,
transmission time (min., for ZE= -900, "H"
atm, m/CDA = 0.244) 110 seconds
£) Total acquisition time (carrier + synch. ) --I0.0 sec.
g) Data transmission time (110 - 10) I00.0 sec.
h) Bit rate (two total data bit transmissions) 184 bps
i) Transmitter power/net antenna gain
product "PTG" (at 75,000 km at Z. 295 kmc) 35.45 dbw
j) Required transmitter power
(PT = RpT - G = 35.45 - 16.0)
From dbw = I0 log I0 PT/W
Use 90-watt transmitter RF power.
19.45 dbw
88. I 0 watts
c. Direct Link -- Post-lmpact Phase
After landing, data generated by the lander scientific instruments and
engineering diagnostic information are collected from the lander sub-
systems. In addition, the information generated during the entry-to-
impact phase has been stored and is transmitted with the landed data.
i) Communications range:
176.2 x 106 km for arrival on 2 November 69 (worst case in
selected launch window; all other arrival dates have a shorter
communications range).
2) Impact point:
20 degrees North latitude, 280.4 degrees longitude--selection
based on 3-sigma dispersion for 150-km tracking error of
3 x 3.25 •degrees = 9.70 degrees latitude dispersion and 3 x 3. Z0
degrees = 9.60 degrees longitude dispersion about an aim impact
point of 10 degrees N. latitude and 290 degrees longitude (Syrtis
Major). See figure 31, Volume L
3) Earth elevation above Martianequator:
13. Z degrees S. latitude--worst angle possible during launch
window.
-ZZ-
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4) Look angle to Earth:
56 degrees maximum, 33 degrees minimum, during mission with
entry at a longitude corresponding to 0.75 hour after sunrise
assuming zero time for descent (worst case).
5) Transmitting horn antenna beamwidth:
74 degrees at a 56 degree Earth look angle (limit or horn
ability).
6) Antenna _ain: (section 10, figure 18).
Look angle 56 degrees = -0.8 db "G"
7) Transmitter power - DPT :
a) Select 11.5 bps, multiple of 184 bps selected for descent
link.
b) Then from section 10, figure 211,DPT = 24.54 watts.
c) Therefore, 30.0watts was selected to add designper-
formance margin.
d. l_elay Link Post-Impact Phase
This link is the backup to the direct link for those data to be trans-
mitted after impact. Parametric analysis showed that the system
designed for the direct link would also accomplish the relay trans-
mission with extra margin (ref. section 3.0 and 10.0). Therefore,
the post-impact phase communication is accomplished through two
modes using a single system.
An analysis was made of the look angles from the lander back to the
flyby/bus, which was found to vary from 27.68 degrees N. latitude to
39.79 degrees N. latitude. The minimum flyby/bus trajectory inclina-
tion is limited to the same value. Assuming a nominal minimum
inclination range of 40 to 45 degrees to allow for the window effect,
and with a 900 ft/sec bus slowdown, for a nominal 106 krn separation
distance, table 15 was prepared.
e. Relay Link -- Separation-to-Entry Phase
The separation to entry phase of relay communication will be accom-
plished by a system similar to the direct/relay system selected for
-23-
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TABLE 15
RELAY COMMUNICATION -- POST-IMPACT LINK
Margin for relay to bus link (db)
Direct communication selection
Required RPT at 2. 295 krnc
and B= II.5
DPT (watts)
G {dbw)
RPT (watts)
G (dbw)
Total gain both antennas (db)
34-deg beanawidth total gain ant. (db) (section I0, figure 215)
Look-angle bus antenna C L to Lander (degrees)
74-deg beamwidth antenna, total gain (db) (section I0, figure 215]
Communications range (krn)
Look angle to bus from landed antenna C L along local vertical
at impact point
Periapsis _ltitude (krn)
Time from entry (hr)
Entry trajectory inclination (degrees)
Initial intercept latitude (degrees North)
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the post-impact phase, except for the antenna selection. The 30 watts
of RF power available are more than adequate to transmit from a low-
gain, wide-angle, slot antenna because of the short communication
range. View angle constraints between the flyby/bus and lander after
separation required the slot antenna to be located on the forebody.
See section 10.7.3 for details of the slot antenna.
f. Payload 16 -- Weight and Volume
In synthesizing the lander payload, those scientific instruments and
communications subsystems elements used from separation to impact
were located external to the landed package except for the accelero-
meters mounted in the payload sphere at the center of gravity. The
single-package power subsystem required for all phases of the mission
is also located within the landed package. Weight and volume tabulates
shown on table 16 were based on scientific instruments, communica-
tions, power, and data subsystems selected from appropriate sections
of this volume. The total internal payload (landed) weight is 86.3
pounds, and the total external payload (pre-entry and descent)weight
is 41, I pounds, for a total lander payload weight of 127.4 pounds.
-25-
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TABLE 16
PAVLOAD 16--WEIGH1 AND VOLUME
Subsystem
5cicnce
Communic ations
Landed Relay/
Direct
Power
Data
_.tisc ellaneous
Science
Communications
Preentry
Relay
Descent
Re_ay
Miacvll aneous
Item
Pressure Sensor
Radioisotope
Growth Detec-
tor
Anemometer "
Accelerometer S
Power Amplifier
Exciter
34-1nch Horn
Antenna
Battery
Handling
Storage
(12,000 bits)
Progr am_nin g
Cables
Eng. lnst r on_.e nt $
Diagnomtic Instru-
ments
Radiometer
Pressure Sensor
Temp. Sensor
Power amplifier
Exciter
Slot Antenna
Power amplifier
Exciter
J, 84" Horn Ant.
Cabling
En 8. Instrument
Eng. Diosnostic
Reference
Section 3
Table 23
Section I 0
Table "52
Section I0
Table 56
Section 10
Table 56
Section I0
Table 52
Section 3
Table 23
Section I 0
Table 52
Section 10
Table 52
Section 10
Table 52
Nominal
Weight [ Volume(Ib} (in. 3)
0.3 4
6.0 204
l.O J9
0.4 10
5.8 115
4.5 78
1.6 8O
25.3 194
7.0 120
8.3 100
4.0 b0
3.0 ---
2.0 ---
2.0 ---
1.5
0.3
0.3
5.8
4.5
4.0
9.4
4.5
1.6
4.0
Z.O
2.0
24
2
No. Incl.
Number Redun.
Necessary dante
I 1
1 1
1 1"
3 3
Subtotal
1 2
1 2
1 l
Subtotal
1 I
1 l
[ 1
1 2
Subtotal
I I
1 1
1 1
SubtotaJ
Total Internal
l 1
3 3
3 3
_rip_re _l_hllyql.,_ Total
115 1 1
78 1 1
300 1 I
Communications SubsyBtt-m Tots!
i
145 [ 1 l
78 1 1 !
80 1 I
Descent Rc]ay S_bsy_trm Tolal
--- 1 l
-.- l J
--- I 1
Total Ext e r nad
Final Total
Weight [ Volume(lbs) (in. 3)
0.3 4
6.0 Z04
1.0 19
1.2 30
8.5 257
11.6 230
9.0 156
1.6 80
22.2 466
25.3 194
7.0 120
8.3 100
8.0 120
23.3 340
3.0
2.0
2.0
7.0
86.3 1257
1.5 24
0.0 12
0.9 O
5.8 IIq
4.5 "/8
4, 0 _00
14. 3 qgt I
Z
9.4 I.t_ ]
4.5 7_ l
1.6 _0
t15.5 _._
4.0 -oo
2.0 o-- ]2.0 ---
8.0
,i.1 i;; J
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1.2 PAYLOAD RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
I.Z. 1 Introduction
During the parametric evaluation phase, through the selection of the payload,
reiiabiiiLy efforts were concerned with the analysis of alternate design con-
cepts and mission approaches. In selecting a particular design concept or
mission approach from among several alternatives, such parameters as
performance, weight, power requirements, cost, volume, accuracy, infor-
mation yield, and reliability must be taken into consideration. Depending
on the concept or approach being analyzed, the pertinent parameters must
be evaluated and factored into a comprehensive systems analysis study of
the candidate alternatives. To this end, the purpose of the reliability anal-
yses was to support the overall selection process by providing the necessary
reliability inputs.
I.Z. Z Analysis of Alternate Mission Payloads
The analysis was concerned with the evaluation of alternate mission pay-
loads to determine which of several being considered has the highest ex-
pected yield. Information obtainable from the lander mission can be class-
ified into the following data categories:
a. Landing/survival data
b. Diagnostic data
c. Data for future missions
d. Minimum biological data
e. Extended biological data.
A number of payloads were synthesized to acquire these data. However,
preliminary analyses reduced the number of prime candidates to five--pay-
loads 9, 10, 11, 15, and 16. Consequently these five mission payloads were
subjected to a more detailed evaluation.
This evaluation required the development of mission reliability profiles
(from the point of lander separation) to show the success probabilities of
significant events occurring during the payload missions. These success
probabilities were integrated with relative (importance) values assigned to
the above data categories to determine the relative expected yield of each
payload.
The relative expected yield for a single launch attempt of alternate mission
payloads is summarized in table 17. A review of the results shown in this
-Z7-
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TABLE 17
RELATIVE EXPECTED YIELDS
SINGLE LAUNCH OF ALTERNATIVE PAYLOADS
Payload
Number
Allocated
Expected
Allocated
10
Expected
II
15
16
Allocated
Expected
Allocated
Expected
Allocated
Expected
Land and
Survive
22
12.4
22
12.3
22
12.3
22
12. I
22
12.1
Diagnostic
Data
1.7
1.7
3
1.7
1.6
1.6
Data for
Future
Missions
0.6
l.l
1.1
3O
16,4
25
13.7
Minimum
Bio
25
13.7
25
13.1
25
13.4
25
13.4
Extended Total
Bio Value
26
14.7
52
28.8
20 72
I0. 5 38.7
80
43,5
75
40.8
Percentage of Total
Achieved
( Expected x 100)
Allocated
56.6
55.4
53.8
54.4
54.4
Expected Yield = (Allocated Event Value) x (Event Success Probability)
-28-
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table reveals that payload 9 returns the highest percent of its total allocated
value (56.6 percent}, followed in order by payloads 10, 16, 15, and ll. How-
ever the spread in percentage between payloads 9 and 11 is only 2.8 percent,
indicating that no appreciable difference exists between payloads. In terms
of expected yield, payload 15 has the highest yield (43.5), followed in de-
............._ ....b _o_ _y p_yl_._. ___ 1.6, .1!, .v,ln _....._-_9. A closer examination of the
expected yields for payloads 16, 11, 10, and 9 shows that these payloads have
yields which range from approximately 9/10 to 1/3 of that expected from
payload 15. On this basis, payload 15 very definitely is the most superior
payload, since it can be expected to result in the highese expected yield.
The total expected yields from a single launch attempt were extrapolated to
the case ofmultilaunches, specifically two and three attempts. As the bar
chart of figure 1 shows, the use of multilaunches has a significant effect in
increasing the expected yields for all payloads.
1.2.3 Conclusion
The value of these analyses lies in the methods used by reliability personnel,
independent of the remainder of the project study group. The reliability re-
commendations are, thus, free of the bias sometimes associated with con-
ceptual design selections; i.e., the systems designer might choose, as the
most reliable, a concept or approach which is superior for other reasons,
but not necessarily reliability. On the other hand, as pointed out in the
Introduction, many parameters other than reliability must be evaluated be-
fore a final choice can be made. Consequently, the design concepts and
mission approaches recommended on the basis of reliability may not always
be the concept or approach selected for the conceptual design.
1.3 VEHICLE ANALYSIS
Presented herein is a series of summary parametrics which were generated from
the parametric results for specific design conditions. These design conditions
were established for the mission objectives defined by payloads 9, 10, 11, 15
and 16 analyzed in section 1.1 -- Payload Analysis . It will be determined in this
section what lander diameter, descent system, impact system, and entry weight
is required for each of these payloads. Certain design requirements established
in the parametric study by subsystem optimization or tradeoff evaluation will be
used. These requirements will be called out and referenced as the analysis
proceeds.
Only the summary curves will be presented for mission objectives associated
with payloads 9, I0, iI, and 15. A detailed discussion and step-by-step cal-
culation of vehicle analysis associated with payload 16 will be presented.
1.3.1 Mission Payload 9
Since the mission objective of payload 9 is a land and survive approach and
not a biological mission, it was felt that the equipment associated with this
payload could be hardened for high g impact levels (_ 6000). Therefore,
onlya balsawood impact attenuator was investigated (see section 8.0). Also
the possibility of higher impact velocities was explored by considering
-zg-
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different descent systems: two-chute systems, single-chute (drogue only},
and no chutes at all. In all cases, however, the 200 ft/sec wind velocity
(basic ground rule) was root mean squared with the vertical descent velocity
to arrive at the impact velocity. Other design conditions established for
this ar_alysis are presented in table 18. Note that the entry angle for this
mission is 7' = 45 degrees. This result_ from relaxing the separation angle
at flyby/bus-lander separation to remove the slowdown maneuver for relay
communication, since the landing location is not a constraint. The 3o dis-
persion associated with this entry angle is +17 degrees (see Systems--volume
II, section 3.2). Coupling all of these conditions together and employing the
optimization analysis for m/CDA values and descent velocities, figure 2 was
generated.
Notice in figure 2, that there is a small difference in available internalweight
(payload plus structure, and so forth} realized between two- or single-chute
systems. This is primarily because the 200 ft/sec wind component largely
affects the RMS value of the impact velocity, i.e., 210 ft/sec compared to
250 ft]sec. Had the 200 ft/sec wind velocity been neglected, one would have
observed much larger available weight differences.
The no-chute system design has two significant criticisms compared to the
chute system:
a. The m/CDAop t required to decelerate the lander to a reasonable
impact velocity (resulting in an optimization with the impact attenuator)
is extremely low -- 0. 165.
b. The g levelassociatedwiththis design is twice that ofthe chute systems.
The low m/CDA value produces large heat shield system and impact attenuator
weights, thus significantly reducing the available internal weight.
Now considering payload 9, which is 95 pounds, the required internal weight
can be established by adding in the structural, thermal control, andbracketry
weights. It was assumed by engineering estimate that this weight would be
approximately 40 percent of the pa.¢load weight, or 38 pounds. Hence the
totalrequired internalweight is 133 pounds. Projecting this value on fig-
ure 2, the required lander diameter can be determined. It is evident that
a no-chute system is not applicable in the study when considering the maxi-
mum available diameter constraint of the Surveyor shroud with the flyby/bus.
This is illustrated in figure 3, where only the two-chute design is presented
with the entry weight.
1.3.2 Mission Payloads 10, 11, and 15
In the mission objectives for these payloads, simple biological experiments
are performed. This has two significant impacts on the lander design:
a. The landing site must be in an area of possible growth (Syrtis Major).
b. The instruments are quite fragile, thus requiring low impact g.
-31 -
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TABLE 18
PAYLOAD 9 l. VEHICLE DESIGN CRITERIA
Shape : Apollo
Heat Shield System;
Entry Conditions:
Descent Systems:
2 -chute system
1-chute system
Impact System-
System A
System B
(a) Forebody - Avco 5026 Aluminum H/C
(b) Afterbody- Beryllium
YE =-45 deg nora., ±17 deg, 3adispersion
"E = 179 deg
Spin = Pitch = 0.0
V E = 21, 500 ft/sec
B
Drogue - "Hyperfio" at M = Z. 5
Z at M = 2.5 = I0,000 feet
Main - "Ring Sail" at M = 0.8
Z at M = 0.8 = 5000 feet
Vdescent = 65 ft/sec (opt)
Drogue - "Hyperflo" at M = 2. 5Z at M = Z.5 = 10,000 feet
Vdescent = 150 ft/sec
ttenuator - Aluminum Honeycomb
mpact g - 1500 g
mpact Velocity - 210 ft/sec (opt)
ttenuator - Balsa wood
mpact g - 3500 to 6400 g
mpact Velocity - 250 ft/sec (opt)
-32-
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LFigure 3 EFFECT OF LANDER ENTRY AND PAYLOAD WEIGHT ON
DIAMETER - PAYLOAD 9
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The first condition predicts the entry angle, which is approximately 7E =
70 deg nom. For this analysis aE = 94 deg was used as predicted bylander
separation, where no despin is applied. A/I other entry conditions will be
exactly the same as in table 18. The second condition, low impact g, re-
=_"_-_s the impact =_e ...... vn to aluminum honeycomb, which results in
approximately 1500 g's (see section 8.0). However, balsa wood was eval-
uated to show the influence on the available internal weight. Here again two-
chute and single-chute systems were investigated for possible fail-safe de-
sign considerations. The results of the analysis are plotted in figure 4.
Several significant features are present on figure 4. The first is, as stated
previously, the small difference between the two-chute and single-chute
system, in particular for balsawood attenuators. This is due primarily to
two reasons:
a. Small difference in actual impact velocity due to horizontal wind
component
b. The high efficiency of balsawood.
With aluminum honeycomb this difference is more pronounced due to its low
efficiency as an impact material and the restriction to 1500 g's. The use
of a single-chute has two bad features:
a. The drogue chute becomes too large (_, 40 feet in diameter), which
is beyond the state-of-art of parachutes deployed at M = Z. 5
b. It does not provide a simple system for jettisoning the heat shield
system.
Both features have good arguments for not considering single-chute systems
in Mars landers, and hence they were not considered in the conceptual design
selection.
Proceeding now to the payloads I0, II, and 15, a required internal weight can
be estimated. From section I.I.3 we find payload I0 is 115.1 pounds, pay-
load II is 156.5pounds, and payload 15is 191.4pounds. Now applying a
factor of 1.4 to these weights to account for structure, etc., we arrive at
the required internal weights for these missions; payload 10 is 161.1 pounds,
payload ii is 219.1 pounds, andpayload 15 is 268.0 pounds. Crossplotting
these internal weights on figure 4, the required lander diameters can be
obtained. It is interesting to note that it requires an additional 15- to Z0-
inch of lander diameter to restrict the g level to 1500 as compared to 3500.
Also noted on figure 4, is that only payload ID is within the maximum lander
diameter constraint of 85 inches, (without modifications to the Surveyor
shroud). This is noted more clearly on figure 5, where now the entryweight
has been added. Only the two-chute system and aluminum honeycomb atten-
-35-
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uator are represented on figure 5, since they show the final conceptual de-
sign selection for the reasons stated above. Also shown on the figure is the
maximum lander launch weight of 430 pounds which is constrained by the
weight of the flyby/bus (-816 pounds) and separation system (_94 pounds i.e.,
sterilization shroud,propulsion and fittings), coupled with the maximum
launch weight of 1340 pounds (zero tloxed} for the launch window under con-
sideration (Systems, volume II, section 3.1). Using this restriction, the
maximum lander diameter would be 78 inches, considerably less than what
is required for payloads 10, 11, and 15. Hence floxing is required for per-
formance of the mission objectives of these payloads.
1.3.3 Conceptual Des!_n Mission, PaTload 16
The conceptual design payload, as synthesized in section 1.1.4, consists of
essentially two separate payloads--a descent payload (including pre-entry
communication system} and a landed payload. However, in order to pursue
the available internal weight analysis independently, the payload is consid-
ered as one system and adjustments are made to the descent payload, so
that the required internal weight can be obtained. The design requirements
for the conceptual design are defined in section 1.1.4 and summarized in
section 1.4.0. Using these requirements, an available internal weight
curve was generated (figure 6) similar to the preceding curve. On this
figure, however, three mainchute deployment altitudes were considered to
determine the effect on internal weight. It is evident that going to a lower
deployment altitude increases the available internal weight but decreases the
descent time significantly. From the communication payload synthesis
(section 1. 1.4), along descent time (.-100 sec) was required in order not
to overpenalize the payload weight. Hence the 8000-foot altitude was se-
lected as a compromise and to ensure that the lander was at a high enough
altitude such that surface terrain (mountains) would not jeopardize the
mission.
To arrive at the required internal weight, the external (descent payload}
weight had to be adjusted to fit figure 6 terminology. Due to this, the de-
scent payload, 41. 1 pounds (section 1. 1.4, table 11), was multiplied by the
ratio of impact attenuator mass to internal mass--0.41--which results in
16.8 pounds. Adding this value to the landed payload weight, 86.3 pounds,
gives 103.2 pounds. Now the weight of the internal structure andassociated
hardware must be accounted for. As before, 40 percent of the payload
weight is assumed for these weights. Hence the adjusted required internal
weight becomes 144.5 pounds. Crossplotting this value on figure 6 gives a
lander diameter of 90 inches and an entry weight of 500 pounds. This then
is the conceptual design selection about which more refined analysis will
be conducted in the following subsystem sections.
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Figure 5 EFFECT OF LAUNCH WEIGHT ON PAYLOAD WEIGHT
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Finally, in the following discussion a typical point will be evaluated in the
construction of figure 6. This illustrated example is intended to help the
reader in understanding the usage of the parametric data presented through-
out this report. The analysis is presented in a step-by-step approach show-
ing references to each result.
a. Ballistics Coefficient-- m/CDA
From figure 28 of the Descent System Section (7.5) it is seen that the
optimum m/CDA for an 8000-foot main chute deployment is 0. 285 slug/
ft 2. However, note thatthis result is for a particle trajectory neglect-
ing angle of attack effects. Hence it is necessary to realize a correct
m/CDAbased on the actual dynamic motions of the vehicle during entry.
From figure 14 in the Aerodynamic Performance Section (4.3), we find
that a particle trajectory m/CDAof 0. Z85 at 14,000 feet corresponds
to a dynamics m/CDA of 0. 244.
b. Entry Angle
A nominal entry angle between -66 degrees and -74 degrees was pre-
dicted by the selected launch window (see Systems, volume II, section
3.1). A 3a (±14 degrees} entry angle dispersion (Systems, volume II,
section 3. Z) could result such that an entry angle spectrum of -SZ to
-88 degrees would be possible. Thus the heat shield (ablator 5026
forebody, beryllium afterbody) will be designed for YE = -5Z degrees,
while the substructure (aluminum honeycomb) will be designed for -88
degrees, since these conditions represent the worst-worst design.
In the same fashion the descent system will be designed for YE _ -88
degrees.
c. Entry Weight (WE)
Using an m/CDA = 0.244, a lander diameter of 90 inches (selected to
show a single point calculation in the construction of an available pay-
load curve, figure 6) and a hypersonic C D = 1.45 (zero angle of attack),
the entry weight _'E will then equal 500 pounds.
d. Heat shield and Structure Weight
The heat shield is designed on the shallowest possible entry angle of
-52 degrees, such that from figure 56 we note by interpolation that the
total weight fraction is 0. 130, resulting in 65.5 pounds of heat shield.
This weight includes 5026 ablator around the entire vehicle except for
the afterbody, which utilizes beryllium.
-40-
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't'he structure is designed on the steepest possible entry angle of 90
degrees; hence from figure 57 we note that structure weight fraction
is 0. 130. such that the structural weight (a!uminum honeycomb on the
nose and toroidal sections) is 66.7 pounds. The combined heat shield
and structure weight is 132.5 pounds.
e. Drogue Chute Weight (WD)
From figure 85 of the Descent System section we note that a drogue area
over vehicle area ratio of 6.2 is necessary to decelerate the lander to
Mach 0.8 at 8000 feet. Note that this point is at an m/CDA of 0.285
particle trajectory which must be adjusted for m/CDA = 0. 244 to achieve
the same drogue chute performance; hence AD/A V must be multiplied
by the ratio of m/CDA's. Thus AD/A V now is 6.2 (0.86) = 5.3. Based
on a 90-inch vehicle and a parametric tool that the weight of the drogue
system is 0. 11 times the area of the drogue (W D = 0. II AD) , we find
the drogue system weight to be 25.0 pounds.
f. Main Chute Weight and/or (AMC/WS)
Based on a tradeoff between main chute system weight and impact
attenuation weight, it was established that 65 ft/sec was an opti-
mum impact velocity (see section 8.4.3). At this point we see on
figure 95 in the Descent System section that AMc/W S is 6. Z. Once
the suspended weight on the main chute is determined, then the
main chute weight can be established noting that WMC is 0.013
times the area, i.e., WMC = 0.013 AMC.
g. Suspended Weight, W S
The suspended weight canbe calculated such that (see section 7. O)
w E - WH/S - WC
WS =
WMC
Ws
500 - 132.2- 25.0
WS = = 317.0 pounds
1 + 6.2(0.013)
h. Available Internal Weight
The internal weight is the suspended weight minus the impact attenuation
system weight. The crushable material used for this design is aluminum
honeycomb. The vertical descent velocity is 65 ft/sec, and the horizontal
wind component is Z00 ft/sec. Hence the design impact velocity is Zl0
ft/sec, resulting in 1500 impact g's. From figure 155 in the Impact
System section we find that for suspended weight of 317 pounds, the
payload weight is 145 pounds. Hence a single point has been established
for figure 6, which also resulted in the conceptual design point. The
-4I -
impact attenuator weight of 167poundsis based on a packaging density
of 2 slug/ft 2 and hence must be adjusted for the final design {see
section 8. 5. 1).
i. Main Chute Descent Time
The main chute descent time is a function of the main chute size, the
deployment altitude, and the suspended weight. Figure 94 of the
Descent System section presents descent times for the thinnest atmos-
phere (H model). Hence for 8000 feet and a ratio of 6.2 for AMc/Ws,
we find the descent time to be 105 seconds.
1.4 System Design Summary
To summarize the selected conceptual design and to aid in the discussion of
the forthcoming sections of this report, a complete list of pertinent system
requirements are presented in table 19. These requirements evolved out of
the analysis and defined mission objectives discussed in the previous sections
(1.1 and 1. 3). Other requirements evolved from parametric evaluations by
basic trade-off studies and optimization analyses. The requirements presented
will be used, system by system, throughout this report in the final analysis
of the conceptual design. A complete weight summary for the conceptual de-
sign is located in section 3.4.
TABLE 19
LANDER SYSTEM DESIGN SUMMARY
Configuration:
Entry Shape - Apollo {Modified Afterbody - 30 degrees) -- 90 in. dia.
Landed Shape - Spherical -- 43 in. dia.
Internal Shape - Spherical -- 15.5 in. dia.
3 slug/ft 3 packaging density
Flotation system antenna erection
Entry Conditions:
V E = Zl,500 ft/sec
YE = 66 - 74 degrees nominal
aE = 179 degrees
Spin = Pitch = 0.0
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TABLE 19 (Cont'd)
w E = 516. 5 Ib
M/CDA = 0. g5 sluglft g
Heat Shield System:
Forebody
Afterbody
- Ablator - "Avco 5026"
Aluminum Honeycomb Substructure
- Beryllium (thin shell) heat sink
Descent System:
Drogue chute - "Hyperflo" - 17 ft. dia.
M = 2.5 nominal deployment
14,000 ft. rain. altitude
Main chute - "Ringsail" - 50 ft. dia.
M = 0.8 nominal deployment
8000 ft. rain. altitude
Impact System:
Impact attenuator - aluminum honeycomb
13 in. stroke
1500g - impact
Zl0 ft/sec - impact velocity
De scent Payload:
Science
Radiometer
Pres sure
Temperature
Communication - Relay
RF power - watts
Bit rate - bps
Total bits
Antenna type
Design range - km
Frequency - kmc
Playout time - sec
Preentry
30
11.5
1560
Slot
75 x 103
Z. Z95
136
Descent
90
184
16330
Horn, 74. beamwidth
75 x 10 3
• Z. Z95
91
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TABLE 19 (Concl'd)
Landed Payload:
Science
5 hr. biological experiment
Surface pressure
Anemometer
Accelerometers (used during descent)
Surface temperature
Communication - direct/relay combined
RF power
Bit rate
Total bits
Ante nna
Design range
Frequency
Playout time
- 30 watts
-I I. 5 bps
-13161
- Horn 74 degrees beamwidth
- I, 8 x I08 km
- Z. 295 kmc
- 19 minutes
Power
NiCad battery Z8v at 151.8 watt-hr.
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2.0 SCIENTIFIC PAYLOAD
2. I INSTRUMENTATION LIST
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory at the onset of the program furnished Avco RAD
with an instrumentation list to be used for the dcsign of scientific payloads. It
was deemed necessary to addananemometer, emission spectrograph, and a
six-channel radiometer in order to have greater flexibility in overall mission
objectives. The portion of the 3PL list that is applicable to lander science is
found in table 20.
2.2 SELECTED INSTRUMENTATION
2.2. 1 Generation of Payloads
During this current study, full advantage was taken of the extensive op-
timization and evaluation of instrumentation that was performed under a
prior Voyager study. Volume II of the Voyager study, Scientific Mission
Analysis (pages 167 through 192) gives a thorough treatment of the prob-
lem of instrumentation choice.
Table 21 was derived as a result of this approach and lists those instru-
ments determined by the evaluation procedure to be most useful in the
Advanced Mariner lander. These instruments were then used in the
parametric design of the many payloads studies.
Seven lander payloads were initially established (1 through 7, table ZZ),
with variations of the communications, instrumentation, and power systems
to accomplish several selected missions. These payload groupings (1-7)
satisfied ambitions mission objectives and were characterized by landed
lifetimes of from 12 to 48 hours duration arid by mission total bit content
in excess of 1,000,000.
It was later determined that these mission and payload formulations were
too ambitions for the Advanced Mariner concept; therefore new payload
groupings were evolved which satisfied mission objectives ranging from
simple "land and survive" missions to missions of increasing reasonable
complexity (8 through 15, table 22).
Working toward the goal of the choice of a final conceptual design, four
payloads were more actively studied. Payload 9 was chosen to designate
a successful landing with notification of survival. The instrument chosen
was the simplest and yet furnished pressure data so important to future
flights. Payload 10 was chosen to furnish the same data obtained with
payload 9 with further information on wind speeds. A 5-hour biological
experiment was included to answer the prime scientific question: DoeB
life exist on Mars?
-45-
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Payload 11 was identical to payload 10 but had a 24-hour mission life.
Payload 15 was the most ambitions of the payloads studied. This payload
was in essence payload 10 with the addition of descent television. This
final payload was chosen by Avco as a serious candidate for the conceptual
design portion of this study.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory felt that the descent TV experiment added
unacceptable complexities and legislated against it. An atmospheric comp-
osition experiment was substituted which was to acquire and transmit its
data prior to impact. This is the basis of the formulation of payload 16.
-46-
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TABLE 22
ADVANCED MARINER PAYLOADS
Payload 1 - Instruments I through 8
Mission duration - 24 hours
Instrument weight - 45 Ib
Total bits - 217, 900 direct
Total energy - 439 w-hr
Peak power - 30.27 w
Payload 2 - Instruments I through 8
Mission duration - 48 hours
Instrument weight - 45 lb
Total bits - 435,800 direct
Total energy - 878 w-hr
Peak power - 30.27 w
payload 3 - Instruments 1 through 8
and 11
Mission duration - 24 hours
Payload 6 - Instruments 1,
11
Mission duration - Z4 hours
3 through
Instrument weight - 92 lb
Total Bits - 17,900 direct
5. 445 x 106 relay
Total energy - 225 w-hr
Peak power - 157 w
Payload 7 - Instruments 1, 3 through
II
Mission duration - 48 hours
Instrument weight - 92 lb
Total bits - 35, 800 direct
5. 445 x 106 relay
Total energy - 286 w-hr
Peak power - 157 w
Instrument weight - 62 lb
Total bits - 217,900 direct
3. 925 x 106 relay
Total energy . 422 w-hr
Peak power - 60. Z7 w
Payload 4 - Instruments 1 through 8
and 11
Mission duration - 48 hours
Instrument weight - 62 Ib
Total bite - 435,800 direct
3. 935 x 106 relay
Total energy- 881 w-hr
Peak power - 60.27 w
Payload 5 - Instruments 3 through 7,
9, I0, and II
Mission duration - 2.5 houri
Instrument weight - 81 Ib
Total bits - 5,451,314 relay
Total energy 177.3 w-hr
Peak power - 151 w
Payload 8 - Instrument 7
Mission duration - 2 hours
Instrument weight - 0.3 Ib
Total bits - 250 direct and relay
Total energy - 0.2 w-hr
Peak Power - 0. I w
Payload 9 - Same as 8 plus
diagnostics (see next page)
Mission duration - 2 hours
Instrument weight - I.3 Ib
Total bits - 2,670 direct and relay
Total energy - 2.2 w-hr
Peak power - 0. 1 w
Payload I0 - Instruments 5, 7, and
12
Mission duration - 5 hours
Instrument weight -6.3 Ib
Total bits - 3,420 direct
2,670 relay
Total energy - 15.5 w-hr
Peak power - 3. 1 w
-55-
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TABLE 22
ADVANCED MARINER PAYLOADS (Cont'd)
Payload 11 - Instruments 5, 7,
12-
Mission duration - 24 hours
8, and Payload 15 - Instrument 6, 7, 8,
and IZ
Mission duration - 5 hours
Instrument weight - 10. 3 lb
Total bits - 9,000 direct
Z, 670 relay
Total Energy - 120.4 w-hr
Peak power - 5. I w
Instrument weight - 50. 3 lb
Total bits - 12,600 direct
45.4 x 106 relay
Total energy - 425 w-hr
Payload 12 - Instruments 3, 5,
through 10, and 12
Mission duration - 24 hours
7t
Instrument weight - 59. 3 lb
Total bits - 9.0 x 103 direct
1. 5 x 106 relay
Total energy - Z9Z. 4 w-hr
Peak Power - 121. 1 w
Payload 13 -Instruments 3, 5,
through lZ
Mission duration - 34 hours
7_
Instrument weight - 76. 3 lb
Total bits - 9.0 x 103 direct
5. 45 x 106 relay
Total energy - Z95.4 w-hr
Peak power - lZl. 1 w
Payload 14 - Instruments l,
10, and lZ
Mission Duration - Z4 hours
Instrument weight - 7Z. 6 lb
Total bits - Zl, 550 direct
1.5 x 106 relay
Total energy - 337 w-hr
Peak power - lZ9.5 w
3, through
11,
-56-
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Z. Z. Z Conceptual Desisn Payload
Payload 16, used for the conceptual design, is divided into two packages:
1. A six-channel radiometer, pressure sensor, and temperature
sensor, are mounted external to the landed package. They function
during entry and are jettisoned along with the heat shield upon opening
of the parachute.
2. Located internal to the landed payload are pressure and tempera-
ture sensors,the Gulliver biological experiment, an anemometer, and
three single-axis accelerometers. All of these instruments function
after landing except the accelerometers, which operate during entry
and are packaged internally in order to place them on the c. g.
The anemometer, with the temperature sensor, is deployed external to
the package after landing. The "sticky" string portion of the biological
experiment is fired to a distance of 25 feet from the vehicle, retrieved,
and thus furnishes samples for the experiment.
A functional description of the instrumentation of payload 16 follows:
1. During entry, the acquisition of atmospheric data is the prime
function of the science payload. A pressure sensor, atemperature
sensor, and the accelerometers will gather data to be used for the
computation of the density profile of the atmosphere.
A six-channel radiometer will be used to measure the chemical com-
position of the atmosphere. As its source of optical spectral data,
this instrument uses the shock-heated atmosphere behind the shock-
heated atmosphere behind the shock front in the stagnation point re-
gion. ::-" Measurements of preselected emission bands will make possible
the quantitative determination of the ratios of carbon dioxide, nitrogen,
and argon. This determination of chemical composition will also be
used in the density calculation.
A three axis accelerometer package was chosen to measure the lander
performance from 1 g ascending on the g-pulse to drogue chute de-
ployment (-*10 descending). Samptingrates of 4 samples/see (from I g
to 10 g ascending) and 20 samples/sec (from 10 g ascending to chute
deployment) were used in the payload analysis to predict the lander dy-
namic and hence deduce pressure and density profiles. Later studies,
however, indicate that 1 sample/sec may be all that is necessary (through-
out the pulse) to predict these profiles and at least a three-axis accel-
erometer is required to deduce the density profiles, unless onlythe
" The use of shock layer spectroscopy for the determination of atmospheric composition was first suggested by A. Seiff,
NASA TN D-1770.
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scale height is all that is desired. In this case only a peak g measure-
ment is required, since the lander angle of attack at peak-g varies little
over a complete range of entry condition. A more detailed analysis of
the pressure and density profile determination is presented in appendix
C.
The determination of surface pressure and temperature can be accom-
plished directly with apressure transducer. The difficulty of the task
is dependent on the knowledge of the vehicle's speed and dynamic mo-
tion prior to impact. For the conceptual design, where a parachute is
used, the descent velocity is sufficiently small such that a pressure
sensor located in the vicinity of the stagnation point indicates the atmos-
pheric pressure directly.
2. Once the lander has been anchored by the jettisoned crushable ma-
terial, the rotating cup anemometer is deployed on a small staff to which
is also attached the temperature sensor. Estimate of surface wind
speeds are so controversial today and are of such exceptional importance
to the engineering design of future Martian landings that inclusion of an
anemometer was considered essential.
Another controversial dimension is the atmospheric pressure exist-
ing on Mars. Thus the inclusion of a pressure sensor on the landed ve-
hicle was also considered a must.
The biological experiment chosen has a simple and easily accommodated
sample acquisition system. A "sticky string" is fired or spring pro-
pelled from the vehicle and, when retrieved, deposits the adhered soil
in a complex culture medi_lm tagged with C 14 atoms. The expectation
is that the metabolic cycle of viable organisms will liberate radioactive
carbon dioxide which will be measured in its gaseous stage by a Geiger
counter, thus giving evidence of activity and its attendant rate.
-58-
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3.0 DESIGN
Design studies of the lander were involved in generating the best functional
scheme to do the job established by the mission objectives. The design analy-
sis presented in this section will be centered around this task with primary
emphasis on subsystem integration and mecahnical systems designs. In order
to proceed on any one concept, several geometrical shape evaluations had to be
pursued. These evaluations involved many aspects from the design of the basic
landed package to the modification of the entry configuration. The first step in
the landed package configuration was to evaluate the desired shape from the
standpoint of the basic ground rule of complete passive protection at impact
under 200 ft/sec wind conditions and secondly, from the viewpoint of erection
of the landed antenna for relay and direct communication. These design studies
coupled with the impact system studies produced a spherical shape, employing
a flotation system for antenna erection, as the best approach for both the impact
attenuator and the landed payload. The next problem that faced the lander de-
sign studies was center of gravity control. Since the Apollo shape has a critical
center of gravity location (i. e., it is located close to the forebody) due to the
rearward entry center of pressure constraint, it became necessary to modify
the shape to relax this problem. Several modifications were analyzed and judged
on many arguments. A slight afterbody cone angle modification was determined
to be the most desirable solution to meet the c.g. constraint.
Other design evaluations were conducted in conjunction with the above studies;
among these were the optimization of the antenna size, landed sphere size, and
landed weight. This study indicated that alow communication frequency for re-
lay produced too large an antenna, thus penalizing the size of the landed sphere
and hence lander c. g. location. The optimization study indicated that a frequency
slightly less than S-band frequency, using horn antennas, would be desirable
from the standpoint of communication weight and landed sphere size. Therefore,
since the direct link is S-band {DSIF requirements), it was apparent that the re-
lay link should also be S-band and thus eliminate one system completely. Fur-
ther analysis and discussion of these pertinent evaluations will be covered in
greater depth in the following text.
Finally; a complete description of the conceptual design was established with
working layouts. A preliminary weight summary is included showing one com-
plete iteration in design from conceptual design selection (using the parametric
analysis) to the final preliminary design (using a more rigorous approach, where
possible). Weights that were analyzed from design layouts (nonparametized) and
could not be included in the parametric study are also summarized.
3. I LANDED SHAPE GENERATION
In the initial design studies the primary effort was devoted to the landed package
configuration and arrangement. Studies of many concepts were evaluated in con-
-59-
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junction with the impact system analysis, Sever__! of these concepts are pre-
sented in figure 7. Notice that in the first c01umn only spherical shapes are
considered. In the impact system analysis the use of a spherical shape proved
to be the desirable approach from the standpoint of a low g level and impact at-
tenuator weight (reference Section 8.0). However, the other concepts presented
in figure 7 have interesting design features that could be exapnded on. The len-
ticular shape has one very good asset in that it affords a low (forward) center
of gravity location in the entry vehicle (more simply, it fits the shape very well).
This shape also is desirable after landing because the probability of landing on
one of the two blunt sides is very high, thus making the antenna erection problem
simpler. The tetrahedron concept also is very attractive as alanded configura-
tion. Its payload packaging and erectability are the significant design features.
The shape also will land on one of four sides and hence the antenna gimballing
problem becomes greatly reduced, in particular if erectable legs are part of the
design as illustrated in this figure. The other concepts have equally attractive
features of some sort or other but result in very complex impact dynamics and
hence were not pursued in the final parametric or conceptual design studies.
Once a landed configuration (i. e., a sphere) was selected, primarily through
the analysis conducted on the impact system (reference section 8.0), the problem
arises of how to erect the communication antenna after impact. Before this can
be pursued to any great depth, the design requirements must be established.
The first approach to the communication system was to employ VHF frequency,
(large antenna requirements) for the relaylink. This frequency proved to be
the optimum approach for other design studies, in particular project Voyager,
where packaging volume was not the critical constraint and large antennas could
be handled. However, in the Advanced Mariner studies the packaging volume
(size) is a very critical constraint, and hence large antennas are prohibited. An
optimization study was conducted on the sphere size, considering a range of an-
tenna sizes (using both slot and horn antennas), and hence a range of frequencies.
The study showed that an antenna size or frequency slightly less than S-band (fre-
quency of the DSIF direct link) was optimum in size and a slightly larger antenna
was optimum in weight. This conclusion immediately led to the use of S-band
frequency for both relay and direct links, and hence removed one set of commun-
ication systems hardware and added a redundant scheme, since both relay and
direct telecommunication can be sent out at the same bit rate and time. The re-
sulting antenna is a 4-in. horn.
It has been established that aluminum honeycomb material (of the available state-
of-the-art energy absorbers) best satisfies the impact attenuator design require-
ments (i. e., low impact g level, where 1500 is feasible). This, however, im-
poses a critical design requirement on the landed sphere, since aluminum is not
radio frequency transparent and hence must be jettisoned after impact. The jet-
tisoning procedure may very well include the erection technique utilized for an-
tenna deployment. Several erection schemes of this nature and others were eval-
uated to arrive at the reference erection method. These schemes, along with
-60-
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some of the pertinent arguments used in projecting the selected systems, are
presented in figure 8.
System 1 is simply deploying one half of the impact attenuator. The system
• "_^_'_ philh_s .,_any drawbacks xn .... s" osophy. In *_^ t:.... ,___
--- _,,_- .,.o_ _ au the attenuator is
being used as the erection method; however, since it is used for impact, it may
be partially destroyed, and hence it is unlikely to be too useful in the erection
process. If a gimballing method can be designed (which seems unlikely), the
antenna would also have to be gimballed as well. This is due to the unknown
terrain, which would require a certain design criterion for terrain slope, say
30 degrees. Thus the antenna would require a 30-degree gimbal system, since
local vertical is very critical on communication power supply (due to alarge db
loss in antenna pattern).
In system 2 the attenuator is jettisoned after impact, and the landed internal
sphere (payload package) is actuated into two halves. Here again the design de-
pends on the terrain and hence requires that the antenna be gimballed as well.
It is also evident that two antennas are required to acquire the vertical direction
in the event that the two halves end up upside-down. This in turn produces a
large landed sphere and hence penalizes the lander (entry vehicle) center of
gravity location. Two operational sequences are required after impact: (1) jet-
tison of the attenuator and (2) actuation of the internal sphere. The latter oper-
ation is considered difficult due to the electrical wiring and switching (namely,
the antenna cabling) from one half to the other. In addition to the above critical
arguments, this concept would have very difficult thermal control requirements,
since now the internal payload will be exposed to the Martian surface environ-
ment (which is extremely cold). System 3 deploys just the antenna from the
landed sphere. It is obvious that a 360-degree gimballing scheme would be re-
quired for the antenna, which is most difficult (if not impossible) due to electrical
wiring. This system would require a rather large sphere and hence would produce
poor lander c.g. location. After impact certain scientific equipment must be
deployed (namely, the biological "sticky string"). With the impact attenuator
still in place, the deployment method becomes very difficult.
In System 4 the attenuator is again used as the erection scheme by using spring-
loaded impact attenuator segments (like stripping an orange back in segments).
This system has the same objectionable features as described for System 1.
Here again the antenna must be girnballed as well, since its orientation depends
on the terrain. In addition to all of these arguments, it is felt that this scheme
is very complex and would require extensive development effort to prove relia-
bility.
The final system (number 5) is the selected design concept. The impact atten-
uator is jettisoned after impact and is used to stabilize the internal sphere by
means of elastic lines attached to each segment of attenuator. The exposed
sphere encases a flotation system of fluid and an inner sphere housing the payload
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and antenna system. This system allows for an excellent antenna gimballing
method, since it does not depend on surface terrain for erection. The antenna
itself is fixed to the inner sphere, thus making the sphere minimum size (large
packaging density), which in turn helps the lander c.g. control and minimizes
the attenuator weight. One drawback of this concept is the deployment of the
scientific equipment, which must be deployed through the flotation shell. How-
ever, it is felt that by proper design, this drawback can easily be overcome as
will be described later.
3. 2 LANDER SHAPE GENERATION
Once the landed configuration was established, the next problem in the genera-
tion of a conceptual design was to control the entry vehicle center of gravity.
Due to the large stroke requirement of the impact attenuator (--13 inches in the
conceptual design), it became apparent immediately that the lander c.g. using
the Apollo shape (which is <0. 19D) could not be met without some modifications
either in the Apollo shape or in the landed shape. An extensive evaluation was
conducted to determine which of many possible approaches was desirable. These
approaches are presented in figure 9with the represented arguments used in the
evaluation.
The first approach would be to simply move the internal (i. e., weight inside
the impact attenuator) weight as close to the forebody of the lander as possible.
In configuration 1 two methods are propesed: (1) split the impact attenuator
into halves and at main chute deployment, retract the internal weight back into
the attenuator, then lock in place, and (2) remove a portion of the impact atten-
uator, thus reducing the stroke on one segment. Both approaches seemed very
complex. In the first approach the impact attenuator had to be locked back into
place around the internal weight, and in the second approach the landed package
had to be rotated at main chute deployment so that the shortened stroke segment
was at the top at impact, thus ensuring maximum stroke at initial impact. Con-
figurations 2, 3, and 4 involved modifications to the forebody. In 2 the landed
package was protruded out of the original contour, causing a bubble on the fore-
body. In 3a shallow cone was constructed about the landed package in place of
the spherical torebody. Both of these configurations presented a significant
decrease in aerodynamic performance (.-6 percent in C D and Cmq ) and hence
were dropped from consideration. The fourth configuration is similar to a
NASA Langley concept except for the afterbody. This concept employes a re-
verse curvature forebody, thus putting the substructure in tension, which will
decrease the structure weight since the structure can be operated at a much
higher stress level as compared to ablunt spherical cap, which is in compres-
sion under a buckling mode of failure. The aerodynamic performance of this
shape should greatly increase with only slight changes in the aerodynamic heat-
ing. The configuration was dropped due to lack of structural and aerodynamic
development. However, this shape looks promising for the future. In configura-
tion 5 a conical (15-degree) afterbodyextension was added to move the e.g. back
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('-'I/Z kX extension). This extension, however, added significant weight (--10
percent) to the afterbody in the worst possible place. Even though the aerody-
namic performance irnporved, it was felt that the weight loss to the afterbody
was too severe; hence the configuration was not pursued. Configuration 6is
an Apollo shape with the afterbody completely removed. This is a drastic
modification to the Apollo shape but offers several significant features. Since
the afterbody is only utilized during rearward entry to turn the vehicle around
and actually hinders the aerodynamic performance after initial entry, then why
have it at all? The only critical objection is that the entry angle of attack must
be held below 90 degrees, since the shape is stable backward. Lander flyby/bus
separation analysis indicated that this could not be met, and coupled with the
lack of aerodynamic test data, the configuration was dropped. However, the
future outlook for this configuration is very promising for Mars landers.
The final configuration (Number 7) was the selected approach for this conceptual
design. In this concept the after body cone angle was decreased slightly from
33 degrees (Apollo shape) to 30 degrees. This change allowed the center of pres-
sure location to move from 0. 19 D to 0.25D, giving sufficient static margin on
the center of gravity locations (in the conceptual design the c.g. is at 0. llD).
Only a slight increase in the afterbody weight (..,10 percent) was noted with a
slight increase in aerodynamic performance.
3.3 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN DESCRIPTION
In general, the lander configuration and pertinent design details are described
in figures 10 and 11. Other major dimensions and functional sequences are de-
scribed in the following text. Figure 10 presents the overall arrangement of
the lander in the entry configuration, whereas figure 11 presents the landed
sphere arrangement with particular emphasis on the internal sphere scientific
payload deployment and actuation devices. Most of the subsystems analysis
and description involved in making up the lander design have been established
in other sections of this report. It is the primary purpose of this section to
present briefly the conclusions of the subsystem design and to tie the complete
lander design together by covering those areas not specified elsewhere in the
general design description. In order to clarify the lander description and
weight summary, a chart is presented in figure lZ, whichliststheterminology
used throughout the lander report.
1. Exte rnal-Confi_uration
Basically the lander is a scaled down Apollo shape 90 inches in diameter.
The afterbody is modified slightly by changing the cone angle from 33 de-
grees (Apollo) to 30 degrees. This modification was brought about by the
necessity for moving the lander center of gravity rearward as described in
the previous Section. The external configuration is composed of a fore-
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body heat shield system and an afterbody heat shield system. In the fore-
body design the heat shield system consists of a high ten_perature charring
ablator (Avco 50Z6) and an aluminum honeycomb (sandwich) substructure.
The abiator is 0. Z3 inch thick at the stagnation point, and the substructure
is 1.25 inches thick (i.e., the core) with 0.0ll-inch face sheets, except
in local concentrations around ring locations. A ring is embedded in the
forebody at the location of and for mounting of the landed sphere support
ring. This ring also supports the separation joints for lander tie-down to
the flyby/bus (at three locations, view N-N of figures I0 and ll). Thermal
expansion joints are required on the forebody at two locations: at the sup-
port ring and at the afterbody interface. These thermal expansion joints
provide a twofold purpose: {1) they supply thermal expansion growth cap-
ability due to both space and entry thermal sterilization and (2) they supply
expansion growth capability due to both space and entry thermal environ-
ments. The first was nece s sary since the time constant of the lander is ve ry high and
hence the sterilization proces s could require an extended time which couldbe detri-
mental to the function sequence if expansion g rowth is not provided. In the latter case
the temperature gradients around the lander under both of these environments, in
particular, entry, could result in significant expansion incompatibilities, particu-
larly between the afte rbody and forebody. To reduce the discontinuity stresses due
to these incompatibilitie s, thermal expansion is required.
Also included in the forebody construction are three pressure port holes
located symmetrically about the center of the forebody. These pressure
intakes are fed back to the landed sphere support ring to the pressure
transducer. Located approximefly 5 degrees off the center line of the fore-
body is the multichannel radiometer, used during the peak heating pulse
to determine atmospheric composition. Details of this instrument are de-
fined in section K-K of figure 10.
At the stagnation point on the forebody the main propulsion unit is mounted.
This unit is strapped to the forebody by a cable around three symmetrical
mating mounting pads on the forebody and propulsion unit (See detail M-M of
figures I0 and II).
The remaining equipment mounted to the forebody is the pre-entry commun-
ication system. It consists of a Z-inch slot antenna embedded into the fore-
body and flush with the outer surface (see detail K-K). Adjacent to the an-
tenna are mounted the communication power amplifier and exciter.
The afterbody design is a beryllium thin-skin shell (hot structure design)
with two rings and four 1ongeron stiffeners (so called semimonocoque). The
rings are made integral with the skin construction; however, the longerons
are insulated from the skin, since they must be capable of reacting the high
snatch loads at drogue chute openings. Since they are insulated, thermal
expansions also must be provided to reduce thermal stresses. Berylliurn
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can only be manufactured in 3 x 8 foot sheets (present state-of-the-art);
hence the afterbody skin is spliced at eight points (four of which are at the
longerons). On one longeron the drogue chute mortar canister is mounted.
Embeddcd in this longeron and well insulated is the drogue chute riser line.
At drogue deployment the line is ripped out by the opening loads and attached
to the end of _ (or possibly 4) of the longerons. An aft cap is kicked off at
drogue deployment, thus exposing the attachment points.
The main chute canister is also mounted to the afterbody (note that the main
chute rests on the forebody and is not attached to the canister). At the time
of main chute deployment the afterbody is cut loose by a linear shaped charge
at the forebody-afterbody interface ring, thus deploying the main chute. This
is best seen by the operation sequence presented in figure 13 (Ref. section
z. 3.3.).
2. Internal Confisuration
The internal configuration is primarily composed of the landed sphere and
the landed sphere support ring (excluding the parachute system, pre-entry
communication system, and radiometer). The landed sphere support ring
is a short truncated cone, In addition to supporting the landed sphere the
ring also supports the descent payload communication system and science
except for the descent communication antenna (a 4-inch horn), which is
mounted on the main parachute harness. The support ring incorporates two
release systems: (l) forebody release at main chute deployment and (Z) the
support ring release system. Both systems are similar in that they use a
cable strap technique with simple cable cutters. Each system is armed with
three cable cutters, of which any given one will cause release; hence com-
plete redundancy is obtained. The main parachute is attached to the landed
sphere by a 6-lead bridle harness strapped around the sphere and secured
by a single cable release system exactly the same as the support ring re-
lease systems. Elastic cords are stretched around the top of the sphere,
so that at the harness release (initiated at impact by an impact fuse) the
harness is jettisoned clear of the landed sphere.
The landed sphere is 43 inches in diameter and consists of an impact atten-
uator and an internal sphere (housing the landed payload). The impact atten-
uator is primarily aluminum honeycomb core (5052 1/8 cell - 4.5 lb/ft 3,
see section 8.5.1) constructed of 14 segments with a thin fiberglass cover
on the outside and a thin fiberglass shell on the inside. The fiberglass cover
tends to support the honeycomb segments during fabrication and impact (by
overlapping grooves). The intershell is used to fasten the assembly to the
internal sphere and provide the separation system after impact. Separation
of the attenuator (required, since it is not rf transparent) is accomplished
by a linear charge cutting the separation (inter) shell into 14 segments and
jettisoning the segments by conical springs. Each segment, however, is
-71 -
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attached to the internal sphere by elastic lanyard lines that stabilize the
internal sphere; this then eliminates the.necessity of anchoring the internal
sphere by other means.
The internal sphere is cot_structed of a flotation shell, flotation fluid, and
an intersphere covered with aninsulator-sealer. The flotation shelland
fluid provide the erection technique for the communication antenna, since
the intersphere (which is housing the fixed antenna and payload) is free to
float to an upright position . The center of gravity of the intersphere is
--1.5 inches from the center of buoyancy, hence allowing sufficient static
margin. The flotation shell is fiberglass, (_*0.25 inches thick), since it
must also be rf transparent. The selection of a flotation fluid is predicated
on meeting several design requirements:
a. It must be dielectric, rf transparent,
b. It must have a high boiling point >300°F, due to the sterilization,
c. It must have a low freezing point <0 °, due to space environment,
d. It must have a low viscosity and finally,
e. It must have the exact density of the intersphere, ,.-3.2. slugs/ft 2.
For the conceptual design Freon - E3 (a flourocarbor-developed by DuPont)
was selected. It satisfies all these design requirements.
The insulation shell serves three important purposes: (1) provides an in-
sulation barrier for thermal control, (Z} acts as a sealer against the flota-
tion fluid, and (3) provides a smooth surface ior the intersphere. The inter-
sphere is constructed in a series of layers, where each layer houses apor-
tion of the payload in an aluminum shell (this is illustrated in figure 10, de-
tail E-E). These layers of payload equipment are so arranged that ease of
fabrication and weight distribution are achieved. Details of the biological
experiment (Gulliver - "sticky string") and anemometer deployment schemes
are also presented in figures 10 and 11. Finally a detail is presented in this
layout of the caging mechanism. The purpose of the caging mechanism is
twofold: (1} it secures the intersphere to the flotation shell and consequently,
to the lander during launch, space cruise, and entry, and (Z) it provides an
umbilical connection for all electrical wiring to and from the landed payload
for ground checkout, storage of engineering and scientific data during flight,
and command of release mechanisms.
3. Operational Sequence
After the entry vehicle has successfully survived the atmospheric entry en-
vironment, descent and landing operations must occur in the following chron-
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ological order: drogue chute deployment at M : 2. 5, separate the landed
sphere (with descent payload) from the entry vehicle, deploy main para-
chute at M : 0. 8, jettison descent payload, jettison main parachute at im-
p......... _ ........ irnpact attenuator after sphere roii_ to rest. in order to
facilitate their operation, the main and drogue parachutes are packaged
within the entry vehicle but external to the landed sphere. This is illustrated
in figure 13.
The drogue parachute, in its mortar with insulated cover, is located as far
forward as possible in the conical afterbody (a vehicle center of gravity con-
sideration) with its cylindrical axis aligned through the vehicle center of
gravity. This prevents an overturning or tumbling motion from being imparted
to the vehicle at mortar firing. The drogue attachment line lies in an insu-
lated, covered trough, _ormed by one of the afterhody longerons, which ex-
tends from the mortar to the after cap, and is attached to the aft end of the
afterbody on two or more longerons by a bridle designed so that the drogue
loads will be carried axially along the neutred axes of the longerons.
At mortar firing (initiated by a peak g switch and a programmer timer for
Much 2. 5, see section 7.7) and drogue injection, the insulated mortar cover
is jettisoned and the attachment line trough cover and aft cap are pulled free
of the vehicle afterbody by the taut drogue attachment line. The trough cover
and aft cap remain captivated to the afterbody after drogue deployment in
order to prevent them from damaging the deployed drogue canopy.
The main parachute (canopy, shrouds, and riser) is packaged in a cloth bag
secured to the inside of a canister which in turn is fastened to the entry
vehicle afterbody. The bottom or forward end of this canister is open, Mlow-
ing the main parachute, in the cloth bag, to rest directly on an insulated
area of entry vehicle forebody. The main parachute attachment line is
fastened to the landed sphere harness by a six-lead bridle.
The landed sphere (with descent payload) is separated from the entry vehicle,
and the main parachute is deployed by simultaneously initiating (at Much 0. 8
by a timer) the releasing of the landed sphere from the forebody and firing
the shaped charge that separates thevehicle's fore - and afterbodies. The
forebody falls free. The landed sphere falling below the drogue-supported
afterbody, pulls the main parachutets riser, shroud, and canopy from the
cloth bag and canister attached to the afterbody. The drogue-supported
afterbody, with empty main parachute cloth bag and canister, floats to the
planet's surface as the landed sphere descends supported by the deployed
main parachute.
Prior to landing and after descent data playout ('_100 seconds) the descent
payload is jettisoned from the parachute-supported landed sphere. Upon
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impact with the planettssurface, the parachute and its harness are jettisoned
from the landed sphere, at initiation by an impact fuse. After the landed
sphere has come to a complete rest, the impact attenuator is jettisoned by
alinear charge into fourteen segments. These segments are attached to
the internal sphere by elastic lanyard lines, thus stabilizing the sphere.
The caging mechanism has previously been released during jettisoning of
the descent payload and hence the intersphere (housing the payload and an-
tenna) is free to rotate to an upright position. After all oscillations k _.,ve
dampened out, the "sticky string" and anemometers (two each) are "ared
out in sequence, thus recaging the intersphere to the flotation shell; ::_.:_ce
fixing the antenna in an upright position for communication.
4. Assembly Sequence
In order to clarify the lander design and to understand the assembly opera-
tion required to build the lander concept, a cursory estimate of the assembly
sequence is presented in figure 14. Included in the assembly sequence is
a parts list for each chronological step in the assembly. The development
and cost plan associated with volume V of the Advanced Mariner final report
was based on this sequence in conjunction with the preceding design layouts,
figures 10 and 11.
3.4 WEIGHT SUMMARY
Included in table 23 is a complete weight summary of the lander. Two sets of
weights are presented. The first columns (not in parentheses) are those weights
generated in the conceptual design synthesis from parametric data. The second
column (those in parentheses) are the final lander weights resulting from the
conceptual design analysis. In the conceptual design synthesis, engineering
estimates were used to account for weights that are nonparametized in the para-
metric study (such as thermal control, internal structure, wiring, pyrotechnics,
and hardening effects). As the conceptual design proceeded, certain additional
systems were added and more rigorous analyses were conducted. These effects
are illustrated by the change in weights shown in the parentheses. The signifi-
cant changes were realized in the addition of umbilicals, wiring, and pyrotechnics
due to the large number of separation systems incorporated in the design.
Another significant change was noted in the impact attenuation weight (--Z0 pounds).
This change was due to the use of a curve fit to cover a series of crushable ma-
terial in the parametric study, whereas in the conceptual design a specific alum-
inum honeycomb material was used (see section 8.5. 1), which resulted in greater
efficiency.
Notice that the payload weights (both landed and descent) did not change from
the conceptual design systhesis. The weights used for these systems employed
state-of-the-art hardware in the parametric study, and hence could not be im-
proved.
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Internal Weight
Landed Payload
C ommunic ation
Science
Power
Structure and
De ployme nt
Thermal Control
Umbilic als and
Wiring (est)
Pyrotechnics (est)
Landed Weight
Attenuator
Support Structure
Aluminum H/C
Umbilic als and
Wiring (eat)
Pyrotechnics and
Release (est)
Suspended Weight
Descent Payload
C ommunic ation
Science
Structure
Pyrotechnic s and
Release (est)
Umbilic als and
Wiring (est)
TABLE Z3
WEIGHT SUMMARY
5Z. 5
8.5
Z5.3
16.7
1Z9.7
37.8
3.3
86.3
Z8.8
7.0
Z.0
146.4
(1io)
1.0
0.5
41. I
4.1
(zT.9)
(z.,)
(8. o)
(z.o}
(]z6.7)
(3.o)
(z.o)
(9. z)
(l. o)
(3. o)
lZ4. I (IZ6.3)
z7z.o (z58.o)
317.1 (31Z. 3)
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TABLE 23 (Concl'dJ
Entry Weight
He at Shield
Structure
Drogue Chute
Main Chute
Thermal Control
(Insulation)
Thrusted Weight
Propulsion System
Bracketry
Yo-Yo Despin
Separated Weight.,
Sterilization Canister
Spin Rockets
Separation Joints
65.5
66.7
25.0
25.6
25.0
6.0
5.0
60.0
5.0
(70.l)
(30.1)
(z6.7)
(]o. 3)
(23.O)
(s.5)
(9.5)
(66.5)
(Z.S)
(3.3)
500.0
536.0
601.0
(516.5)
(554.5)
(6Z7. 1)
178-
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Finally it is interesting to note the sum of weights that are nonpararnetized
(i.e. , not included in the p_rametric studies), weights that do not have a single
criterion to pararnetize against and depended entirely on the conceptual design
selection. Thes_ weights are listed in table Z4 and result in approximately 18
perceL_t of the total lander (entry vehicle) weight. Suroroari_ed in the following
table are the moments of inertia of the lander at flyby bus separation and at
entry. These inertias were calculated using the conceptual design layouts and
weight summary in table 23.
At Separation At Entry
IX (Roll) slugs/ft 2 45.62 40.76
Iy (Pitch) slugs/ft 2 36. 17 26. 16
IZ (Yaw) slugs/ft 2 43.33 35.44
X inch/inch of dia. 0.18D 0.19D
e.g.
The large value of Iz is due primarily to the parachutes located on the opposing
axis. Notice that this value is close to the roll moments of inertia. This re-
sult necessitated that the lander be despun at entry since spin stabilization
could not be guaranteed (see section 4. 1).
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TABLE 24
NON-PARAMETi ZED WEIGHTS
Pounds Percent
Engineering Instrumentation & Diagnostic
Descent Payload Structure
Internal Payload Structure
Attenuator Support Structure
Umbilicals & Wiring
Pyrotechnics
Thermal Control
Total
4.0
9.2
27.9
16.7
17.0
5.0
12.4
92.2
(0.8)
{I.8)
{5.5)
(3.2)
{3.3)
(I.0)
{z. 4)
(18.o)
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4.0 AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
The reference lander shape for the Advanced Mariner Design Study has been the
Apolloconfiguration shown in figure 15. A nominal diameter of 8 feet andm/CDA
= 0. Z0 x.,ere chosen for the initial parametric trajectory study. Nominal
moments of inertia of IX = 95 and Iy = IZ -- 65 were computed based on the center
of gravity location and an assumed density distribution. Figure 16 shows the
variation of longitudinal and transverse radii of gyration versus vehicle dia-
meter for the assumed XGG/D = 0. 175.
The trajectory studies were performed for the most part with a four-degree-
of-freedom digital program, and compared at critical conditions with a full 6-
degree-of-freedom program. The four-degree program has the advantage of
providing both heating and dynamic data at a lower cost tl_an the six-degree
program can provide dynamics alone. The main disadvantage of the four-degree-
of-freedom program is the fact that it can accommodate angle-of-attack varia-
tion of aerodynamic coefficients at only one Mach number. However, it was
possible to obtain excellent simulation of the trajectory down to peak dynamic
pressure and qualitative effects to Mach Z. 5. Math 2. 5. is a convenient
reference because it is the nominal Mach number for drogue chute deployment.
The aerodynamic coefficients used in the study were obtained from references 1,
2, 3, 4, 5. Newtonian variations of C D and Cm- with angle of attack are plotted
in figures 17 and 18. Reliable experimental values of all static aerodynamic
coefficients were found, but data on the damping coefficient, Cmq, were rather
limited and inconsistent. Based on data from several sources, values of this
coefficient were estimated for the complete range of Mach number and angle
of attack. These are believed to be conservative, but to evaluate the sensitivity
of the performance to damping, Cmq was treated as a parameter and varied
over the range from zero to Newtonian. The poor transonic and subsonic
dynamic stability of the Apollo Shape results in reduced drag {owing to the large
average angle of attack) and consequently high impact velocities in the rarer
atmospheres. This forced the decision to use a drogue chute to assure survival
of the payload after impact.
The results of the parametric trajectory study are summarized in table 25. This
table is arranged to show the effect of varying only one parameter while holding
all other conditions the same as a reference trajectory obtained with the Apollo
shape. A reference trajectory was computed using both zero and the estimated
values for the damping coefficient, Cme. These are both giver, at the top of the
table together with the results of the 6-_tegree-of-freedom program for the
same nominal conditions. Care should be taken in observing the effects of the
variables to compare with the proper reference trajectory according to the
Cmq specified in the second column. A detailed discussion of the effect of each
of the variables is given below.
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The Mars atmospheric models considered in the study have the characteristics
tabulated in table 26, and the temperature, pressure and density profiles plotted
in figures 19 thru 21, as specified for the Advanced Mariner Study (reference 1
section 6.0). The H atmosphere was chosen for the aerodynamic parametric
studies becausc it "was the most critical atmosphere for chute deployment, due
to low pressure and high temperature.
4. 1 ENTRY CONDITIONS
The entry conditions considered were based on the analysis of bus lander separ-
tion conditions. Entry velocities ranged from 19,000 to g4,000 ft/sec with
flight path angles from -90 to -20 degrees. The angle of attack could be either
random (e. g. up to 179") with negligible rates of spin, pitch, and yaw, or held
to approximately 90 degrees with spin stabilization. The proposed spin rate
for this purpose is 2 rad/sec, which is the required spin rate for thrust vector
control. Since the latter combination (a r = 90 degrees P= 2 rad/sec) resulted
in acceptable trajectories and would not require despin, it was selected for the
nominal parametric entry conditions. The mean entry velocity of Zl, 500 ft/sec
and a flight path angle of 90 degrees also were chosen for the nominal entry
conditions.
A study was made of the limitations on spin stabilization of the lander during
the period between separation from the bus and entry into the Martian atmos-
phere. A relationship is given in reference 6 for the maximum precession
angle as a function of the moment caused by misalignment of the separation
thrust axis, the kinetic energy of spin, and the ratio of longitudinal to trans-
verse moments of inertia. A chart for determining the required spin kinetic
energy for any given case is reproduced in figure 22. For the assumed inertial
properties of the lander, a spin of 2 rad/sec was found adequate. The effect of
solar pressure was also investigated and found to be negligible for the proposed
dcsign with the spin rate of 2 rad/sec. Not investigated, and unknown in this
case, are the effects of internal damping, gravity and magnetic fields, and impact
ol micrometeoroids.
1. Entry Velocity, V e
The entry velocity determines the kinetic energy which must be dissipated.
Figure 23 shows that varying entry velocity has a negligible effect on the
angle of attack envelope at peak g and at Mach 2.5. However, as expected,
there is a large effect on loads. It can be seen in table 25 that peak
deceleration varies approximately as the square of the entry velocity at
constant entry flight path angle.
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TAB LE 26
MARS MODEL ATMOSPHERES*
Interim Low Pressure Models
With 13. 3 gm/cm 2 Argon
Property Sym!)ol Dimensions G
Surface pressure Ps mb I I
Ibs Ift2 23. 0
I
Stratosphere temperature T s *K 130
"R 234
Surface Temperature To "K 260
"R 468
Acceleration of gravity at _ cm/sec 2 375
surface ft/sec 2 12. 3
Composition (Volume) %
CO2 64.8
A 35.2
N2 0
Molecular weight M tool" 1 42. 6
Specific heat ratio ¥ I. 37
Adiabatic temperature F *K/kin 5. 18
lapse rate "R/ft x 103 2.84
Tropopause altitude hT krn 25.09
ft 82300
Inverse scale height /3 kin- 1 0. 1478
(stratosphere) ft-1 x 105 4. 506
Surface density Po (g m/cm3) 105 2. 17
, (sl/ft 3) 105 4.21
Artificial surface density Pl (gm/cm3) 105 13.60
(sl/ft3) 105 26.40
Density at tropopause PT (gm/cm3) 105 0. 332
(sl/ft 3) 105 0.643
H I J K
11 15 30 3(
23.0 31.3 62.6 62.(
i
230 180 130 23(
414 324 234 41_
260 230 210 23(
468 414 378 414
375 375 375 37_
12.3 12.3 12.3 12.3
64.8 43.3 10.5 10.5
35.2 32. 2 13.0 13.0
0 24.5 76.5 76.5
42.6 38.8 31.3 31.3
1.37 1.39 1.40 1.40
5. 18 4. 91 4. 05 0
2. 84 2.69 2. 22
5.79 10.19 19.75 0
19000 33400 64800
0.0835 0.0972 0.1085 0.0612
2.546 2.963 3.308 1.869
2.17 3.04 5.37 4.91
4.2I 5.90 10.42 9.54
2.52 4.35 14.20 4.91
4.89 8.44 27.55 9.54
1.55 1.62 1.66 4.91
3.02 3.14 3.23 9.54
*Based on L. Kaplan's (JPL) measurements of surface pressure and mass of CO 2.
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Figure 2_Z EFFECT OF VEHICLE MOMENT OF INERTIA RATIO ON
SPIN Sn-ABILIZATION
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Figure 23 EFFECT OF ENTRY VELOCITY ON ANGLE OF ATTACK ENVELOPE
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Z. Flight Path Angle, ye
The flight path angle governs the capture and the relative magnitudes of
heating and loads incurred during entry. A minimum capture angle of
re = -20 degrees was u_od f_ th;_ _,.._y t,,,-._.............. _ ,_L_ minimum entry angle analy-
sis, System Volume 1, 3.3}.
Figure 24 shows the effect of entry flight path angle, Ye 0 on the dynamics.
It can be seen that the greatest effect other than the time scale is the change
in angle of attack envelope at peak g and Mach 2. 5. Referring to table 25,
the magnitude of peak deceleration varies approximately as the sine of the
entry angle. The six-degree-of-freedom results given on the table for
)'e= -40 degrees illustrate that the four-degree results are very good at
peak g, but are optimistic at Mach 2.5.
3. Spin Rate, P
Angle of attack envelopes for various spin rates are presented in figure 25
for Cmq = O.
The effect of increasing spin rate is to gyroscopically stabilize the vehicle,
reducing both the convergence and divergence of the envelope of oscillations.
Referring to table 25, it can be seen that increasing the spin beyond 2
rad/sec does not improve the envelope significantly but results in loss of
too much altitude at Mach 2.5, due to the decrease in average drag, which
is a function of angle of attack.
4. Angle of Attack, ae
Figure 26 shows that the performance of the lander is very sensitive to
entry angle of attack. Note that a spin of 2 tad/see, has been used for this
study, and that the = 0. In addition to the large amplitudes of oscillationCmq
obtained with large entry angles of attack, the average drag is reduced, re-
sulting in loss of altitude at Mach 2. 5. This latter effect is evident in
table 25. In this table, a comparison is provided for both a particle tra-
jectory {zero angle of attack} and the unspun 179 degrees case. It can be
seen that if Cmq is much smaller than estimated, an improvement in per-
formance is possible by spin stabilizing at ae = 90 degrees.. Or stated
another way, there is less sensitivity to Cmq for entry conditions of ae =
90 degrees and spin rate of 2 tad/see.
4.2 EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERE
Figure 27 shows the effect on performance of the various atmospheric models
considered. It can be seen the atmosphere has practically no effect on either
-94 o
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the time or _ _gte of attack at peak g. The main effect is on the envelope after
peak g, and the time to impact. The greatest peak deceleration (see table 25),
occurs in the G atmosphere. The greatest altitude at Mach 2.5 occurs in the
K atmosphere.
4. 3 EFFECT OF VEHICLE PARAMETERS
1. Ballistic Coefficient, m/CDA
The first vehicle parameter to be studied was m/CDA because this is prob-
ably the most important single characteristic of the lander. Through this
parameter, the performance of the vehicle will ultimately determine the
payload.
It has already been observed that since the drag of the reference shape
varies with angle of attack, the smaller the average angle of attack, the
greater the deceleration, and consequently the lower the impact velocity
and the greater the altitude at Mach 2.5. Effective m/CDA is the parameter
which compares the performance of the vehicle in a dynamic trajectory with
the performance possible at zero angle of attack (particle trajectory). The
effective m/CDA is thus always higher than the static hypersonic rn/CDA
at zero angle of attack used to describe the vehicle, and is defined in this
study as the m/CDA required in a particle trajectory to achieve a given
altitude at Mach 2. 5. Figure 28 compares dynamic and particle trajectory
performance at Mach Z. 5 as a function of hypersonic m/CDA.
The overall effect of m/CDA on entry dynamics is illustrated in table Z5.
The envelopes are almost identical down to M = 2. 5 for the range considered.
The only difference appears to be the altitude at M = 2. 5 as discussed above.
2. Damping Coefficient, C=q
The effect of the damping coefficient, Cmq , on the angle of attack envelope
is shown in figure 29. It can be seen that the aerodynamic performance is
rather sensitive to this parameter, and that more data should be obtained
to verify or refine the estimated values. As pointed out earlier, the effect
of Cmq can be minimized through the use of spin.
3. Configuration
A shape study was unde.'taken to.determine what modifications to the Apollo
shape might improve the effective m/CDA and increase the payload, The
variations considered are shown in figure 30, and associated aerodynamic
characteristics are compared in figures 31, 32, and 33. The effect on the
angle of attack envelope is shown in figure 34.
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The first modification considered was the addition of fins to the Apollo shape,
in an attempt to increase both damping and drag at large angles of attack
without changing the desirable characteristics at small angles of attack.
The disadvantage of this configuration is the possibility that the large fins
might impart a high _pin rate.
Shape E-5 was investigated because of its high drag at all angles of attack
and the greater latitude on center of gravity location as compared to the
Apollo. However, the weight of the heat shield required would more than
offset the drag benefits.
The sphere was also considered because of the constant drag at all angles
of attack. However, the decrease in drag and increase in surface area
made this configuration unacceptable.
The most promising shape was A-l, because it not only significantly lowered
the effective m/CDA , but allowed reduction in the heat shield weight. How-
ever, within the scope of this study, it was rejected because of the needfor
greater control of entry angle of attack.
4.4 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN SUMMARY
The results of the parametric study and the final internal design requirements
combined in the determination of the conceptual design. A new center of gravity
location of 0. 21 D necessitated a change in the afterbody design to prevent
rearward stability during entry. Using Newtonian theory, it was found that
changing the cone angie from 33 to 30 degrees moved the center of pressure
rearward sufficiently to maintain a satisfactory static margin. The conceptual
design configuration is shown in figure 35.
The m/CDA for the conceptual design was selected based on a required minimum
altitude for drogue chute deployment of 14, 000 feet. This corresponds to an ef-
fective m/CDA of 0. 285 or an actual hypersonic rn/CDA of 0. 244 at zero angle
of attack indicated by the parametric study (see figure 28). Final conceptual
design analysis resulted in an m/CDA of 0. 25.
The final moments of inertia were less than predicted (see section 3.4} and the
difference between axial and transverse moments of inertia became too small
for effective spin stabilization. It was therefore decided to despin prior to entr_
to improve the performance for large angle of attack at entry. A beneficial effect
of the reduced moments of inertia is increased damping, with resultant improve-
ment in the effective m/CDA (see section 4. 3).
An abbrievated parametric study was conducted _vith the conceptual design as
the reference to confirm the conclusions from the previous studies, as applied
to this specific combination of the variables. For this study, the K atmosphere
was used as the nominal model, because of the additional information which
-96-
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could he obtained on heating. The coefficients used for the conceptual design
were based on the Apollo coefficients adjusted for the theoretical changes due to
new center of gravity location and afterbody change. The nominal angle of at-
tack at entry was 179 degrees with no spin.
The results of the study are presented in table 27. It is interesting to note that
for this design there is a smaller effect o_ entry angle of attack on peak g and
altitude at Mach 2. 5 than observed with the original reference design. This is
evidenced in the location of the conceptual design point on Figure Z8.
The mRxirnum loading encountered (llZg} occurs in the G atmosphere at an entry
flight path angle of -90 degrees. The minimum altitude at Mach 2. 5 (15, 000 feet}
now occurs slightly ....er in the G than the H atmosphere, but stillabove the re-
quired minimum for chute deployment.
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Figure Z4 EFFECT OF EN]RY ANGLE ON ANGLE OF A]]ACK ENVELOPE
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Figure 2.5 EFFECT OF SPIN RATE ON ANGLE-OF ATTACK ENVELOPE
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Figure Z6 EFFEC_I OF ANGLE OF ATTACK AT ENIRY ON ANGLE OF
ATI ACK ENVELOPE
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Figure Z8 AIACH Z.5 ALTITUDE VERSUSM/CDA
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Figure Z9 MACH Z.5 DAMPING COEFFICIENT ON ANGLE OF
ATTACK ENVELOPE
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5.0 AERODYNAMIC HEATING
re-oroErNo.
The objective of this portion of the parametric study -was to determine the critical or
design conditions from the range of possible atmospheres and entry conditions and to
obtain a correlation between the vehicle parameters and required heat shield weight.
This information, combined with the results of the performance study, will lead to the
choice of a conceptual deslgnand influence the selection of some of the entry conditions.
The heating studies were performed with a digital computer program. This
program, which was described fully in reference 2 {section 6.0), computes the
laminar stagnation point convective heating using the formula
= x \1o4/
in which
(I'I + 0"075M) I04 /vR__ d(_s)K =
and
b = 3.909 - 0.0229M
where M is the molecular weight.determined from the atmospheric composition,
K [du
R is the vehicle radius, and _ _-_)s is the non dimensional velocity gradient
at the stagnation point. Table 28 presents values of M, K V_ , and b for each of
the atmospheres considered.
An equilibrium radiative heat pulse was computed by evaluating the state of the
gas at the stagnation point and computing its emissivity. A radiative heat pulse
including the estimated effects of nonequilibrium was also computed. The stag-
nation point heating was computed along the actual flight path, which accounted
for angle of attack effects. A comparison of radiation computed in this program
with experimental results is shown in figure 36 which is reproduced from refer-
ence 2 (section 6.0). The change in location of the stagnation point with angle
of attack was accounted for in the heating distributions, which provide the heat-
ing at all points on the body as a ratio to the value at the center line at zero
angle of attack,
The results of the parametric studies are summarized in tables 25 and 27, sec-
tion 4. 1, and figures illustrating the effects of va.rying the parameters are dis-
cussed below.
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Figure 36 COMPARISON OF RADIATION PREDICTIONS WITH EXPERIMENT
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5. 1 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
Presented in figure 37 is the pressure .... ,,,., ...... for _,,= _,u**o shape as a
function of angle of attack. The forebody pressures are based on Newtonian
predictions, andthe afterbody pressures are from test data. These pressures
.............. ctures, and the _=_- distribution.are used to compute *_e 1,,=A;,,g for =*_,, ........_,
5. Z HEATING DISTRIBUTION
The laminar convective heating distributions for the Apollo shape are plotted in
figure 38. At zero angle of attack the distribution was computed by the method
described in reference 2 (section 6.0). Wind tunnel data were available for the
distributions at angles of attack up to 50 degrees.
The radiative heating distributions for each of the atmospheres considered are
presented in figure 39. These are based on a shock envelope at zero angle of
attack assumed to be concentric with the spherical face of the vehicle and a theo-
retical variation of intensity with wave angle plotted for each atmosphere in
figure 40. The greatest amount of radiative heating across the face of the ve-
hicle is experienced in the J atmosphere. The zero angle of attack values were
applied conservatively to the entire spherical face at angles of attack up to ap-
proximately Z3 degrees, which is close to the maximum encountered at peak
heating.
The approximate shock envelopes about the Apollo shape at angles of attack of
zero and Z7.5 degrees are shown in figure 41. The envelope at zero angle of
attack is conservatively estimated to be a spherical surface concentric withthe
spherical face of the vehicle and the shock at angle of attack was estimated from
data provided in reference Z. These shock shapes were used to estimate the
radiative heating contributions to the torus and afterbody at angle of attack.
5.3 EFFECT OF ENTRY CONDITIONS
The effects of both entry velocity and flight path angle on stagnation point heat-
ing are shown in figures 4Z, 43, and 44. These results are based on particle
trajectories in the K atmosphere, which was found to be the worst atmosphere
from the point of view of total heating.
Peak rates of both convective and radiative (nonequilibrium) heating increase
with higher entry velocities and steeper entry angles. Integrated heating also
increases with increasing velocity, but the trend with entry angle is reversed
due to the longer heat pulse at the smaller entry angles.
The effect of dynamics on heating is shown in figure 45 which compares the
radiative and convective heat pulses obtained with a particle (a = 90 degrees)
trajectory with those obtained with an entry angle of attack of 179 degreev. It
can be seen that as a result of the oscillations, the peak rates increase about
15 percent, while the total heating increases by only 9 percent.
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Figure 4Z EFFECT OF ENTRY VELOCITY ON PEAK HEAT RATES
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Figure 43 EFFECT OF ENTRY VELOCITY ON INTEGRATED HEATING
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Figure 44 EFFECT OF ENRRY VELOCITY ON TOTAL HEATING
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Figure 45
A
EFFECT OF VEHICLE DYNAMICS ON STAGNATION
POINT HEATING
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The effect of flight path angle on the convective and radiative heat pulses is
shown in figure 46. It can be seen that although the rates are lower for a 5Z-
degree entry _,,,_,_-~'e, the pulses are longer th_n for the 90-degree entry, result-
ing in no change in integrated radiative heating but an increase in convective
heating for the shallower entry case.
5.4 EFFECT OF VEHICLE PAN_A.MFETERS
The effect of increasing the ballistic coefficient, m/CDA, is to increase both
radiative and convective heating. Figure 47 shows that total heati-,_g varies ap-
proximately linearly with m/CDA.
The effect of damping coefficient, Cmq , on heating can be seen to be slight on
table 25 (section 4.0). This was to be expected because of the small effect ob-
served on the envelope of oscillations during the period of maximum heating.
The effect on heating of varying diameter was also studied and table 27, section
4.0, shows that increasing the diameter results in a decrease in convective
heating and an increase in radiative heating. The net effect is a negligible change
in total heating.
5.5 EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERE
The effects of varying the atmospheric model on heating are shown on table Z5,
section 4.0. The highest convective heating rate (associated with low scale
height) occurs in the G atmosphere, while the highest radiative heating rate
occurs in the J atmosphere. However, the Katmosphere results in the greatest
integrated heating due to combined convection and radiation. Figure 48 shows
the variation of heat pulse shape with atmospheric model for three atmospheres.
Referring back to the discussion of radiative heating distribution, it was found
that the highest level of radiation over the face of the vehicle occurred in the
J atmosphere.
5.6 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN SUMMARY
The conceptual design which evolved from the parametric studies differs from
the reference design in that it has a 30-degree conical afterbody, the m/CDA
increases to 0.25, the diameter decreases to 7.5 feet, the center of gravity
moves aft to 0. Zl D, and the moments of inertia are reduced to about half the
predicted values (see section 3.4).
Table 27 section 4.0, summarizes the results of.the additional parametric study
conducted for the conceptual design to investigate the effects of further changes
which might be made in the final design and to determine the severest heating
conditions which might be encountered within the known limits of entry conditions.
Note that the nominal entry angle of attack for this study was 179 degrees with
no spin.
-IZ4-
Figure 46 HEAT PULSES FOR K ATMOSPHERE
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Figure 47 VARIATION OF INTEGRATED HEATING WITH M/CDA
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The most critical entry conditions for design of the heat shield are a flight path
angle of -5Z degrees in the K atmosphere° which results in a total heating of
1804 Btu/ft 2. The entry angle of-52 degrees represents the dispersion limit
associated with the proposed separation conditions. The velocity can be held
vcry close to 21,500 ft/sec.
The maximum convective heating rate of 101 Btu/ft2-sec is reached in the G
atmosphere, and a maximum radiative heating rate of 288 Btu/ft2-sec is ob-
tained in the J atmosphere, both occurring at the steepest entry flight path angle
of 90 degrees.
TABLE 28
CONVECTIVE HEATING PROGRAM INPUTS
Atmosphere M K QR b
G 42.6 14861 Z. 933
H 42.6 14861 2.933
I 38.8 13876 3.020
J 31.3 11928 3.192
K 31.3 11928 3.192
1,
.
Jones, R. , Preliminary Langley Research Center Data on the Apollo Con-
figuration.
Walters0 E.E., Free Flight Measurements of Radiative Heating to the Front
-Face of the Apollo Reentry Capsule as a Function of Angle of Attack, NASA
TM X-851, 1964.
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6.0 HEAT SHIELD SYSTEM
The heat shield system is defined as the thermal protection system of the lander
during entry and will consist of an ablator with a substructure. Ln some cascs,
however, a radiating (heat sir_k) design will be employed (e. g., for the after-
body). The heat shield system study is brokendowninto a parametric evaluation
and a conceptual design verification. In the parametric evaluation, pertinent
parameters were varied over the most likely combinations of entry conditions,
materials, and shapes. The heat shield and substructure are plotted as weight
fractions of the entry weight in terms of these pertinent parameters.
Design analyses were conducted for the conceptual system considering a more
rigorous analytical approach than was used in the parametric study. These
analyses were then compared to the parametric analysis to determine the degree
of accuracy. In cases where the conceptual design analyses indicated non-
conservative results, the parametric analyses were reworked.
The primary constraints imposed on the heat shield system study were the
atmospheric models, vehicle shape, and sterilization requirement. The Mars
atmospheric models are defined in reference 1 and presented in section 4, 0.
The atmospheric models consistof five separate sets varying from a surface
pressur_ of 11 mb to 30 mb (defined as Gthrough K in reference 1}. Previous
in-house and contracted studies (Reference Z) on planetary entry employing
these atmospheric models indicated that the G-modelisthe most severe from
the loading standpoint and hence, was the only atmospheric model used in the
substructure analysis. The K model atmosphere proved to be the most severe
from the heating (total integrated convective and radiative heating) standpoint,
therefore only this model was employed in the heat shield (ablator and heat
sink) studies.
It was established early in the study that a blunt aerodynamic shape was required
to adequately aerodynamically brake the lander for parachute deployment. More
particularly, a low m/CDA vehicle v_ould be required. Hence, the Apollo con-
figuration was chosen as the lander_shape because of the extensive development
in terms of aerodynamic testin_ ' _ " "_L._._,_as been accomplished for this shape.
Several variations in the shape were considered to evaluate fully the designed
and performance requirements. These. modifications were mainly performed
on the afterbody, ranging from small angle changes to large conical extensions.
The third constraint on the heat shield system is the sterilization requirement.
As established by NASA, all planetary probes must undergo a dry heat steriliza-
tion of 145°C for 36 hours three times. This puts a very severe criterion on
the material selection of both the heat shield and the substructure. The materials
selected must not only be compatible with this criterion by itself but also must
be compatible with other adjacent materials since the composite must be also
-129-
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capable of surviving the sterilization criteria without detrimental effects. Hence,
all materials selected in this study were evaluated for their capability to survive
_,,i_ sterilization criteria.
6. 1 MATERIAL SELECTION TRADE-OFFS
In th_s section, several heat shield systems will be investigated to assess the
relative merits of each particular system in terms of weight efficiency to ac-
complish the desired mission objective. Three types of heat shield systems will
be investigated; (1) a high temperature (charring) ablator-alurninum honeycomb
substructure, (Z) a dielectric design using low temperature ablators and fiber-
glass honeycomb substructure and (3) a heat sink afterbody design. The first
and last design systems will be evaluated for overall weight efficiency, while the
second system will be evaluated in terms of weight penalty to obtain a completely
rf transparent design for communication during entry and after impact.
1. Ablator-Aluminum Honeycomb
The ablator considered will be Avco 50Z6, a high temperature charring
ablator under development for the Apollo project. It is formulated from
organic resins and silica fiber and contains phenolic microballoons. This
material has been developed specifically for the Apollo heat shield, which
is subjected to some of the same environmental problems as will be ex-
perienced by the •Advanced Mariner, and will be quite suitable. Typical
thermal properties of this material are shown in table 29.
Preliminary tests of this ablator under the sterilization environment in-
dicated a loss in both mechanical and physical properties. However, further
testing resulted in a stabilization method in the curing cycle which led to no
reduction in properties. Thus, this particular material will meet the
sterilization requirements. Now a substructure must be obtained that
will be compatible with the selected heat shield under both the steriliza-
tion and entry environments. An aluminum honeycomb structure was
selected. This material can easily meet the sterilization criterion and is
completely compatible with the selected ablator since the coefficients thermal
expansion are approximately equal. However, during entry, the backface
temperature must be limited to 600 ° F, which is also the temperature limit
of most state-of-the-art bonding materials. Structural properties of aluminum
and other substructure materials are presented in table 30.
Using the design model, heat shield-structure weight curves were generated
as a function of the ballistic coefficient m/CDA for a 90 inch diameter
Apollo shape lander. The analysis is based on a computer program described
in reference 2. The program employs a 4-degree-of-freedomperformance
trajectory analysis for heating and pressure loadinghistories; thenitcombines
a one-dimensional thermal model for heat shield analysis, and a hydrostatic
buckling analysis for the substructure in determining the weight components.
-130"
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Figures 49and 50 give the results of these analyses for the structure and
heat shield ,:,eight fractions, respectively. Also, shown on these curves
is the comparison of forebody and afterbody. Notice that the structure is
d_signed for an entry angle of -90 degrees while the heat shield is designed
for -Z0 degrees. These entry angle combinations represent the worst
conditions for each design for con_parison purposes.
Z. Dielectric Designs
The purpose for a dielectric design, in particular on the afterbody, was to
ease the communications antenna design and to create a fail safe mode in
case the antenna is not exposed during descent or after loading. In order to
produce a dielectric design, low temperature (noncarbon, chafing) ablators
must be employed with a dielectric substructure. For this study Teflon,
Delrin, and LT a ablators were selected because of the good dielectric pro-
perties and compatibility with other environments. The thermal properties
of these materials are shown in table Z9. As a substructure design for the
ablators a phenolic base laminated honeycomb will be used.
Here again the same computer program was employed as in the previous
analyses. The results are depicted in figures 51 and 5Z for the structure
and heat shield weight fraction respectively. All conditions are exactly the
same as stated in the previous analysis for ablator-aluminum honeycomb
design. It can easily be seen that the LT= design is the minimum weight
design for the afterbody, but Delrin proved more efficient on the forebody.
Figures 53 and 54 show comparisons of total heat shield systems which
again which shows the same results.
A cursory evaluation of heat sink designs indicated, for the magnitude of
heat occurring (reference section 5.0), that only an afterbody design could
be considered in terms of weight efficiency since it would not compare to
an ablator design of the forebody. Only beryllium heat sink material was
considered in the study because of its high temperature _nd specific heat
capability, coupled with its superiority in structural properties over other
candidates. In all cases the thickness of material required for the design
was determined by the structu, al minimum gage requirements and resulted
in 0. 020 inch thickness for a 90-inch diameter Apollo vehicle over the com-
plete range ofm/CDA considered. The heat shield-structure weight fraction
for a beryllium afterbody design is shown in figure 53. The figure also in-
cludes a 1.7 factor for rings, fittings, and bracketry.
Finally, a comparison of all designs is made in figures 53 and 54 for just
the afterbody design and the complete lander, respectively. One can easily
see that the beryllium afterbody design results in the minimum weight.
Going to a dielectric design, considering the minimum design of LT a -
fiberglass, the weight penalty is very severe. Hence, in the following
parametric analysis, only the beryllium afterbody/50Z6-aluminum forebody
design will be considered.
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Figure 49 ALUMINUM HONEYCOMB STRUC:IURE WEIGHT FRACTION
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Figure SO AVCO 502.6 HEAT SHIELD WEIGHT FRACTION
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Figure 51 FIBERGLASS S[IRUCTURE WEIGHT FRACTION
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Figure 52- DIELECTRIC MATERIAL HEAT SHIELD V'EICHT FRACTION
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Figure 53 MATERIAL COMPARISON OF AFTERBODY WEIGHT FRACTION
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Figure 54 MATERIAL COMPARISON OF HEAT SHIELD SYSTEM
WEIGHT FRACTION
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6. Z ENTRY CONDITION EFFECTS
Since the entry conditions greatly affect the performance of the lander, and
consequently the heating and pressure loading histories, then these conditions
must be fully parametized to assess their effects on the heat shield systems.
In this section, the pertinent entry parameters will be evaluated. Among these
will be entry angle (yE)' baliistSc coefficient (m/CDA), lander pitch rate (Q),
spin (P), angle of attack ( a E ), and entry velocity (VE). From these parametric
evaluations, one can easily determine the heat shield system weights and assess
the effects of entry conditions on the overall mission objectives.
1. Entry Angle ( ),_ ) and m/CDA
In this section both the entry angle ( 7E ) and the ballistic coefficient (m/CDA)
will be varied. The entry angle parameter will vary from -20 to-90 degrees
where the low value is the minimum angle before skip-out would occur and
-90 degrees is the obvious maximum value. The ballistic coefficient range
of values (m/CDA = 0.2 -0.5)was determined from a cursory evaluation of
the required aerodynamic deceleration necessary for Mach 2.5 parachute
deployment under the atmospheric models proposed for this study. Also,
previous studies considering these atmospheric models suggested this
range of values.
The first parametric curve, figure 55, is a plot of total heat shield system
weight fraction versus entry angle ( YE ) as a function of m/CDA. In this
figure the forebody is Avco 5026 - aluminum honeycomb (including the
toroidal corner) and the afterbody is beryllium. It is evident that entry
angle has a small effect on the fraction above -40 degrees. This is due to
the resulting summation of an increasing heat shield fraction and a decreasing
structural fraction with decreasing entry angle, since both the heating and
pressure loadings are sine functions of opposite sign with 7E" This effect
is noted on figures 56 and 57 for the total heat shield and total structural
weight fractions. Note that the beryllium afterbody is included as a heat
shield weight in these curves. In the generation of the above curve, it must
be noted that the heat shield design is for the K-atmosphere and the structure
design if for G-atmosphere as stated previously.
In an actual design, it is unlikely that the heat shield system would be de-
signed for a single entry angle as presented in figure 55, but would more
likely be designed over a range of angles. The range of entry angles used
in designing a heat shield system is usually determined about a nominal
entry angle by considering the 3a error dispersion about the nominal
condition. As presented in the system trajectory analysis (volume II,
section 3.2), the dispersion becomes very significant at low values of entry
angle. One now designs the heat shield weights using the low entry angle,
which gives the highest intergrated heating, and the structural weights using
-140-
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Figure 55 TOTAL WEIGHT FRACTION VERSUS ENTRY ANGLE
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Figure 56 TOTAL HEAT SHIELD WEIGIIT _'RACTION VERSUS M/CDA
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Figure 57 TOTAL STRUCTURE WEIGHT FRACTION VERSUSM/CDA
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the high entry angle, which results in the highest pressure loading. This
is best illustrated by the following table which was generated using 3a
dispersion about the nominal:
Y E )Nominal
Design Range
YE) Heat Shield YE )Structure
-40 -21.3 =58.3
-60 -45.6 -74.4
-90 -77.1 -90.0
Combining the nominal entry angle results with the previous plots of weight
fractions, a curve of total heat shield system weight fraction versus YE)No M
can be constructed as depicted in figure 58. Now the true effect of entry
angle can be evaluated as illustrated by this figure.
It is often desirable to find a simple expression for the heat shield system
weight fraction. This can be accomplished by cross plotting figure 58 as
a function of m/CDA instead of YE • Now a curve fit can be obtained to
satisfy all entry angles and the range of m]CDA. Such an expression is,
WHS + WST -0.8
= K (ralCDA)
i E
where the constant K depends on the nominal entry angle (YE)NOM as present-
ed in the table on figure 59. In the following sections we will establish an-
other expression coupling in the effect of lander diameter to the above ex-
pression.
To facilitiate design tradeoffs and to illustrate entry angle effects on fore-
body design, curves have been added showing the forebody heat shield,
structure, and total heat shield system weight fractions. These curves
are presented in figures 60, 61, and 6Z. In addition, the heat shield thick-
nesses and structural thicknesses for the forebody are also presented to
support design layouts and lander center of gravity locations. These data
are presented as a function of both m/CDA and YE in figures 63 through 65.
Z. Angle of Attack, Spin and Pitch
The entry angle of attack, spin rates, and pitch rates could have a significant
effect on the total heat shield system weight, in particular on the heat shield
(ablator) weight. This effect is due primarily to the angle of attack history
of the lander during peak heating pulse {reference section 4.0). The heat
shield and structure computer programs used in these analyses account for
-144-
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Figure 58 TOTAL SHIELD SYSTEMS WEIGHR FRACTION AS A FUNCTION OF
ENTRY ANGLE
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Figure 59 TOTAL HEAT SHIELD SYSTEM WEIOHI FRACTIONS OF A
FUNCTION OF M/CDA
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Figure 60 FOREBODY STRUCTURE WEIGHT FRACTION VERSUS M/CDA
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Figure 61 FOREBODY HEAT SHIELD WEIGH1 FRACTION VERSUS M/CDA
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Figure 62 FOREBODY HEAT SHIELD- S2RUC[IURE WEIGH[I FRAC'_ION
VERSUS M/CDA
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this angle of attack history in their weight predictions. The angle of attack
effect is particularly noticeable on the afterbody heat shield weights as can
be seen in figure 66. In this figure an ablative heat shield{Avcoat 5076) was
used and a notable weight penalty is realized as the entry condition becomes
more severe (a E = 179 degrees, P = O, O = O). However, when a hot
structure {heat sink) design is employed on the afterbody, such as beryllium,
a small effect with entry condition is noticable, as illustrated in figure 67.
This is due to the low integrated heating experienced on the lander during
entry. Even with the worst condition, the beryllium thickness required to
operate at 1300°F is well below the minimum gage constraint. Only a
small difference in heat shield weight ( ._ 1 percent will be noticed on the
forebody due to the non-uniform heating distribution, even at large angle
of attack.
In conclusion, if a hot structure design is used for the afterbody, entry
conditions will have little effect on the heat shield system weight; however,
if an ablator design is used, entry conditions will have a large effect.
3. Entry Velocity
The results of a study to ascertain the feasibility of using a beryllium hot
structure (for both forebody and afterbody) and to determine the effect of
entry velocity on the heat shield system is presented herein. A range of
entry velocities between 15,000 and Z4,000 ft/sec was considered. This
range of velocities is considered to give the practical bounds for the 1969
launch opportunity.
The design heat pulses are based on a ballistic coefficient of O. Z5 slug/ft 2
using the Mars K-atmosphere model(l) and a 100 inch diameter Apollo
vehicle. The study was conducted for a range of entry angles between re =
-20 to-90 degrees (combining both structural and heat shield analysis at
each entry angle).
In figure 68 the relative heat shield system weight fractions are compared
for three possible combinations of heat shield system designs:
a. Avco 50Z6 and aluminum honeycomb structure all over.
b. Avco 50Z6 and aluminum honeycomb structure forebody, beryllium
hot structure afterbody.
c. Beryllium hot structure all over.
The results presented in figure 68 clearly iddlcate that combination Z
(using beryllium afterbody) represents the minimum weight design over
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Figure 66 ENTRY CONDITION EFFECTS ON HEAT SHIELD SYSTEM
WEIGH_I FRACTION
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Figure 67 EFFECT OR ENIRY CONDITION OR HEAT SHIELD SYSTEM
WEIGHT FRACTION
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Figure 68 HEAl SHIELD - S]RUCTURE WEIGHT FRACIION VERSUS
ENI'RY VELOCITY
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almost the entire velocity range. This conclusion supports the selection
previously made in the material trade-off section. Combination 3 (beryllium
hot structure all over) would only produce minimum weight design at very
xvw v=,_,,,=o w,,_,, require a retro-maneuver prior to entry to *'-'--
velocity down to this range; hence the weight required for retro would greatly
overshadow the heat shield system weight savings.
6.3 LANDER DIAMETER EFFECTS
In all of the previous analyses of the heat shield system, only a 90 inch-
diameter Apollo lander was considered. It will be the attempt of this section
to establish the effect of lander diameter on the heat shield system weight. The
analysis will be limited to one m/CDA (0.30) and will be studied over the com-
plete range of entry angles with all other parameters held fixed. All analyses
presented in this section will be based on the same computer program Z used
in the previous sections.
In the first parametric curve, figure 69, heat shield weight fraction versus
entry angle, there is a small effect of lander diameter on the heat shield weight
fraction but a significant effect with YE • Since the total convective heat load
1
decreases with increasing diameter (=_) and at the same time the sur-
face area and entry weight are increasing with diameter (it D 2 }. Then
WHS tHS AS tHS D2 1
it tt it It
WE A V D 2 tHS D_
Hence this result would be expected.
However, a look at the structural weight fraction indicates a reverse trend and
a large effect on the weight fraction with diameter and YE (figure 70). This is
attributed to the fact that the structural thickness is increasing with increased
diameter (=Din, where 1.5<m < Z; see reference 2) and hence an increasing
weight fraction with diameter 7. i. e.,
WST tST A S tST D2
W---_= /iV D 2 "tsT'Dm
Combining these two results (on figure 71) shows a small effect with entry angles
from -40 to-90 degrees but a significant effect with diameter,
Now, combining the diameter effects with the entry angle and m/CDA effect
established in section 6. Z, a simple expression can be obtained for the heat
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shield system weight fraction as a function of lander diameter m/CDA and
entry angle as,
WHS + WST KI (D)(0"3) (m/CDA) -0"8
6.4
D
m/CDA
El
= Lander diameter, inches.
= Ballistic coefficient, slugs/ft z
= Constant dependent on ),Enom as shown in following table.
_ITOm
-40
-60
-90
SHA PE MODIFICA TION E FFEC TS
-k I
o. oz9
0.0Z4
O. OZZ
In the intial preliminary de sign studle s, it becomes apparent that the required center
of gravity location for the Apollo shape (rearward entry center of ,re s sure location)
would be difficult to obtain, coupled with the large stroke requirements required by the
impact attenuation system. Therefore, some modifications in the Apollo shape
would be required to relax the center of gravity constraint. Among the shape
modifications considered, as presented in figure q, only the afterbody extension
and afterbody cone angle decrease seem practical at this time, due to lack
of aerodynamic performance data on the other shape modifications.
In the latter case, afterbody cone angle decreases from the Apollo 33 degrees
cone angle, if the change in cone angle is quite small (less than 5 degrees, would
not greatly affect the parametric results, since the use of beryllium would most
likely be limited to minimum gage. In the final conceptual design the cone angle
only changes by 33 to 30 degrees, which results in approximately a 10percent
increase in surface area or "_ 10 percent increase in afterbody weight. If,
however, a large decrease in cone angle is required, then an evaluation of the
aerodynamic heating on the afterbody would be required and parametric studies
conducted on afterbody weight fractions. Time did not permit this type of an
evaluation in this study.
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Referring back to the afterbody extension modification it is obvious that an ex-
tension of AX at the maximum diameter would result in a large increase in the
weight fraction because of two reasons (a) higher heat and pressure loading,
thus large heat shield and structural weights and (b) large surface area. How-
_ver. tho _e_,,_r_,- p_¢'_""_e _c _=_ .... -_:r-^__+1 .... ._
........... s ..... ': ..... y the center of
gravity moves back approximately AX/Z, which greatly relieves the center of
gravity constraint.
The effects of an afterbody extension were evaluated and are presented in
figure 72. This figure was generated for 90-inch diameter vehicle combining
the worst-worst conditions of heat shield and structural design. (i.e., -90 degrees
Gatmosphere structure, -20 degrees, K atmosphere heat shield.) The afterbody
was extended by elements hXequal to 0.2D and 0.5D. Note that a 15 degree cone
angle was used in these designs. This resulted from the restriction of the
surveyor shroud envelope which is also 15 degrees. Using a cylindrical element
would reduce the maximum lander diameter (i. e., E-5 shape) and hence, would
reduce the lander weight for a fixed m/CDA. For the 15 degree conical element
extension, an ablator heat shield - aluminum substructure design had to be em-
ployed due to the high heating experienced at this cone angle.
Comparison of the results presented in figure 72 clearly indicates a severe
weight penalty by adding an extension to the afterbody. The afterbody extension
approach to the center of gravity problem appears not the way to go unless a
significant increase in entry performance can be obtained such that it will out-
weigh the weight penalty in heat shield system.
6.5 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN ANALYSIS
As the result of the parametric evaluation study it was concluded that Avco-50Z6-
aluminum honeycomb structure forebody and beryllium afterbody design yielded
the minimum weight heat shield system, providing rf transparency requirements
are not necessary. In the conceptual design synthesis, section 1.0, the use of
rf transparent heat shield system was eliminated in order to meet the mission
payload requirements. Thus, the above heat shield system will be considered
as the conceptual design.
0
In the following sections, this design will be evaluated employing a more rigorous
approach than was used in the parametric study. The attempt here will be to
determine the degree Of accuracy and to improve the parametric result. The
analysis will still be limited to a cursory evaluation rather than a detailed analysis
since a detailed design was not the objective of the conceptual design study. Each
of the major subsystems, heat shield (ablator or heat sink) and substructure,
will be analyzed employing the most refined analytical approach feasible. In
all analyses, the results of the parametric design will be used as the bases for
comparison.
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SYSTEM WEIGHT FRACTION
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1. Heat Shield Analysis
T_ ,t._ _w,_,,,,,. ..... analysis, +ff_ heat shie!d was analyzed using
the digital computer program in reference 2. This program is limited
in its approach to the analytical model due to the constraint on computation
time. A more rigorous analytical program is available which uses a more
exact heat shield model but still is limited to a numerical solution. Using
this program, the heat shield (Avco 5026) was analyzed as a function of
back face temperature (TR). The heating load used in this analysis was
generated considering the final conceptual design parameters;
m/CDA = 0. 25 slugs/ft 2
V E = 21,500 ftlsec
a E = 179 degrees
YE = -52 degrees rain.
D = 90 inches
The heating load analysis is presented in section 5.6.
In figure 73 the results of the heat shield analysis are presented. This
curve presents the back face temperature (rear, TK) as a function of heat
shield thickness. Comparing this result at T R = 600°F and tHS = 0.17 inch
to the parametric study (figure 63) at m/CDA = 0. Z5 and YE = -5Z degrees,
we find tHS = 0. Z3 which indicates a considerable amount of conservation
in the parametric analysis ( _-30 pcrcent). This is attributed to several
pertinent influences; 1) decrease in entry velocity from 24,000 to 21,500
ft/sec, Z) increased aerodynamics performance (as evident in section 4.4)
due to decreased moments of inertia by a factor of two over parametric
study which resulted in low angle of attack history and reduced heat load,
and 3) more exact analytical heat shield model, primarily in the method of
adjusting for the structural capacitance. However, it was felt that the de-
gree of conservatism should be left in the parametric study due to the un-
certainties in how this material will behave under an unknown atmosphere.
Finally, a temperature history analysis was conducted on the beryllium hot
structure afterbody. The results of this analysis are presented in figure
74 for two beryllium thicknesses. It is evident that the thickness will not
be dictated by the heating pulse since beryllium is capable of 1500"F max
temperature and the highest temperature with 0. 020 thickness (rain. gage)
is -.- 800°F which also supports the conclusion of the parametric study.
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Z. Aluminum Honeycomb Forebody Analysis
The initial emphasis in the conceptual design of the forebody was given
towards preventing the elastic buckling of the composite shell as a sha!lc-.v
spherical cap. This was accomplished by designing the facing sheets of
the honeycomb structure to withstand the peak membrane forces and then,
selecting a core depth which would prevent general instability of the com-
posite structure.
Although this study was preliminary in nature, it did serve several useful
purposes. First, it provided a means for assessing aprimary mode of
failure which would influence, or perhaps, even govern the final design of
the structure. Secondly, it provided for an initial sizing "of structure and
subsequently, led to a first estimate for the residual weight of the composite.
This estimate permitted detailed calculations to be performed on the inertial
forces acting on the structure and moreover, allowed for parametric studies
to be conducted on the effects of axial and bending stresses associated with
support ring.
The results of one such study on the effect of payload attachment is given in
the subsequent sections. The major purpose for presenting these results
is to indicate the relative magnitudes of the peak axial and bending stresses,
and further, to insure that the design configuration selected for the Mariner
mission is structurally adequate to sustain these stress levels.
Before proceeding with a general description of the results, it is worthwhile
mentioning that the analysis is based on an existing shells program. The
equations utilized in the program are based on the formulation of the first
order, linear theory of elasticity. The computer program is used to solve
for the elastic strains, stresses, and displacements for a multilayered,
multiregion orthotropic shell of revolution subjected to rotationally symmetric
surface loads and temperature distributions. Both the loading and temperature
distributions are arbitrarily varied along the meridian of the shell with the
temperature also varying radially. Shell thicknesses can be varied along the
meridian and material properties allowed to be temperature dependent.
Figure 75 gives a graphical illustration of the details for the final forebody
design which consists of a shallow spherical cap intersecting a toroidal
corner. Thethickness of the facing sheets remains constant except in the
region of the support ring where the thickness is increased significantly.
The reason for this increase is to provide a means for distributing the inertial
forces at lower stress levels and, also, to aid in minimizing any large shear
deformation effects which might occur. For purposes of programming, the
shell structure was subdivided into 15 regions along the meridian, and into
three layers through the depth. The inner and outer layers of the composite
consisted of aluminum 7075-T6 facing sheets with a modulus of elasticity
-167-
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Figure 75 FOREBODY STRUCTURAL THICKNESS IN THE AREA OF THE
SUPPORT RING
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of 10 x 10 6 psi. The central layer, or core, was considered to be an
aluminum honeycomb which held the facing sheets at a fixed depth, but one
which had a negligible effect on the bending rigidity of the shell.
In the present investigation, the shell structure was considered to be at
zero-angle of attack and subjected to a Newtonian pressure distribution
applied over the spherical segment. The pressure distribution at the
toroidal corner was obtained from wind-tunnel simulation tests and varied
from the Newtonian value at the sphere-torus intersection to zero at the
junction of the aft-and forebody.
The results obtained from the computer program are plotted in figures 76
to 78 as a function of the surface coordinate, Xi, measured along the meridian
of the shell. In figure 76, the inner and outer fiber meridional stresses are
shown; figure 77 depicts the circumferential stresses at the two extreme
surfaces; figure 78 shows the variation of the displacement, u, directed
parallel to the axis of revolution and measured from the undeformed position,
and w, which is directed normal to the axis of revolution and is also measured
from the undeformed position. In all instances, the results have been
normalized to a one-g loading condition. (In the conceptual design C_MA X =
II0, rE = 90", G-atmosphere).
From an inspection of figure 76 it is observed that the inner, meridional
fiber of the honeycomb shell is in tension at the pole of the spherical cap.
This tension diminishes rapidly as one proceeds from the pole until a
maximum compressive stress is reached just prior to the increase in facing
sheet thickness. Within the region where the thickness has been substantially
increased, the stress level is lowered but still remains compressive in nature.
The meridional stress continues to be compressive for a small distance
outside this region and then reverts to a tensile state with a maximum peaking
at the sphere-torus intersection.
It is of interest to notsthat the sharp rises and drops in the stress level at
the support ring are attributed to the abrupt changes assigned for the thickness
of the shell. A more consistent design would, of course, have a gradually
tapering thickness such that the stress would flow uniformly across the region
and, thus eliminate any sharp, localized changes. Another point of interest
relates to the small compressive level of stress which exists at the inter-
section of the fore and afterbodies. It is briefly mentioned that the existence
of the compressive stress is due to the support conditions assumed for the
present investigation. That is, the honeycomb structure was taken as simply
supported at the junction. This condition permitted arbitrary movement
of the shell in the radial direction by insuring that the meridional moment
and shear were identically equal to zero. Consequently, the only force
acting on the shell cross-section at the junction was a uniform compressive
axial thrust which represents the unbalance between the pressure loading
and the reactive inertial forces.
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Figure 76 FACE SHEET IVLERIDIONAL STRESS DISTRIBUTION
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Figure 77 FACE SHEET CIRCUMFERENTIAL STRESS DISTRIBUTION
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Figure 78 SURFACE DISPLACEMENT DISTRIBUTION (MEDIAN SURFACE)
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The gross behavior for the rneridional stress at the outer fiber is also
shown in figure 76. The behavior essentially represents the same type of
behavior as the inner layer except that the present curve is inverted and
translated.
The reason for the inversion is due mainly to the change in sign of the bending
movement, whereas the translation accounts primarily for the variations
in the axial stress. This result was expected and led to a maximum com-
pressive stress of 500 lb/in 2. Based on the expected 130 g loading for the
Mariner mission, it is seen that the maximum stress level becomes 60,000
lb/in _. This level is well within the yield limit range given for 7075-T6
Aluminum,
In figure 77 are shown the inner and outer circumferential fiber stresses.
The only significant point worthwhile mentioning here is that the effects
of the abrupt thickness changes are considerably dampened. Also, in the
vicinity of the assumed simply-supported boundary, both the inner and
outer circumferential fiber stresses remain in tension, indicating that the
surfaces are undergoing stretching at the support.
Figure 78 shows the magnitudes of the displacement, u,which is directed
parallel to the axis of revolution and considered positive when directed
outward. The pole of the spherical cap is taken as a reference point of
zero displacement. As shown, the displacementis directed outward up to
the point where the payload attachment load is acting, i.e., X i = 19 inches.
At that point, the displacement is approx-imately equal to zero and then,
continues to be directed inward for small distances past the sphere-torus
intersection. In the subsequent region, the median surface of the shell is
displaced outwardly and reaches a maximum value at the boundary.
The peculiar behavior of the displacement at the payload attachment ring
is attributed to the fact that the external force system is completely balanced
at that_point. This condition permits only a uniform, radially expansion of
the ring.
In figure 78 the displacement, w, is shown plotted as a function of the
meridional surface coordinate, X i. This displacement represents the
amount of expansion or contraction of the shell element, normal to the
axis of revolution. The sign convention adopted for the present study is
positive for expansion of the element and negative for contraction. Again.
the pole of the spherical cap is taken as a fixed reference.
As seen from an inspection of the graph, a large portion of the shell's
median surface is undergoing extension. This is true even in the vicinity
of the payload attachment load. The only contractive areas which exist
occur in the region near the pole of the spherical cap. Also, note that the
..173-
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maximum extension of the shell occurs just prior to the junction of the
sphere and torua.
In summary, it is remarked that the present analysis has demonstrated some
of the displacement characteristics and stress levels which are to be ex-
pected in the Mariner forebody. In addition, the study has clearly indicated
that additional thickness increases are only required in the vicinity of the
payload attachment load. For distances slightly removed from the ap-
plication of the load, the stress levels are reduced considerably and are
adequately sustained by the shell thickness and core depth obtained from
elastic stability analyses. The weight increase due to the additional structure
in the vicinity of the payload attachment has been adequately taken account
of by the 1.7 factor which has been applied to the basic structural weights
in the parametric study.
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Several parachute systems were investigated using one or two chutes. The
results presented herein are parametric curves which permit rapid estimation
of a descent system weight for specific design conditions. The goal of the
parametric evaluation was to optimize suspended weight (payload plus impact
system) as a function of ballistics coefficient, main chute deployment altitude,
nominal entry angle, and impact velocity. All of the suspended weight curves
reflect incorporation of heat shield and structure weights which were designed
for particular nominal entry angles.
One should note that in order to calculate the main parachute system weight
it is essential to know the weight of heat shield and structure since they are
jettisoned at main chute deployment. Both of these weights are highly dependent
upon entry angle while interplanetary trajectory analysis has indicated that a
3a dispersion (see Systems, volume I, 3.1.2) is possible on the nominal entry
angle. Hence, the parachute design must include heat shield and structure
weights based on this dispersion. Listed below is a table of heat shield and
structure design entry angles for various nominal entry angle trajectories.
(Ye) Nominal Heat Shield Design Structure Design Parachute Trajectory
(degrees) Entry Angle Entry Angle Design
90 75 90 90
60 47 73 73
40 21 59 59
The basic weight components of the lander are expressed as follows:
WE = WD + WH/$ + W$ + WMC
whe r e
WE, gross entry weight
WD, drogue chute system weight
WH/$, heat shield and structure weight
WS, suspended weight (payload + crushup}
WMC, main chute system weight
The primary objective of this parametric study is to obtainthe optimum ballistics
coefficient and/or suspended weight. Hence rearranging the above expression
for suspended weight we find that
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W s =
WE - WH/S - WD
WMC
1 +
Ws
On figures 79 through 84 is shown trajectory data relating altitude, dynamic
pressure, and ballistics coefficient.
All of the parachute trajectory analysis presented herein are evolved from a
three degree of freedom compute program. The drag coefficient of both the
vehicle and the parachutes are combined and utilized in such a way as to
predict the correct trajectory from entry to impact.
7. I DROGUE CHUTE ANALYSIS
A Hyperflo type drogue chute was selected as the reference design based on
its good stability and drag characteristics at the desired deployment Mach
numbers. A nominal deployment of Mach Z. 5 was chosen in order to leave
enough leeway in the actuation system to accommodate variations due to entry
angle and atmosphere uncertainties while remaining within fabric temperature
and loading limitations.
The drogue chute trajectory data shown on figures 85 through 9Z assume drogue
chute deployment at the indicated Mach number and main chute deployment at
Mach 0.8. The curves presented demonstrate the required drogue area/vehicle
area ratio such that for a given m/CD A the vehicle will decelerate to Mach 0.8
at a given altitude. The trajectory curves utilize an effective drag coefficient
such that,
(CDA) V + (CDA) D
CDe H = AV
where the subscripts D and V refer to drogue and vehicle, respectively. The
drag coefficient of the Hyperflo chute is shown on figure 93 (these data were
obtained from reference 1). For this drogue chute parametric analysis the
following assumptions were made.
I. Time delay of 1.0 seconds for drogue chute opening.
2. Particle Trajectory.
3. WDROGUE = 0. I I ADROGUE
4. Deployment at Mach number as indicated.
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Figure 79 DROGUE DEPLOYMENT ALTITUDE VERSUS M/CDA
(Ye OF 90 DEGREES)
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7.2 MAIN CHUTE ANALYSIS
A Ring-Sail type main chute was selected asthe reference design based on its
good _.__:1: ....................... 1_oLaux,x_y ,_,,d drag _.nara_Lei'i_LxCa an We,_ as the state-of-the-art develop-
ment in the subsonic regime. A nominal deployment Mach number of 0.8 was
chosen in order to assure subsonic actuation. Figure 94 presents the time to
impact from a given altitude for a range of the ratio , main chute area/suspended
weight (AMc/Ws). One should note that initial entry angle had little effect on
impact time. Figure 95 presents impact velocity versus AMC/W S. Both
figures 94 and 95 are for the H model atmosphere because this is the most
critical design atmosphere from a parachute descent standpoint. Figure 96
shows dynamic pressure versus altitude at main chute deployment.
The following assumptions were made in generating the above mentioned
curves:
1. Zero time delay for chute opening.
2. Drag coefficient of 0.7
3. Wmain chute = 0.013 Amain chute
7.3 SNATCH AND OPENING LOAD ANALYSIS
In order to adequately determine the weight of a parachute canopy, its sus-
pension lines, and riser line, it is necessary to establish the maximum
opening shock loads sustained by the entire parachute system. The opening
shock or opening force is expressed as
Fo = kq (CDA) Reference 2
where
k = Experimental dimensionless factor
q = Dynamic pressure - psf
(CDA) = Drag coefficient times projected area of chute - ft2
The dimensionless parameter k is an amplification factor denoting the relation-
ship between maximum opening force F ° and the constant drag force F¢ expressed
aB
Fo
k t
Fe
The dimensionless factor k has been established experimentally for various
types of canopies, a few of which are listed below:
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(a) Solid Cloth, Flat Circular k > 2.0 "_
(b) Solid Cloth, Extended-Skirt k _> I. 9 ((c) Ribbon k > 1. I
(d) Hyperfio k _> 1.85
(e) Ring-Sail k _> 1.05
Reference 2
The maximum opening shock loads for various dynamic pressure levels and
chute diameters are shown on figures 97 and 98 for the Hyperflo drogue chute
and the Ring-Sail main chute, respectively. A maximum value of 2.0 was
used for the amplification factor k in calculating the shock loads for the Hyperflo
drogue chute. This was done due to some present uncertainty in the experi-
mental value of 1.85 and also to build some added conservatism into the system
design.
7.4 MATERIAL SELECTION
Parachute fabrics are selected on the basis of load and temperature limitations.
The load criterion is set by the breaking strength of the fabric and is a function
of the dynamic pressure and the diameter of the chute. The stress on the
canopy can be calculated by utilizing a thin-wall hemisphere approach, the
expression for which is
S = qDo ibs/in 2 (Reference Z)
4t
where q is the pressure acting uniformly on the hemisphere, t is the thickness
of the material, and D O the diameter of the parachute.
The temperature limitation is set by the maximum wall temperature a par-
ticular fabric is able to withstand and is a function of the ratio of specific
heats (y), static free stream temperature (T.¢), and the free stream Mach
number at a given altitude (M._). Hence, the canopy wall temperature can be
expressed as
TS ffi T-[I + q_ -_ M2] (Reference Z)
where 7/ is the temperature Recovery Factor assumed as I. 0 throughout the
study. Nylon and Nomex (HT-1) were the two fabrics investigated and have
maximum temperature limitations of 1260" and 1760°R, respectively. Based
on these temperature limitations figures 99 and 100 present the maximum
possible deployment Mach numbers for all the model atmospheres and a
range of altitudes. Figures 101 and 10Z show the fabric temperature limited
Mach numbers for Nylon and Nomex materials in the H atmosphere. The
curves are for a 90-and 60-degree entry, respectively.
l
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7.5 PARAMETRIC OPTIMIZATION
One of the primary objectives of the parametric study was to optimize the
ballistics coefficient and/or the suspended weight. As mentioned previously
the _uov_,_,,-d weight is expressed as
wE - WH/S - WD
WS =
WMC
I +_
Ws
For a given set _f conditions and a range of m/CDA's the above expression can
be maximized. The controlling parameter in this expression is the drogue
chute weight (WD). This is the parameter that forces an optimum m/CDA.
As the ballistics coefficient increases, it becomes increasingly more difficult
to achieve Mach 0.8 (main chute deployment) at the given main chute deploy-
ment altitude. In order to decelerate to Mach 0.8 at the given deployment
altitude (for increased m/CDA's) the drogue chute diameter must increase.
Finally we reach an m/CDA such that the drogue weight becomes greater than
the increased entry weight; hence the suspended weight starts to decrease and
an optimum design point is reached.
Figures 103 through 110 are all for a 90 degree entry angle. Presented are
parametric curves for main chute deployment altitudes of 5,000 through 20, 000
feet and impact velocities of 50, 100 and 150 ft/sec. One can note that as
the main chute deployment altitude increases, the optimum m/CD A decreases
quite rapidly. This effect is summarized on figure 110. Impact velocity has
no effect on the optimum m/CDA but does influence the amount of suspended
weight, the differences being in the main chute weight. This result is seen
on figure 105.
1. Entry Angle Effects
Parametric curves of suspended weight versus m/CDA are presented for
entry angles of 60 and 40 degrees on figures 111 through 12Z. A summary
curve of optimum m/CD A versus entry angle is shown on figure 121 and
indicates that the optimum m/CDA increases as the entry angle decreases.
On figure 122 is a summary curve of optimum suspended weight versus
entry angle for main chute deployment altitudes of 5000, 8000, and
10,000 feet and impact velocities of 50 and 150 ft/sc.
Figure 123 is a plot of suspended weight versus m/CDA. Two distinct
sets of curves are presented for comparison purposes. The upper set of
curves optimize suspended weight based on a nominal entry angle of 90
degrees which would include design for structure of 90 degrees entry and
heat shield of 75 degrees entry. This variation is based on a 3u entry
angle dispersion. The lower set of curves reflect optimum
-203-
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suspended weight utilizing heat shield and structure weights designed for
the entire entry angle spectrum of 20 to 90 degrees, i.e., design heat
shield for 20 degrees and structure for 90 degrees. Hence, figure 123
readily demonstrates the loss in suspended weight due to designing for
the entire entry angle spectrum.
2. Mach Number Effects
Studies were conducted to evaluate the results of increased drogue chute
deployment Mach number. Parametric optimization curves for Mach
3.0 and 3.5 are presented on figures 124 and 125, respectively. Figure
126 presents curves of optimum m/CDA versus drogue deployment Mach
number and figure 127 shows curves of optimum suspended weight versus
drogue deployment Mach number. One should note that all of the above
mentioned curves were generated for a 60-degree entry angle. The
above curves should be used in conjunction with the data in the materials
selection section so as to ascertain what the maximum drogue chute
deployment Mach number is for a particular set of conditions and type
fabric. The design should also be such so as to allow for dispersion in
the deployment Mach number due to the actuation system.
3. Surface Pressure Effects
The effect of surface pressure on landed weight was determined. The
range of surface pressures studied were 11 to 30 mb which are the G
through K model atmospheres. A nominal set of conditions was chosen
just to demonstrate the effects of surface pressure. The assumptions are
as follows:
a. _'e nominal -90 degrees
b. Diameter of Vehicle 100 inches
c. Drogue Chute Deployment Mach 2.5
d. Main Chute Deployment Mach O. 8
e. Altitude at Main Chute
deployment
5000 feet
f. Impact Velocity 50 ft/sec
Parametric curves similar to previous results are presented on figures
128 through 131. Results for the 15 and 30"rob atmospheres are presented
therein. Figure 132 is a summary of optimum m/CDA and optimum
suspended weight versus surface pressure. Note that if the minimum
surface pressure were 30 rob, then a vehicle design with an m/CDAinthe
order of 0.90 slugs/ft2 would be possible.
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4. Vehicle Diameter Effects
Results to demonstrate the effect of vehicle diameter are shown on
figures 133 through 135. Parametric curves include results for three
main chute deployment altitudes, two impact velocities, and the entire
entry angle spectrum. Vehicle ,_'-_,_+_ "_^_o not _¢t _.................. e,._ the optirc|urn
m/CDA but rather only the optimum suspended weight. Figures 133 and
134 show results for a 80 and 90 inch vehicl%respectively0 while a
summary of the effects of vehicle diameter is shown on figure 135.
7.6 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN ANALYSIS
The following is a detailed analysis and weight breakdown of the parachute
descent system. The reference design utilizes a two-chute systemconsisting
of a drogue chute with a nominal deployment of Mach Z. 5 and a main chute with
a nominal deployment of 0.8, A two-chute system was chosen in lieu of a
one-chute system because of the descent time requirements and the difficulty
of jettisoning the rear portion of the entry vehicle with a single chute system.
It should also be noted that a single chute system would require approximately
a 40-foot drogue chute which is beyond the state-of-art development.
The conceptual design input parameters are listed below.
m/CDA
Vehicle Diameter
Modified Apollo Shape
Drogue Chute Deployment Mach No
Main Chute Deployment Mach No
Main Chute Deployment Altitude
Impact Velocity
Drogue Area/Vehicle Area -,- AD]A v
Main Chute Area/Suspended Wt. Amc/Ws
Drogue Chute Diameter
Drogue Chute Area
Main Chute Diameter
Main Chute Area
Hyperflo Drogue Chute
Ring Sail Main Chute
0. 244 slugs/ft Z
90 inches
2.5
0.8
8000 feet
65 ft/sec
5.3
6.2
17. Z feet
234.0 ft 2
50.0 feet
1960.0 ft 2
1. Drogue Chute System
a. Maximum Opening Shock Load
The maximum opening shock on the parachute can be expressed as
Fo = kq (CDA) (see section 7.5)
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FOR AN 80-1NCH VEHICLE
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Figure 134 OPTIMUM SUSPENDED WEIGHT VERSUS NOMINAL ENTRY ANGLE
FOR A 90-:NCH VEHICLE
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For the entry conditions stated above, the dynamic pressure at Mach
2.5 is 70 psf and C D is 0.6 The amplification factor is I. 85; however,
2.0 will be used for conservatism. "Hence,
Fo = Z.0 (80) .6 (Z34)
= 19,700 pounds
An "overall design factor" should be applied to the above result. The
design factor consists of a safety factor combined with other factors
affecting the strength of the chute, e.g. , the efficiency of the stitching
at the junction of the canopy and the suspension lines. A reasonable
design factor of 1.5 is suggested in Reference 3. Hence F o is
approximately 37,000 pounds. This results in 74.0 g at chute opening
for a 500-pound vehicle.
b. Suspension Lines and Rise Line Sizing
Canopies should be inflated a minimum of three vehicle diameters
behind the primary body in subsonic flow and eight vehicle diameters
in supersonic flow. Tests show (reference 4) that the influence of
suspension-line length on the inflated shape of the drag producing
surface and its performance generally is greatest up to a ratio of
LS/Do equal to 1.0 (see figure 136).
For Ls/D o of 1.0, Lsis 17.2 feet, based ona 17.2 foot chute, and
L R = 8D V - L S = 8(8.35)- 17.2 _ 42.8 feet.
Table 31 lists the total required weight of the suspension lines.
TABLE 31
REQUIRED WEIGHT OF SUSPENSION LINES
Number of Suspension Lines (N) 12
Fo/N (ibs/line) 3090
Type (ref. Z) MIL-SPEC W-Z7657
Break Strength (ibs) 3000
Weigh (oz/yd) 0.9
Length Line Required (Ft.) Z06
Total Weight (lbs) 3.86
24 36
1545 1030
W-005625C W-006525C
1500 I000
0.6 0.5
412 618
5.15 6.45
Based on the results of table 31, the design chute will utilize 12
suspension lines which will be 4.5 feet apart on the parachute canopy
periphery.
Suspension Line Weight - 3.9 lbs
-239-
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c. Riser Line
The load on the riser line is 37,000 pounds (Fo). Heavy-duty nylon
cord Mil-W-5787C, type TT (reference _) has a breaking strength of
40,000 pounds at 18 oz/yd.
Therefore, the total weight for a 42.8-foot riser line is
42.8 (lS)
Wt = 16.1 pounds48
Riser Line Weight - 16. I pounds
d. Canopy Weight
In calculating the stresses on the canopy of the Hyperflo parachute,
a good approximation would be to assume the stress model to be a
hemispherical shape. Hence, the stress on the canopy can be cal-
culated by utilizing a thin-wall hemisphere approach, the expression
of which is
qD o
S = 4t lbs/ia2 (Reference 2)
where q is the pressure acting uniformly on the hemisphere and t is
the thickness of the material. A common terminology is to express
the loading in lb/in of length of cloth. This yields
q Do
L=Sz=
4
Therefore,
70 (17.2)
L = 4(12) = 25.1 lb/in.
Nylon cloth fabric with a break strength of Z5 lb/in, weighs 0.6 oz/_v__l 2
The total canopy weight can now be calculated by approximating t)fe
total surface area of the Hyperflo to be hemispherical. Hence
vDo2 v(17.2) 2
Asudace "= 2 2 = 465 h 2
and
0.6(465)
Wtcan°py" 144 = 5.8 pounds
Add a 1 5 percent weight factor to the total canopy weight to account
for doubling, stitching, etc.
W¢canopy = 1.15(5.8) = 6.7 pounds
-241 -
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e. Other System Components
Bag
Aluminum Shell
Pyrotechnic (Charge & Sabot)
Sensing Equipment {Timer & Electrical Devices)
1.0 pounds
.75
.75
1.0
3.5 pounds
f. Total Drogue Chute System Weight
Canopy (Including doubling and stitching factor)
Suspension Lines
Riser Line
Other System Components
6.7 pounds
3.9
16.1
3.5
30.2 pounds
2. Main Chute System
a. Maximum Opening Shock Load
The maximum opening shock load on the ring sail parachute is
Fo = KqCDA
= I.05(I0) (0.7)(.960)
= 14,400 pounds
Z =1.05
(see section 7. 3)
Utilizing an overall design factor of I. 5, the maximum opening shock
load is 21,600 pounds.
b. Suspension Lines and Riser Line Sizing
For subsonic flow utilize suspension lines which are 0.85 Do. Hence
for a 50-foot diameter chute
L s = O. 85 (50) = 42.5 feet
and
LR = 3 DV = 3(7.5) =22,5 feet
Table 32 lists the total required weight of the suspension lines.
-242-
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TAB LE 3Z
REQUIRED WEIGHT OF SUSPENSION LINES
Number of Suspension Lines (N) Z4
Fo / N (lbs / line) 900
Type (Ref Z)hiIL-SPEC W-0056ZSC
Break Strength
Weight (oz/yd)
Length Line Required (ft)
Total Weight (lbs)
I000
0.5
1020
10.6
Z6 48
600 450
w-408Bo W-4088D
Type II Type I
600 50O
0.42 0.38
1530 Z040
13.4 11.9
Based on the results of table 32 the design chute will utilize Z4
suspension lines which will be 7.3 feet apart on the parachute canopy
periphery.
Suspension Line Weight--10.6 pounds
c. Riser Line
The load on the riser line is Zl,600 pounds (Fo). Heavy-duty nylon
cord hilL-N-5787C Type I (reference Z) has a breaking strength of
Z0_000 pounds at 9 oz/yd.
Threfore, the total weight for a 22.5-foot riser line is
22.5(9)
WTRiser 48 4.2 pounds
Riser Line Weight _- 4. Z pounds
d. Canopy Weight
The loading on the main chute canopy is
q Do I0 (50)
L = - = 10.4 Ib/in.
4 4(12)
Hence, utilize nylon cloth fabric of 0.6 oz/yd Z which has a break
strength of Z5 ib/in. The total canopy weight can now be calculated by
approximating the total surface area of the ring-sail to be a one-
quarter sphere (page 93-reference Z)
-j
Asurface = _ <-_I" = _(25) 2 = 1960
h 2
o.6 (196o)
WTcanopy = = 8.15 pounds144 '
Add a 15 percent weight factor to the total canopy weight to account
for doubling, stitching, etc.
-Z43-
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W = 1.15(8.15)"* 9.4 pounds
TCanopy
Canopy Weight = 9.4 pounds
e. Other System Components
Bag
Sensing Equipment (Timer and Electrical Devices)
f. Total Main Chute System Weight
Canopy 9.4 pounds
Suspension I0.6
Riser Line 4. Z
Other System Components Z. 5
Total Z6.7 pounds
Z. 0 pounds
0.5
Z. 5 pounds
Total Drogue Chute System Weight 30.2 pounds
Total Main Chute System Weight 26.7 pounds
7.7 ACTUATION SYSTEMS
The selection of a sensing system forparachute actuation presents a difficult
problem due to the uncertainty of entry conditions and the atmospheric models
considered. The sensing system must be capable of deploying a parachute at
an acceptable altitude for a "worst" combination of entry angle and model
atmosphere. The actuation system must also be such that it assures that the
aerodynamic heating and loading remain within the design limits of the canopy
fabric. The selected reference actuation system attempts to deploy the drogue
chute at a nominal Mach number of 2.5 and the main chute at Mach 0.8.
7.7.1 Drogue Chute Actuation System
The reference system selected utilizes a g switch which senses peak g and
a timer which correlates peak g with the time from peak g to the drogue
chute deployment Mach number (2.5). The theory of such a system is that
the product GMAX At is a constant from peak g to a given velocity independent
of entry angle and atmosphere assuming constant m/CD A, a straight line
trajectory, and an isothermal atmosphere. Mach number is the parameter
of interest and not velocity; hence a correction is needed for the speed of
sound. Figure 137 presents a theoreticalcurve of time from peak g to
Mach Z. 5 as a function of max g. Also shown are actual trajectory points
for the upper and lower bounds of entry angle and atmosphere combinations.
A curve fit of these trajectory points is shown and based on this curve fit,
-244-
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which relates peak g and At, it is possible to evaluate the actual drogue
chute deployment Machnumbers, altitudes, etc. Table 33 summarizes
the predicted drogue chute deployment Mach numbers and altitudes for all
the combinations of entry angle and atmosphere based on the reference
actuation system. Note that the deployment Mach numbers which are
between 2.10 and 3.07 assure fabric wall temperatures that are below
the limintations of nylon. Also note that the minimum design drogue
deployment altitude of 14,000 feet is satisfied.
Various other sensing methods for the drogue chute actuation have been
investigated and are briefly discussed below.
a. Baroswitch
The measured pressure at some point on an entry body can be
correlated with experimental data and used to estimate the atmospheric
ambient pressure. Utilizing this type of sensing, the parachute
deployment would occur at an altitude which would depend on the at-
mospheric model, experimental simulation accuracy, and the pressure
sensing system tolerances. The major problems with this type of sensing
system are the angle of attack of the vehicle which makes pressure
sensing very difficult and the uncertainty of entry angle and atmosphere
which would yield deployment Mach numbers beyond the limits of the
nominal design.
b. Axial Accelerometer
A g-switch or axial accelerometer which is set before launch is a
simple and common means of sensing for actuation. However, the
system has disadvantages for the range of entry angles and atmospheric
models under consideration. The g switch setting for deployment is
determined by assuring that the altitude for the most severe entry
condition namely, H-90 degrees, is no less thanwhat Mach Z. 5
deployment would yield. Looking at figures 138 and 139 such a g-
switch setting would be approximately 7.9 g. The problem with such
a system is that on the other end of the entry angle-atmosphere
spectrum (K-SZ degrees) the deployment Mach number is bounded by
temperature and load limitations on the fabric. However, for this
case one can note that the deployment Mach number for the K-5Z
degrees combination would be approximately 3.11 resulting in a
canopy fabric temperature of 1230 °R which is within the limit of
1Z60 ° R. Hence, this system would serve as a backup to the reference
design.
7.7.2 Main Chute Actuation System
The selected reference actuation system for the main chute employs a
simple timer. The timer measures time from drogue chute deployment
-Z46-
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ATM Ye
(degrees)
G 52
9O
H 52
9O
I 52
9O
J 52
9O
K 52
9O
TABLE 33
DROGUE CHUTE ACTUATION PERFORMANCE
Based on Reference System)
MACTUAL Z at M=2.5
(feet)
24057
14083
24588
14289
33476
24671
61461
53379
90885
76868
3.07
2.50
2.51
2.50
2.65
2.23
2.82
2.10
2.51
2.39
A¢ - time from peak g to Mach 2.5
Z at MACTUA]
(feet)
27392
14083
24599
14289
34307
22974
63034
51058
90915
75368
TSTAG
(actual)
(°R)
1110
965
935
935
780
695
635
490
935
870
(lb/ftz)
78
72
55
72
63
62
69
57
52
6O
At
(seconds)
10.56
10.28
14.30
10.90
12.40
10.73
11.10
10.59
17.48
14.00
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Figure 138 VARIATION OF LANDER AXIAL DECELERATION WITH
MACH NUMBER
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Figure 139 VARIATION OF LANDER _XIAL DECELERATION
MACH NUMBER
WITH
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to main chute deployment. A constant interval of 6.22 seconds is the
preset time for all combinations of entry angle and atmospheric models.
This system assures actuation of the main chute between Mach 0.61
and 0.88 a,,d the results of such a system are shown on table 34. Also
indicated on table 34 are the actual deployment altitudes and one. can note
that the minimum deployment altitude is approximately 7600 feet, which
is within 400 feet of the 8000-foot minimum reference design point. For
the range of deployment Mach numbers shown, the temperature and loading
limitations of the canopy fabric are easily met.
Other actuation systems were investigated for the main chute. Use of a
radar altimeter was investigated, and found unsatisfactory. The major
drawback to such a system is complexity and weight. Such a system weighs
in the vicinity of 20 to 30 pounds (reference section 10.0).
The use of a baroswitch ie unsatisfactorybecause of the low range of
pressure experienced around Mach 0.8 coupled with the sensing system
tolerances. Along with the above problem are the effects of the dynamic
motions of the vehicle which make interpretation of the measurement
difficult.
7.7.3 Actuation System Summary
A sensing system schematic is shown on figure 140. This is the selected
reference system and employs a g switch and timer for the actuation of
the drogue chute and a timer for the actuation of main chute.
Drogue chute actuation is such that with the use of a jerk meter and g
switch, peak g through entry is determined. This value of peak g is
correlated with a table of At's and/or time intervals which have been
established from the trajectory data curve fits shown on figure 137.
Hence, a preset table of peak g versus At can be placed within the vehicle
in the form of an analog. Note that the timer starts its At excursion at
peak g and at the end of the prescribed interval, drogue chute actuation
takes place. The results of this actuation system are shown on table 33
for all combinations of entry angle and atmosphere.
The main chute actuation system employs a timer which is actuated at
drogue'chute deployment. A constant interval of 6.22 seconds is the
preset interval of time. At the end of this preset time interval, the main
chute actuation takes place. This value of time was chosen after thorough
examination of the drogue chute trajectory data so as to assure subsonic
deployment for a shallow entry in the K atmosphere and to assure a
minimum altitude of approximately 8000 feet for a steep entry in either
the G or H atmosphere.
In summary acomplete flight trajectory sequence from vehicle entry to
impact is shown on table 35 for combinations of entry angle and atmosphere.
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TABLE 34
MAIN CHUTE ACTUATION "PERFORMANCE
ATM )'e MACTUAL
G 52 0.80
90 0.65
H 52 0.74
90 0.66
I 52 0.77
90 O. 61
J 52 O. 69
9O O. 61
K 52 0.88
90 O. 68
Z at M=0.8
20878
8406
19116
8378
29289
18447
58151
46983
83066
67826
Z at' MACTUAL
20878
7608
18831
1576
28868
17387
57697
46007
83507
67343
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7.7.4 Drogue Ejection by Mortar
At a given time interval after peak g (see actuation system) a switch is
closed energizing the drogue mortar and initiating drogue deployment as
the first event in the descent and landing sequence. The drogue chute is
packaged in a small cylinder internally suspended from the afterbody of
the entry vehicle.
Mortar operation results as the initiation cartridge pressurizes the
volume between the bottom of the small cylinder and a piston-seal sabot
which pushes out the drogue chute in its cloth packing bag. A thermal
protection cover is required above the drogue chute package and within
the cylinder. The compartment and retainer channels are so designed that
no sharp edges are presented to the drogue chute harness. Two harness
legs are required and should be attached to the outer cylir_drical wall of
the entry vehicle at diametrically opposite points. As with the drogue
chute, thermal protective covers are supplied to provide a flash surface
over each channel from the outer attachment points to the mortar cylinder.
As the harness becomes taut, the insulated harness covers are deployed.
A riser then connects to the drogue chute in its cloth packing bag. An
inertia weight in the back end of the bag causes the bag to strip itself off
the drogue chute.
A 17.2-foot hyperflo drogue is considered for the above application. A
B7,000-pound opening load (maximum) was calculated and the drogue chute
weights is about B0.2 pounds.
7.7.5 Heat Shield Structure Jettison and Main Chute Deployment
At a preset time after the drogue chute has been deployed (6.22 seconds)
a linear shaped charge is initiated which causes the afterbody heat shield
and structure to become separated from the forebody. The drogue chute
force then retards the afterbody and in so doing unfolds from its cloth
pack a central riser followed by the main parachute canopy. At this
point, the drogue chute and afterbody of the lander have separated and
hence main chute full deployment takes place.
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8. 0 IMPACT SYSTEM
The purposes of the parametric study of the impact attenuation system were to
investigate basic systcm choices, making the tradeoff decisions -.vhcre possible,
and to generate general graphs which would be used in the preliminary design
of a conceptual spacecraft system. A third purpose was the determination of
the effects of small variations in each of the system parameters on a nominal
design. In this way "influence coefficients" could be generated to show the
relative importance of typical variations in the parameters. A conceptual
design analysis was performed also in order to indicate whether or not the
breadth and depth of the parametric study were sufficient.
Several basic assumptions were made and several constraints imposed at the
start of this study. It was assumed that the ground was a rigid surface (except
for a brief look at the possibility of sinking into sand). Overall, omnidirectional
protection of the payload by a passive, crushable material energy absorber was
also assumed. In all of the parametric work, it was assumed that the usable
strain of the impact attenuation material was 75 percent, i. e., an element of
material could be crushed 3/4 of its thickness at constant stress (see appendix A).
The most important constraint imposed was that of designing for a 200-ft/sec
horizontal wind velocity. This velocity was always added veetorily to the vertical
descent velocity which was assumed or derived. The possibility that the vehicle
does not get fully picked up by the wind was investigated, and this investigation
is reported in appendix B. However, since the present wind model is not detailed
enough to use the results obtained in this appendix, it was assumed in the study
that the suspended weight and parachute are moving horizontally at ZOO ft/see at
impact.
8. 1 PARAMETRIC TRADE-OFF STUDIES
Two distinct parametric studies were performed. The first study started with
certain available impact attenuation materials and, using these, attempted to
determine other system parameters such as geometry, packaging density, etc.
The other study started with certain geometric constraints and sought to define
desirable properties of crushable materials.
The notation used in all of the following discussions and graphs is summarized
in appendix A.
The equations used to analyze the dynamics of impact were equations (Z-3), (2-4),
(2-7), (2-8), and (2-9) of appendix A. These equations pertain to a homogeneous,
isotropic, energy absorption material; further, the change in total mass being
decelerated as a function of time was neglected (See appendix A). The effects of
all of these simplifying assumptions were investigated in the section on influence
coefficients (section 8. 3) and in the conceptual design analysis (section 8. 5).
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8. 1. 1. Parametric Evaluation
In the first portion of the study, the velocity of impact was assumed to be
250 ft/sec. The conclusions reached in the initial trade-off studies were
not dependent on the particular velocity chosen, at least for velocities
between 200 and 300 ft/sec.
As mentioned above, the first study, to which the major effort was applied,
involved known impact attenuation materials. Figure 141 is a plot of
crushing stress versus bulk density for a number of materials which have
been tested. It can be seen that the presently available materials fail into
three distinct groupings. One group includes the foamed plastics; the data
shown cover several different types, the most widely used being polyurethane.
Another group consists of just balsa wood, while the third group includes
aluminum honeycombs, truss-grid (a structure built up of layers of cor-
rugated aluminum strip), paper honeycombs, a single data point for a
foam-filled fiberglass honeycomb, and glass-cloth reinforced plastic honey-
comb. Also, shown on figure 141 are empirical curve fits which provide
analytical equations representing each of these three groups. These equations
are used in order to obtain analytic results in the study.
The first aspect of the system to be studied parametrically was the geometry.
The landed package shapes which were compared are shown on figure 142.
Figures 143 through 149 illustrate some of the pertinent parameters plotted
versus packaging densit_ of the internal payload, Pi" {This value will be
typically 1 to 3 slugs/ft _. ) Comparing figure 143, which pertains to the
lenticular geometry, to the other figures, which all pertain to the spherical
geometry, several conclusions were drawn. Although the lenticular shape
packages nearly in an Apollo-type entry vehicle, the deceleration !evels are
very high compared to the sphere, being at least of the order of 5000 g for
typical payloads. Since g-level was considered a parameter of primary
importance, it was decided to use the spherical geometry as the reference
shape.
It is noted on figure 143 that, if plastic foam is used in the lenticular design,
the internal payload is only a small fraction of the landed mass. Figure 144
i11ustrates that this conclusion also holds for the sphere. Because of its
inefficiency, plastic foam was eliminated from further consideration.
Figure 145 shows the pertinent parameters for the extremes of the balsa
wood data. The g-levels are still very high, so a study was made of the
effects of "weakening" the balsa wood, i. e., reducing the density while
maintaining the energy absorption capability {ft/lb of kinetic energy absorbed
per pound of balsa). Starting with 6 lb/ft 3 }_alsa wood, it was assumed that
by coring out the balsa or by using it to partially fill a honeycomb, the bulk
density could be as much as halved. The results obtained with these hypo-
thetical materials are shown on figure 146. Some improvement in the g-level
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is attained, but for internal payloadsof interest, the level is still greater
than 3000 g.
Thus, it has been shown that of the three groupings of impact attenuation
materials, the aluminum honeycomb class of materials appears to effect
an adequate compromise between g-level and material efficiency. Values
of the significant parameters of aluminum honeycomb designs are plotted
on figures 147, 148, and 149 for various bulk densities. (Herea the actual
data for 5052 aluminum honeycomb is used, rather than the curve fit
equation. )
The significance of packaging density can also be gleaned from the curves
presented. It can be seen, for example, that a very low packaging density
could reduce the g-levels, but only at the expense of requiring a very large
amount of crushable materials (figure 147). ]Further, figure 149 shows
that the package radius would have to be quite large.
An interesting conclusion gathered from figure 148 is that for packaging
densities greater than one slug/ft 3, the deceleration parameter is relatively
unaffected by increasing packaging density. However, figures 147 and 149
show that increasing packaging density does reduce the amount of crushable
material required and also reduces the radius of the landed package.
It should be pointed out here that the internal payload mass has been assumed
constant in discussing trends above. If, say, total landed mass were held
fixed, then the deceleration level would decrease with higher packaging
density. Nevertheless, the general conclusion is that the packaging density
of the internal payload ought to be maximized.
8. 1.2. Optimum Materials Study
The purpose of this special study was to look at the impact attenuation
problem from a new angle. In this case, instead of selecting known energy
absorption materials and evaluating their performance, as was done in the
basic parametric study, the desired performance was specified and the
required material properties derived.
The critical parameter was chosen to be impact decelerations. In order
to reduce the g to the minimum possible value, the maximum available
stroke ought to be used. Hence, the largest spherical package which can
be fitted into a lander constrained by the surveyor shroud (c. f. figure 156),
roughlya3. 1-foot radius sphere, was assumed. Further, a payload
packaging density of 2 slugs/ft 3 was assumed. Using equations (2.3) and
(2-10) in appendix A, figure 150 was generated. (The term "minimax" is
used to signify the minimum achievable value of the maximum deceleration. )
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! Equations (2-4), (2-10) in appendix A form a set of equations which canbe interpreted as giving the crushing stress and density of a crushablematerial as a function of its mass and that of the internal payload. Thisinformation is plotted in this way on figures 151, 152, and 153 for three
values of the impact velocity..
On figure 154, the areas of interest on the previous curves are super-
imposed onto plots of known material properties {from figure 141). This
figure illustrates that for an impact velocity of 250 ft/sec, the minimax
condition can be met with the aluminum honeycomb class of materials for
some situations. More importantly, this overlay points up the fact that
new impact attenuation materials need to be developed, materials which
fill in the wide gap in properties between the aluminum honeycomb group
and balsa wood. It further serves to point out that several properties must
be satisfied, not just one. That is, it is not sufficient in this situation to
merely find materials with high energy absorption efficiencies {which is
roughly proportional to the stress-density ratio); the materials must also
have stress and density values within certain ranges. This is why balsa
wood, which possesses the highest energy absorption efficiency of the
materials considered, was not recommended for the Advanced Mariner
lander. Its crushing stress and density were too high.
8. 2 PARAMETRIC DESIGN DATA
8. 2. I. Design Curves
The parametric trade-off studies resulted in certain basic sy'stems choices
being made. These were that the shape of the landed package should be
spherical, that the impact attenuation material ought to be a member of
the aluminum honeycomb group of materials (see figure 141), and that the
packaging density of the internal payload ought to be made as high as
possible. For the purpose of generating design curves, it was assumed
that an achievable packaging density was 2 slugs/ft 3. The effects of
variations in this quantity are described in section g. 3 on influence
coefficients.
The optimization studies which are discussed in section 8. 4 indicated that
the optimum vertical descent velocity for a two-chute system is about 65
ft/sec which yields, with the 200 ft/sec horizontal wind velocity, a total
impact velocity of 210 ft/sec. For this condition, figure 155 presents a
plot of total landed weight (crushable material plus internal payload} versus
outside radius of the landed package. These curves were derived from
equations (2.3), (2-4), (2-10), and (2-11) of appendix A, using the Curve
fit to the aluminum honeycomb group of impact attenuation materials. A
typical design overlay of figure 155 is shown on figure 156 to illustrate
the constraints on the situation. Thus, for a given m/CDA, the maximum
landed weight is fixed. This maximum can be obtained up to a sphere radius
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of Z.44 feet, which is the largest sphere which can be placed in the
largest Apollo-type vehicle which will fit in the surveyor shroud. For
larger radii, a conical section must be added to the entry vehicle after-
body, thus reducing the weight available for the lander. The final limit
is the largest sphere which can fit in the shroud.
Figure 157, using the same ordinate and abscissa, gives the material
properties of the impact attenuator, based on the curve fit to the aluminum
honeycomb group of materials. Figures 158 and 159 present the same
information except that an impact velocity of 250 ft/sec is used (this would
correspond to a vertical descent velocity of 150 ft/sec). A linear interpola-
tion can be used with small error if it is desired to obtain values for velo-
cities between these two.
It was found during the conceptual design effort that by using the actual
properties of expanded 5052 aluminum honeycomb instead of the curve fit
that there was an appreciable degree of conservatism in using the curve fit
to represent this actual material. Because of this, figures 160 and 161 are
provided here also. These figures give the same general information which
has been presented previously except that actual material properties of
5052 aluminum honeycomb are used. The impact velocities used were 200
and 250 ft/sec, respectively.
8.2.2. Very High Impact Velocity Study
To supplement the data presented thus far, a separate study was made of
impact at very high velocities.
The first part of the study was concerned with determining material limita-
tions. For a particular geometry and a particular crushable material, it is
possible to determine a limiting velocity, i.e., that at which essentially zero
payload can be landed. In other words, for the spherical geometry under
consideration here, the limiting velocity is that at which a sphere of crush-
able material can absorb only its own kinetic energy if a whole hemisphere
is crushed. An analytical expression for this velocity can be derived from
equation (1-4) of appendix A. If in a spherical lander (or even a lenticular
lander) the payload become s infinitesimal, the volume of material crushed
approaches one half of the total volume of crushable material. Thus, if
the substitutions
V(y m) = 1/2 ml--_c)
and
mi - 0
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are made in equation (1-4), the result is
Pc Vo2
,.3ou
tS
For balsa wood with a bulk density of six lb/ft 3 and a crushing stress of
12-30 lb/in. 2 the limiting impact velocity turns out to be approximately
1000 ft/sec. The other materials investigated all have lower limiting
velocities; thus balsa wood seems to hold the greatest promise for very
high velocity impact attenuation. This conclusion is also borne out by the
optimum materials study summarized on figure 154. It can be seen that
for 600 ft/sec, the desired material properties are closer to those of balsa
wood than of any other material,
Figures 162, 163, and 164 present the pertinent parameters of an impact
system using balsa wood plotted versus the impact velocity.
Figure 164 in particular displays some rather interesting features. Thus
if the total landed weight is held fixed, then as the impact velocity increases,
the g's increase (and the internal payload decreases of course). However, if
the internal payload weight is held fixed, figure 164 shows that as impact
velocity increases, the impact decelerations peak at about 500 ft/sec and
then decrease. The reason for this paradoxical behavior is that at the very
high velocities, an enormous amount of balsa wood is required, much of
it just to decelerate itself. Now it can be shown from equation (2-3) of
appendix A that to a first approximation, peak deceleration is proportional
to velocity squared divided by stroke (or thickness of crushable material).
For balsa wood, above 500 fps, the thickness of material is increasing
faster than the square of the velocity; so, thc g's actaally decrease.
The data presented on these curves is used in section 8.4 in the optimi-
zation studies of no-chute and one-chute systems.
8. 3 INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
In this section, the effects of variations in some of the parameters on the design
of an impact system are examined. The particular parameters treated herein
are velocity of impact, packaging density, and non-homogeneity and anisotropy
of the impact attenuation material. In order to present most of this information,
nominal conditions were assumed and the variations about these nominals due
to the various parameters calculated. In this sense, the graphs can be inter-
preted as presenting "influence coefficients" which can be used to compute the
change in nominal values as a function of the change in the above parameters,
taken singularly.
-282-
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The nonainal conditions which were chosen are listed below:
Impact velocity= 200 ft/sec
total landed weight = 500 Ibs
peak deceleration= 1500 g
PaYload packaging density = 2 slugs/ft 3
With these values, the internal payload works out to be 267 pounds. The first parameters
investigated were impact velocity and packaging density. Using equations (2- 3), (2-4),
(2- 10), and (2- 11) of appendix A, together with the nominal aluminum honeycomb curve fit
S0.554
- ) from figure 141, figure 165 was generated. The nominal( )'e 4.15
design point described above is pointed out on this figure. It may be noted that
the increase in payload in going from a PI of 2. slugs/ft 3 to 3 is only about half
that gained in going from 1 to 2. This conclusion is fortified by figure 147,
which shows that the mass ratio curves are leveling off as packaging densities
of 3 or 4 slugs/ft3 are reached.
In section 3 of appendix A, equations are derived for cases involving variable
crushing stress of the impact absorber. The first case treated concerns non-
homogeneous materials: in this case, the stress is assumed to vary as the
radius raised to the n th power. This parameter, n, is used as the measure of
nonhomogeneity. The important equations obtained from this analysis are
equations (3-8), (3-9), and (3-10). The first figure generated from these equa-
tions is figure 1 66. This curve has the same coordinates as figure 155, but
its purpose is to display what happens to a curve of constant payload weight as
the parameter n is varied. For a constant total weight, WT, as the exponent
n is increased, the landed package radius increases, but the g-level decreases
significantly. Alternatively, if the radius of the package is held constant,
both the total weight and the g-level can be decreased.
In the next 3 curves, figures 167, 168 and 169, the total weight and the g-level
are fixed. It can be seen that significant increases in internal payload weight
can be realized with an attendant reduction in package radius. Since aluminum
honeycombs can be obtained with crushing stress in excess of 1600 lb/in. 2
figure 169 indicates that an exponent n of at least 3 is attainable with actual
materials.
For the case where the material was assumed anisotropic, where crushing
stress was a function of angular orientation, the. relevant equations are {3-15),
(3-16), (2-10), and (2-11), of appendix A. The stress is now assumed to be
proportional to the cosine of the central angle (see figure 254 of appendixA)
raised to the mth power; the exponent is used as a measure of anisotropy.
Figure 170 shows the loss in payload and the decrease in radius as a function
-Z86-
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of the exponent m. There is not sufficient test data in existence at this time to
allow a valid estimate to be made of the true value of m which ought to be used
for any actual material. This determination must await tests performed on
materials in the spherical configuration of interest in this study.
In summary, the "influence coefficients" for this particular nominal case are:
,, w i
--- 1.65 lb/ft/sec
AV
A Wi
_Pi
Awi
An
AW i.
Am
30 lb/slug/ft 3 = 1 lb/lb/ft 3
13 lbs/change in n
10 lb/change in m
8.4 OPTIMIZATION
Three studies were made involving the maximization of internal payload weight
by trading off drag device weight with impact attenuation system weight. The
three studies were a no-chute system, a one-chute system using only a drogue
chute, and a two-chute system. In the case of no parachute, the trade-off was
between vehicle m/CDA and the impact system, while the other cases were
basically trade-offs between parachute and impact system weight.
8.4. 1 No-Chute Optimization
This section presents parametric results for a lander impacting the planet
without the use of an external descent system. For such a case the vehicle
itself serves as the primary decelerator; hence an optimization results
from a tradeoff between the ballistic coefficient and the impact attenuator
material. Figure 171 presents parametric results whereby the payload
fraction can be obtained for a particular set of conditions. The first
quadrant of figure 171 presents trajectory data of vertical impact velocity
plotted against the ratio of gross entry weight over vehicle area (WG/A } for
a range of surface pressures. 1 With the impact velocity known it is possible
to establish the fraction (WpL/WIMp) for a certain type impact attenutator.
Quardrant two presents the above mentioned fraction for balsa wood impact
attenuation material assuming a 1.0 slug/ft3 payload packaging density.
(See figure 162, section 8.2.2}. Shown are curves for horizontal wind velo-
city components of 0, 100, and 200 ft/sec. Utilizing quadrant one, it is
possible to determine the impact weight fraction {WIMp/WG} for a range of
heat shield and structural weight fractions {WH/S/S), where S is the total
-Z93-
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surface area of the vehicle. This is shown in quadrant four. The end re-
sult of figure 171 is the payload fraction (WpL/WG) which is evolved by
cross plotting quadrants two and four. An example of using the parametric
study graph of figure 171 is shown below,
Figure 172 presents payload weight over vehicle area versus impact velocity
for a range of {WH/S/A) values. An optimum (WPL/A) is evolved for each
value of WH/S/A ). The results on figure 172 are for zero horizontal
wind velocity and show the effect of surface pressure. Figure 173 is similar
to figure 172 and includes results for horizontal wind velocities of 0, 100
and 200 ft/sec.
Sample WpL Solution Using NO CHUTE
PARAMETRIC STUDY Graph
Vehicle
90" diameter Apollo
m/GDA = 0. 15
WH/S = 163. 7
W G = 307.0
WG/A = 7. 0
A s s umptions
11 rob. atm.
wind = 0.0
Pi = 1.0
Step Known Quantities Solve for
I. WG/A = 7. 0, II rob. atm. VIMP
Z.
3°
4.
5.
VIMP = 356.0, wind -- 0.0, Pi = I. 0 WPL/WIMP
WH/S = 163.7, m/CDA= 0.15 WH/S S
WG/A = 7.0, = 3.7 WIMp/W G
WpL/WIMP -- 0.46, WIMP/WG 0.47 WpL/WG
. W G = 307.0, WpL/W G = 0. ZZ WPL
Answer
356.0
0.46
3.7
0..47
0. ZZ
67.5
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8. 4. 2 One-Chute Optimization
A system using only a drogue parachute tu decelerate the vehicle was the
next case to be subjected to an optimization study,.
The first step was the determination of the amount of weight involved in the
drogue chute system, or more correctly, the amount of weight left over
after the drogue chute system weight was subtracted out. Figure 174 sum-
marizes this segment of the study. This graph shows the suspended
weight versus m/CDA for a number of vertical velocities and for different
lander diameters. For the atmosphere used, there is an inverse correla-
tion between the ballistic coefficient and the altitude of drogue chute de-
ployment (i. e. , the altitude at which Mach 2. 5 is reached). An altitude
of 10,000 feet was chosen as the minimum allowable deployment altitude;
this corresponds to an m/CDA of 0. 32.
With this as the reference m/CD A, the data used to generate figure 162 of
section 8. 2. 2. was used together with the data given on figure 174 in order
to obtain figure 175. This figure illustrates the optimization of a one-
chute system using a 6 lb/ft 3balsa wood energy absorber. It can be seen
that the internal payload weight optimizes at a value of about 325 pounds at
a vertical descent velocity of 150 ft/sec. With the wind velocity of 200 ft/sec,
this yields a total impact velocity of 250 ft/sec. The peak deceleration
experience for this optimum case is of the order of 3000 g.
A similar curve was also drawn for aluminum honeycomb, but in this in-
stance, the g-level was held at a constant 1500 g, The g-level could not
be held constant in the case of balsa wood since balsa can be obtainedin
only a narrow range of densities; hence, for this case, the material density
is held fixed and the decelerations which result calculated. Aluminum
honeycomb, on the other hand, can be obtained which covers a wide range
of densities and crushing stress. Thus, the g-level can be prescribed, and
the particular honeycomb required can be determined afterward.
For aluminum honeycomb, the optimum vertical descent velocity was found
to be 100 ft/sec. The internal payload was reduced to 185 pounds, but the
deceleration level has been halved in comparison to the balsa wood design.
The results for aluminum honeycomb are shown on figure 176.
8.4. 3 Two-Chute Optimization
The two-chute optimization study proceeded along much the same lines
as the one-chute study discussed in the previous section.
Figures 105, 106, and 107 of section 7. 5. were used to determine the
optimum m/CD values corresponding to various main chute deployment
altitudes. (These optimums turn out to be essentially independent of
-298-
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desired vertical velocity). These same curves also give the suspended
weights as a function of vertical velocity.
Using the equations dcvclopedin appendix A (i.e., equations (Z-3), (Z-4),
(2-I1), and (Z-12)) and assuming aluminum honeycomb impact attenuation
material, calculations were made of the residual internal payload weight
as a function of vertical descent velocity. These results are depicted on
figure 177 for three different main parachute deployment altitudes. It can
be seen that the optimum vertical descent velocity is between 60 and 70
ft/sec for all altitudes.
These curves were drawn using the assumption of a 1500 g impact. The
effect of g-level was assessed by fixing the deployment altitude and varying
the peak deceleration. The results are shown in figure 178; it can be seen
that the optimum velocity is still between 60 and 70 ft/sec.
For the purpose of drawing impact system design curves (see figure 155,
section 8. 2. 1), a descent velocity of 65 ft/sec was used as the optimum
design value. This corresponds to a total impact velocity of 210 ft/sec.
8. 5 GONGEPTUAL DESIGN
In the conceptual design portion of the Advanced Mariner Study, several aspects
relating to the actual design of an impact attenuation system were subjected to
fairly detailed scrutiny. It should be understood from the first that due to the
underdeveloped state-of-the-art of impact attenuation systems in general, an
"exact" analysis of an impact attenuator cannot be performed. The effects of
various system parameters can be examined in order to indicate whether or
not the scope of the p_rametric study was broad enough.
The material chosen for the conceptual design was 505P expanded aluminum
honeycomb. The reasons for this selection include its past h_story of extensive
development for use as an energy absorber. It possesses a very fiat crushing
stress versus deflection curve, a characteristic which is desirable in energy
absorbers since it absorbs energy most efficiently in this way. Further it has
almost zero springback after compression, eliminating the rebound problem
which exists with other, nonmetallic absorbers such as plastic foams. Other
materials may or may not be able to withstand heat sterilization with no degrad-
ation, but this is largely unknown; aluminum can withstand it. Since it is not
rf transparent, it must be removed after impact. However, this removal
serves the purpose of stabilizing the payload, a function which would have to
be performed byanother system in a design which uses an rf transparent
energy absorber which was not removed. For these reasons and for those
discussed in the parametric study, aluminum honeycomb was the reference
material.
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8. 5. I Detailed Design Calculations
An analysis was performed of the impact dynamics in which properties of
specific aluminum honeycombs were used. Equations (I-4), (I-5), (2-I),
(2-2), and (2-11) of appendixA were used in order to assess the effects
of the fact that the mass being decelerated during the impact changes as
a function of time. This is due to the fact that in the course of the impact,
the impact attenuation material which has been crushed has already been
reduced to zero velocity while the rest of the material and the payload are
still in motion.
It was decided that a nominal value of peak deceleration of about 1500 g
would be used. The reasoning behind this decision can be explained using
figure 160 of section 8. 2. For internal payloads of 3 to 5 slugs (--96 to
160 pounds), it can be seen that the curves are quite flat for g-levels higher
than 1500. This implies that only slight decreases in impact attenuator
weight can be attained while much higher decelerations must be accepted.
On the other hand, the g-level cannot be decreased significantly without
violating geometric constraints imposed by the lander, principalamong
these being the center-of-gravity constraint.
The properties of the specific aluminum honeycombs used inthis study are
tabulated in tabulated in table 36.
TABLE 36
ALUMINUM HONEYCOMB PROPERTIES
Honeycomb Density (Ib/ft 3) Crushing Stress (psi)
A1 1/8 - 5052 - .0010
A1 1/8 - 5052 - .0015
A1 1/8 - 5052 - .0020
4.5
6.1
8.1
253
430
682
The honeycomb designation in this table refers to, in order, the material
(aluminum), the cell size (1/8 inch), the particular type of aluminum used
(5052), and the foil gage (from 0. 001 to 0. 002). The density and stress
data are based on tests performed by the manufacturer.
Using an impact velocity of 210 ft/sec, a usable strain of 80 percent, an
internal payload of 136. 1 pounds, and a packaging density of 3. 2 slugs/ft3,
the equations mentioned above were used to design impact attenuation
systems for each material. The results of these calculations are tabulated
in table 37.
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TAB LE 37
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN PARAMETERS
Honeycomb
AI 1/8 - 5052 - .0010
AI i/8 - 5052 - .0015
AI I/8 - 5052 - .0020
Outside
Radius
in.
21.2
18.5
16.7
Crushable
Material
weight, ibs.
98.5
86.3
80.5
g- Level
Earth g
1450
1820
2240
The first row of this table gives a reasonable design. This will now be
compared to the design which would be obtained from the parametric study
results. Figure 155 of the parametric study (section 8. 2) gives a crush-
able material weight of 154 pounds. Using figure 165 (section 8. 3) to cor-
rect for the higher packaging density (3.2 compared to 2 slugs/ft 3) reduces
this weight to approximately 129 pounds.
This weight was obtained using a curve fit to the properties of a number
of materials. If the actual properties of this material are used (see figures
160 and 161 of section 8. 2), then the resulting impact attenuator weight
ata packaging density of 3.2 is 110 pounds, a reduction of 12 percent com-
pared to the curve fit.
This figure, I I0 pounds, is what should be compared to the number obtained
by the more exact analysis, namely 98. 5 pounds. Thus the conceptual
design resulted in a weight saving of about 10 percent over the parametric
design. This weight saving is due to the effect of a variable mass during
impact and to the change in strain used in the analysis from 75 percent
in the parametric work to 80 percent in the conceptual design. It appears
that each of these factors accounts for about half of the weight saving.
Perhaps it is just as well that the parametric study has a 10 percent con-
servatism in it to help account for other factors such as anisotropy of the
material (which Can be compensated for to some extent by designing for
a radial variation of crushing stress), manufacturing tolerances, weight
of facings, bonds, etc.
8. 5.2 Deceleration-Level Factors
One aspect of the entire impact system study deserving of special mention
is the peak deceleration level, since it.was a strong influence in making
several system decisions. It should first be pointed out that deceleration
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level is a derived quantity rather than an input. It could actually have been
eliminated from the study entirely and the impact system analyzed on the
bases of its weight and size only. As it was, the calculation of g-level
involved several simplifying assumptions which could be changed in an actual
impact. The various factors which affect g-level will be discussed below.
The first factor is the geometric one. The deceleration levels were calcu-
lated assuming that crushing always occurs across a plane. However,
higherg'scouldoccurintheevent of impact into soft sand; the worst case
would be when crushing started simultaneously at the surface of the entire
downward hemisphere. In this case it can be shown that the total vertical
force acting on the payload is equal to the crushing stress of the impact
attenuator times the cross-sectional area of the lander sphere. For the
present conceptual design this factor could result in increasing the
1520 fromthe 1450 ggiven on table Z.
A second source of error could result from the fact that many materials,
particularly aluminum honeycomb, exhibit an initial stress peak of as much
as twice the crushing stress before actual crushing starts. However, this
peak can be eliminated by pre-crushing as part of the manufacturing process.
Another factor which introduces an error is that the g-level calculated in
the parametric study ignores the fact that at the end of the stroke, less mass
is actually being decelerated than at the beginning. The magnitude of this
effect can be determined by comparing the approximate equation, e.g. 0
(1-11) of appendix A, to the "exact" equation, (1-5) of appendix A. For the
present conceptual design, this factor leads to an 11 percent increase in
peak deceleration.
Temperature could make a difference if the material used had a crushing
stress which was a function of temperature (over the temperature range of
interest). In this event the system would be designed to absorb all of the
impact energy at the highest operating temperature, but the highest g could
occur at a lower temperature, at which the material was much stronger.
As far as a particular piece of equipment within the internal payload is con-
cerned, the g-level it experiences could be higher than the nominal calculat-
ed due to dynamic response. This aspect of the problem is treated in some-
what more detail in the next section.
8.5.5 Shock Response
A study was made in order to determine some characteristics of the deceler-
ating pulse shape, particularly the possible dynamic load factors which could
be felt by a component within the payload.
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The deceleration pulse shapes are derived and discussed in appendix A and
are summarized on figures 256, 257, and 258 of that appendix.
It v_ow remains to estimate the effect of these types of curves on components
mounted in the payload package. This is done through the medium of a shock
spectrum. A typical spectrum is shown on figure 179; the important features
are the peak in the vicinity of _t m = 5 and the subsequent return to a value
of unity at higher values of this parameter.
Since no shock spectra have been generated in the past for the particular
pulses under consideration here, it was decided to compare these pulses
with another class of pulses which has been investigated. 2 This pulse is
illustrated on figures 180 and 181. As an example, the curve for a = -2¢r
on figure 181 closely approximates the curve for n = 1 on figure 256 of ap-
pendix A. The maximum response factor for this pulse (i. e., the value
of the peak in the shock specturm) is plotted on figure 182 for various values
of the parameter a.
In summary, for the impact situation under discussion, the duration of the
impact will be of the order of 0. 01 second, which based on the general
discussion of shock spectra above, implies that components whose natural
frequencies are of the order of 500 rad/sec (100 cps) will feel more g's than
other components. How much more can be estimated from figure 182; a
factor of between 1. 5 and 2.0, depending on the pulse shape, will have to
be applied to the nominal deceleration level to determine the loads felt by
these particular components.
8.5.4 Sand Penetration Studies
The question was raised as to whether or not the lander could bury itself
upon impact into the sand comprising the Martian desert (even the dark areas
of the panet are postulated to be sandy desert spotted with some sort of
matter - possibly vegetation, - which gives these areas their dark appear°
anc e}.
An equation can be derived for this situation in the form
S m = 1 n +
tla
CDAp 2 (Pc -_ gm (reference 3)
where
Sm = Penetration into sand, feet.
m = Mass, slugs.
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CD = Drag coefficient in sand-= 2 to 4.
A = Cross-sectional area of lan'der, ft 2.
p = Bulk density of sand, slugs/ft 3
Vo = Impact velocity, ft/sec.
Pc = Crushing strength of sand, Ib/ft 2.
gm = Martian gravity 12 ft/sec 2.
Using a CD of 2, Vo equal to 210 ft/sec, a sand density of 3 slugs/ft 3
(typically, Earth sands of all types, shapes, and sizes give bulk densities
between 95 and I05 Ib/ft 3) and a minimum Earth sand crushing strength of
5 Ib/in. Z (720 ib/ft 2) yields
Sm = 1/6 -_- 1.78 - In 20 -12
m
It is interesting to note that with this minimum strength sand, an -_-
of 60 yields Sm= ._, which means that such a projectile would not stop until
it reached bedrock. Fortunately, the vehicles under consideration here
have much lower values of m
• Current conceptual designs of the landedA
m
capsule indicate an ratio in the vicinity of I. 5 slugs/ft2 which in
A
turn indicates that such a capsule could sink into between I and l-I/2feet of
sand• Since typical capsules are presently at least i. 5 feet in radius, they
would sink in no more than halfway. Thus, penetration into sand does not
appear to be a problem at present; the lander should not bury itself.
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9.0 THERMAL CONTROL
The thermal control problem was divided into several phases; !) near Earth,
Z) cruise, 3) post separation, 4) entry, descent and post landing. The individual
system requirements for each phase were evolved and the overall conapatibility
of each phase was determined.
The study approach was to evaluate the severity of the thermal control problem
utilizing simplified techniques. The results of these studies were used to esti-
mate the surface infrared absorptivities and emissivities, heater power and
insulation requirements. Thereupon, a thermal network was evolved to study
the transient temperature variations of critical points within the lander. A
conceptual design of the landerthermal control system, including special
coatings and fluids, was evolved.
The temperature control requirements on the battery and scientific payload
were selected as 40 ° to 100°F, which is satisfactory for the Nickel Cadmium
batteries used for the main lander power supply. The temperature limits on
the main propulsion unit of the lander are unknown as a sterilized solid unit has not
been built and tested. Currently, small solid rockets will operate satisfactorily
down to -60°F; the effect of storage at lower temperatures is unknown. The
squibs used in separating the lander from the bus and in separating the sterili-
zation canister will operate down to -60°F. Experience with parachutes at -60°F
indicates that this is a satisfactory storage temperature. The ability of the
heat shield to tolerate a low temperature depends on its thermal compatibility
with the substructure so that large thermal stresses do not arise due to differ-
ences in the thermal expansion coefficients of the heat shield and structure. It
currently appears feasible to consider temperatures as low as -100°F for the
heat shield and structure,
9. I NEAR EARTH
The significant aspects of the near Earth portion of the flight are the injection,
acquisition, and midcourse maneuvers. A simplified study was made to assess
the severity of the thermal control problem. The surface coating requirements
were evaluated for the case where the lander is exposed to the sun long enough
so that steady state conditions exist. Under the assumption of a uniform lander
temperature, the required as/_ ratios to restrict the lander temperatures to
below 100°F, to meet the battery and scientific payload limits, were calculated
and are shown in figure 183. The results indicate that a low as/_ ratio is de-
sirable; this is in opposition to the demands for low emissivity on the afterbody
during transit and the high values ofas/_ desired near Mars. The effect of
using alarger a s /, near Earth was investigated and the results are shown in
figure 184. For the low emissivities desired during cruise, an as /¢ of Z. 5
appears feasible which, according to the results shown in figure 184, could
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yield equilibirium surface temperatures as high as 200°F. The maneuver times
presently considered are on the order of one hour duration and hence the lander
is far from complete equilbrium. The nature of the lander time constant was
....... ue==z=¢d thermal network, zne simplified analysisev=l,,=*-_ simply and "with a ........
yields a time constant such that
AX- WCp
1" ==
K
where
r = time constant, hrs.
AX
W
C
P
thickness, feet
z
weight, Ibs.
specific heat, Btu/ib/°F
K = conductivity, Btu/hr/ft2/° K/ft.
Considering the insulation requirements for cruise, a time constant of 33 hours
exists. Hence, a one hour maneuver time will have a negligible effect on the
payload. The surface temperature will rise, however, as its time constant is
extremely small.
9. 2 CRUISE PHASE
I. External Temperatures
During the cruise phase the lander is mounted on the shaded side of the
spacecraft as shown in figure 185. A metal sterilization shroud encloses
the lander.
The conductive heat transfer paths between the lander and bus are the
three bolted connections and the separation spring assemblies. The amount
of heat transferred by these conductive paths can vary by as much as an
order of magnitude. The conduction can be varied by the bolting and spring
materials and the contact surface pressure distribution at the interface. In
a vacuum environment with the mating surfaces at uniform contact p_essure|
of less than 35 Ib/in 2, conductance can vary from 20 to 150 Btu/hr/ft
(reference l).
For example, consider the contact area between bus and lander as 0, 0082
ft 2, the temperature difference between bus and lander of 85'F and K -
Z0 Btu/hr/ftZ/*F/ft.Then q = KA AT= 4. I watts ,
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But for K= 150 Btulhr ft2°F/ft
Then q= 31 watts.
Thus it will be necessary to design the conductive heat path from the bus
to the lander to match the total heat requirements of the lander and bus.
Radiation interfaces between bus and lander include the main structure,
electronic packages,and solar panels. During the cruise mode, the radia-
tion heat exchange between the lander and the back surfaces of the solar
panels was considered. Using radiation view factor based on the work of
Hamilton and Morgan (reference Z) the temperatures are as follows:
Near Earth Near Mars
Solar Panel Backface, T - lZ3 °F Z4 ° F
Aft portion of Sterlization Can, T = 0°F -90°F
the heat transferred by radiation to the lander from the solar panels is l)
near Earth, ZZ watts, and 2) near Mars, II watts.
The battery and scientific package requirements are 40 ° to 100"F. The
solid propulsion unit on the lander requires stabilization between 0 ° and
100"F during cruise phase.
A simplified parameteric study of the cruise phase was performed to as-
certain the problem areas during the cruise phase. It was assumed that
the sterilization cover has uniform temperature (infinite conductivity)
and a heat balance was formulated as
QB + Qp = # c AC TC4
Neglecting conduction and the solar panels as a radiative source, one has
approximately
o r AB (TB4 - TC4) + QP ,, o_ AC TC4
where
a = Stephan-Boltzmann constant
_" = effective emissivity between bus and lander
TB = temperature of bus
J -319-
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TC =
A B =
temperature of sterilization canister
Projected interface area
AC = Freespace radiating area
Qp " internal power dissipated
QB = heat supplied by the bus
The results are shown in figure 186 and indicate that the canister will run
cold throughout the cruise. Combined bus and lander transient analyses
indicate that near Earth the rear of the bus will be at an average temperature
of 25°F with a canister temperature of -60°F for 20 watts of power. Near
Mars, the bus temperatures facing the lander drops to -20°F with a
canister temperature of -90°F.
Mounted on the sterilization canister are the spin rockets and separation
squibs. Therefore, it would be highly desirable to limit the sterlization
canister to -60°F, the design specification for solid rockets.
In the vicinity of Mars, to maintain the canister temperature at -60"F
requires 61 watts. The radiative power supplied by the bus can be obtained
from figure 185 and is 25 watts near Mars. Near Mars the solar panels
will radiate 11 watts and the interface between the lander and bus will
conduct 5 watts. Hence, it appears that through design, test and development,
the achievement of a minimum canister temperature of -60°F is very likely
attainable, witha maximum of 20 watts supplied electrically from the bus.
2. Science and Battery Package
The science and battery package are enclosed within a multilayered sphere.
The solution for the temperature gradient within a sphere with steady state
heat generation internally is well known, and is given by:
P (3.41) (b-a)
AT =
4 rt Kab
where
p = internal power generation; watts
a = outer radius
-3ZO-
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b = inner radius
AT - temperature change
A plot of the above relationship is given in figure 187. Assuming the lander
skin temperatures will not be less than -100°F and the battery temperature
ofd0°F, the maximumternperature dropacross the sphere will be 140°F
during cruise. Typical values of insulation requirements to maintain the
temperature drops across the sphere (assumes negligible thermal resistance
between exterior of sphere and lander skin) are tabulated below for a 16
inch inner radius and 20 watts of power.
K p
Btu/hr -°F (b-a) in. ibs/ft3 Weight-lbs
0. 001 0.6 18 20
0.0005 0.23 18 8
0.0001 0.056 18 Z
The insulation weight requirements can be kept small provided very good
thermal isolation is achieved. Data on insulators under high vacuum indi-
cate that these conductivities are achievable.
The above analysis assumes an aluminum honeycomb impact material and
neglects its thermalresistance. However, if balsa wood is used, thermal
resistance is not negligible. Considering a !0-inch layer of balsa and K =
0.03 Btu/hr-ft. °F, the temperature drop is found from figure 187. The
temperature drop is 50°F across the balsa alone.
9. 3 POST-SEPARATION PHASE
The lander is separated from the flyby bus at a distance of 1 to 5 million kilo-
meters from the planet. At an approach asymptote velocity of 3 km/sec, the
time from separation to entry can be as long as 15 days. For the 1969 launch,
the ZAP angle will be close to 80 degrees; hence the roll axis of the lander
when launched from the spacecraft will be nearly aligned with the sun line,
with the blunt face towards the sun. Figure 188 depicts the variation in illumina-
ted area with solar aspect angle. At separation, the solar aspect angle is
about 10 degrees in 1969.
The variation of the required as/_ with solar aspect angle and temperature is
shown in figures 189 and 190.
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Immediately upon separation, the lander will tend to be in the shade of the bus
until it exits from the umbra of the bus. Wh.ile in the umbra the lander will cool
as it now receives negligible heat from the bus and none from the sun. If launched
precisely normal to bus and at a ZAP angle of 90 degrees, the length of the um-
bra cone would be about 2000 feet. If the coast phase of the lander is 1000 feet
to minimize plume effects, then part of "_-^_,,_lander could be shaded by the bus for
a maximum of 15 minutes since the separation velocity increment is 1 ft/sec.
Considering the outerskin only, the maximum temperature drop would be given
by
A a_
AT T4 .
W Cp
The maximum temperature drop of the skin would be 4 degrees. The internal
temperature drop would be negligible.
Following separation, the lander is spin stabilized to facilitate accurate TVC
for the lander engine. Hence, the lander is initially attitude stabilized. However,
if the values of the moments of inertia in roll, pitch and yaw are close to each
other, the vehicle may develop large precession angles and eventually assume
another stable attitude.
9.4 ENTRY, PARACHUTE DESCENT, AND POST LANDING PHASES
The afterbody and heat shield reach their peak temperatures during entry phase.
The transient temperatures of the afterbody and the backface of the heat shield
are shown in figure 191 and 19Z. The transient temperature of the lander alu-
minum impact attenuater, assuming infinite conductivity of the aluminum,
during entry is shown in figure 193. The temperature rise is considered to be
only from radiant heat exchange between the hot afterbody and heat shield and
the lander sphere.
During entry several pieces of electronic equipment and the parachutes are
exposed to radiant heating from the hot afterbody. These areas present special
design problems that can only be solved by coatings and/or insulation.
During descent on the parachute the lander is subjected to cooling on the ex-
terior surface due to the cold atmosphere and internal heating due to operating
electronic equipment.
The thermal control concept evolved, was to stabilize the battery and scientific
internal payload by thermally isolating it from the external environment. Due
to the long time constant of the internal payload,, the convective cooling during
descent has negligible effect on the internal payload temperature. Since good
thermal isolation resulted, it was necessary to provide an internal heat sink to
absorb the heat dissipated by the electronics. A number of methods are possible
such as eisocane which absorbs 100 Btu/lb at 85°F or vaporizing water is an
acceptable means provided the ambient pressure is less than 0.6 lb/in. 2
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The more important aspects on the descent would be the low temperature effects
on the parachute strength, impact attenuator, and scientific sensors and other
components located externally to the landed sphere.
_ v, _,,= post landing 1_..... , .... mis _ion ..._....._1;¢_*;..... _q";... ....._..._.._* "¢_. 5 _'.._.. .. s ,o
con_patible with the thermal control concept of isolating the internal payload.
The maximum amount of energy dissipated internally can be determined from
the total energy available in the batteries. Twenty-five Ibs of batteries are
provided which will yield 150 watt-hrs, or roughly 500 Btu's. Hence, 5 pounds
of eisocane or i/2 pound of water would be needed to stabilize the internal
payload. The use of water is dependent on the magnitude of the highest pressure
expected. If the ambient pressure expected is less than 0.6 ib/in _ (41 rob) then
the use of water is permissible. Other liquids could be considered, possibly
the flotation fluid, to provide the thermal sink. In the final conceptual design
water was considered as the thermal control fluid.
The solution for the heat flow through a solid sphere with uniform internal
heat generation and a heat sink on the perimeter was examined for the post
landing phase, and it was found that the temperature rise from the center to
the perimeter would be small (several degrees) for practical choice of conduc-
tivities and densities.
9. 5 LANDER TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
I. Theory
During the several flight modes of the lander it is necessary to know the
temperature-time relationship of the various components of the lander.
The temperature-time relationship is best solved by an electrical analog
of the thermal network. The electrical analog is established by lumping
sections of the physical system at "nodes", defining thermal resistances
between nodes and thermal capacitances at each node. Heat can be added
at a node if the problem requires it.
A computer program, based on finite difference methods, is used to solve
for the temperature at each node at the end of several time increments.
The heat balance equation which is solved for temperature at a node or
each time increment is:
+ Qi "T@i ÷ r QITO+ _ e, i Ci . Ri j
J
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where:
T o +._,i = The temperature of node 0 at time 8+ A#
T_, i = The temperature of node i at the time /9
A0 = Time increment
c i =
I
Ri/
The capacitance of node i
The summation overall nodes connected by a resistor to node i
The resistance between nodei and any connected node i.
0i = The heat rate into node i from sources other than conduction,
convection, or radiation from neighboring nodes.
2. Lander Network
A simplified lander network shown in figure 194 was used to conduct pre-
liminary studies. The surface absorptivities and emissivities used in the
network analysis are shown in table 38.
3. Results
The thermal network program was run for three different phases of the
lander flight; (1) near Earth, (2) cruise, (3) post separation. The tempera-
ture transients of some significant points are plotted for each phase.
Figure 195 is the transient near Earth and indicates that the temperature
rise due to solar heating will not be a severe problem for the short one-
two hour precruise maneuvering.
Figure 196 is the transient at the start of cruise and indicates a 0.80*F per
day decline for the conditions stated, that is, 10 watts from the payload
heaters and 20 watts from the backside of the solar panels to the aft portion
of the sterlization can. This analysis does not include the heat conduction
from the bus which can vary from 4 to 30 watts depending upon mechanical
design. By increasing the internal heaters up to 20 watts as required and
de signing the conductive heat path from bus to the lander for approximately
10 to 15 watts, the lander payload can be maintained above 40*F for the
cruise phase.
Figure 197 is the transient after separation-from the bus and indicates the
extremes of temperature for the lander once it has separated from the bus.
The temperature gradient around the afterbody may be due to the assumption
that the vehicle is not spinning; for 20 rpm the gradient is negligible for the
beryllium.
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TABLE 38
SURFACE ABSORPTIVITIES AND EMISSIVITIES
Surface
Exterior of
Sterlization Can
1. Afterbody portion
2. Heatshield portion
Interior of
Sterilization Can
Exterior of Lander
1. Afterbody portion
2. Heatshield portion
Interior of Lander
1. Afterbody portion
2. Heatshield portion
Exterior of
Crushup sphere
Emissivity
0.05
0.8
0.05
0.05
0. I
0.05
0.1
0.1
Solar
Absorbtivity
a
O. 125
0.15
O. 125
0.15
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Figure 195 TRANSIENT TEMPERATURES NEAR EARTH
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9.6 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
The exterior surfaces of the sterlization canister and the lander have different
requirements for as/¢ depending upon the phase of the flight. Near Earth a
low a s fi {i.0) is best, but due to the short period before cruise acquisition,
analysis indicates ana/_ of 2.5 will not overheat the payload. During cruise an
as]¢ of 2. 5 provides the lander with acceptable temperatures.
A sterilization canister fabricated from Alcoa type 1199 (pure) aluminum or United
Mineral and Chemical Corp's "Reflectol" (1.5 magnesium and remainder
alurninum) can give the desired a s _ by a combination of mechanical polishing
and electropolishing. If a plastic meteoroid bumper is provided on the steriliza-
tion can, coatings may be required to achieve the desired a s fi .
The emissivity and solar absorption properties of beryllium and heat shield
material are not known and would have to be determined experimentally. If the
required as/_ are not obtainable with beryllium metal then a coating will have
to be used.
The outside surface of the crushable sphere and the internal surfaces of the
sterlization canister and lander afterbody must be coated with a low emissivity
paint or other applied coating. Low emissivity surfaces are necessary to reduce
the radiant heat gain or loss from the crushable sphere to the internal surfaces
of the afterbody.
The support ring for the crushable sphere, in order to provide a low thermal
conductance path, will be made from a material such as fiberglass or will be
insulated from direct contact with the sphere.
The thermal insulation and flotation fluid surrounding the landed payload require
materials with K values in the range of 0. 0001 - 0.03 Btu/hr ft - °F/ft 2. The
selected flotation fluid is Freon-E3. The insulation will be a material similar
to Johns-Manville Min-K 2000.
The overall design concept for the lander payload is to provide a time constant
of a least 30-35 hours, so that short time exterior temperature excursions will
have little or no effect internally. Temperature inside the lander payload will
be maintained between 40°F and 100°F, as this is the allowable temperature
range for the batteries.
Electronic equipment, parachutes, and propulsion equipment outside the lander
payload will require insulation and/or coatings to maintain satisfactory temp-
eratures.
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10.0 COMMUNICATIONS AND POWER SUPPLY
Parametric and conceptual design studies were performed on the communication
and power system requirement_ for Advanced Mariner Lander missions in 1969
and 1971. A radar altimeter was considered parametrically as a possible
means of parachute deployment but not selected for the conceputual design.
The parametric studies were bo,mded by assumptions and constraints involving
the DSIF capabilities, the landed antenna orientation, the maximum allowable
transmitter power, dry heat sterilization, and the expected impact shock level
for various impact attenuators. The telemetry link requirements for pre-entry,
descent, and landed phases of the lander missions were examined. Both direct
(lander to DSIF) and relay (lander to flyby bus) links were examined for the
landed phase. Transmitter power, antenna gain, slant range, bit rate, and
relay link carrier frequency were the parameters selected for evaluation in the
telemetry links. Weight, volume, and power consumption were examined
parametrically for the various sybsystems in both the communication and power
systems. Nickel-Cadmium batteries, fuel cells, and RTG/battery combinations
were studied, weight being the parameter selected for comparison.
The conceptual design studies were based on the selection of one of many possible
missions payloads. The payload selected (No. 16) required telemetry link opera-
tion during all of the previously mentioned phases. The link requirements were
examined independently, then modified to simplify the overalldesign. Typically,
the landed relay and direct links use the same transmitter and antenna. Alter-
nate concepts are briefly discussed which further simplify the design.
10. 1 ASSUMPTIONS AND CONSTRAINTS
Assumptions were made and constraints imposed which significantly affected
the scope of the parametric and conceptual design studies. The most significant
constraint imposed early in this study was the requirement to withstand an
impact shock pulse of up to 6000 g for 20 milliseconds. The selection of sub-
systems hardware was based ona 1500 g shock pulse. Others, such as the
ability to withstand a dry heat sterilization qualification test of three cycles at
145°C for 36 hours, were of nearly equalsignificance.
10. 1. 1 Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
The deep space instrumentation facility (DSIF) characteristics assumed in
this study are listed in table 39. The noise bandwidth range assumed is
listed in table 11 of JPL Technical MemorandumNo. 33-83, March Z, 1962.
In Revision 1 of this memorandum, 24 April 1964, table 11 indicates a
minimum moise bandwidth of 12 cps. For direct link communications
(lander to DSIF a carrier loop noise bandwidth of 3-5 cps is required to
minimize the transmitter power requirements. It is assumed that noise
bandwidths in the 3 cps region will be available.
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I0. 1.2 Landed Antenna
A constraint imposed by communications on the lander design is the require-
ment that after landing, the antenna be pointed vertically upward. Since the
lander can assume any orientation after landing, to establish a communication
link between the lander and the DSIF or flyby bus would require an antenna
subsystem which would a) provide omnidirectional coverage, or b) be a multi-
element array in which the element nearest to vertical could be selected by a
switching arrangement, or c) be gimballed and use gravity for vertical orien-
tation. Omnidirectional coverage would be a poor selection for three reasons.
First, a truly isotropic radiator has no gain (directivity). Second, it is very
difficult to achieve an omnidirectional antenna pattern (deep nulls will occur).
Third the reflected power from the ground would affect the antenna pattern
and also cause multipath (signal fading) problems.
TABLE 39
ASSUMED DSIF CHARACTERISTICS
Receiving Frequency (mc)
2290 -2293 I13
Z293 I/3-2296 2/3
2296 2/3-2300
Reflector Diameter (ft)
210
Reflector Gain (db)
61±1
Circuit Loss (db)
0. 03 max.
Noise Temp. ('K)
28± 5
Noise Bandwidth (cps)
(3-250)
Polarl zatlon
Right Circ,
Be_smwidth Ideg)
0.2
Location
All Stations
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A_nulti-element array is also a poor choice. At S-band (required for the
direct link) as many as six elements would be required to provide omni-
directional coverage. Selecting the element closest to vertical would
rcquire a vertical sensor and an rf switching sybsystem. Aside from the
fact that a heavy weight and volume penalty would accrue, the switching
arrangement would be complicated at best. A gimballed antenna system
appears to be the most logical choice. Either the whole landed payload
or the antenna alone would be gimballed. The advantages of the gimballed
system are simplicity, in that a single radiating element is required, and
ability to achieve gain, in that the antenna selection would be a function of
the look-angle between the local vertical and target (DSIF or flyby bus).
10. 1.3 Transmitter Power Breakdown
Transmitter power breakdown (corona discharge) is a problem experienced
at relatively low atmospheric pressures. The Kaplan atmospheric models
of Mars indicate the surface pressure to be within the region where this prob-
lem could occur. To circumvent this problem will most likely require
sealing and pressurizing or evacuating the transmitter, coaxial cables
and antenna. In this study the antenna is assumed pressurized with a
dielectric window covering the aperture. An arbitrary bound of 100 watts
of rf power is assumed to be the upper limit until recent test results can
be evaluated by antenna specialists.
10.1.4 Dry Heat Sterilization
Dry heat at 135°C for 24 hours is the assumed sterilization technique.
Qualification of hardware is assumed to be 145°C for 36 hours, 3 cycles.
This requirement has a great impact on system design e. g., the selection
or a Nickel Cadmium (Ni CAD) battery in the parametric studies. Ni CAD
batteries are the only types presently known which have been tested sucess-
fully in this environment. Similar tests on Silver-Zinc (Ag Zn) cells used
in the Mariner C spacecraft have proved negative. A test program has
recently been initiated at Avco to study the affects of the dry heat steriliza-
tion environment on Ni CAD cell performance. Test results will be available
early in 1965.
10.1.5 Impact Shock
Early in this program it was indicated that impact shock levels of up to
6000 g for up to 20 milliseconds in duration would be experienced with
some impact attenuators. This requirement is critical in that hardware
is not readily available which can survive this environment. Avco has had
considerable experience in "hardening" subsystems for various missile
reentry vehicle systems. This experience, coupled with discussions and
reports from many vendors, indicates the ability to build such equipment.
Estimates on weight penalties are in most cases the considered opinions
of the vendors.
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10. 1.6 Telemetry Link Requirements
Communications from the lander will be via a direct link to the DSIF or a
relay link through the flyby bus, or both. Figure 198 shows the three links
assumed. Pre-entry is that link established between the lander and flyby
bus after sep_rc, tion and again just before entry. Descent is the link between
the lander and flyby bus while on the main parachute. This link cannot be
established on a "no chute" system due to the short time between emergence
from blackout and impact. Blackout is the period during entry when a
plasma sheath engulfs the entry vehicle and severely attenuates the radiated
signal. Post-2mpact is the link between the lander and the DSIF or the
flyby bus established after landing. In all links the parametric data pre-
sented in this report are worst cases, i.e., the linear sum of the adverse
tolerances is equal to or less than the nominal performance margin. In the
direct link the carrier frequency assumed is compatible with table 39. In
the relay link frequency is considered parametrically.
10. 2 TELEMETRY LINK STUDIES
In each of the telemetry link parametric studies a design control table similar
to the one required by JPL was used. In selecting a modulation scheme prime
consideration was given to PCM/PSK/PM as used in the Mariner R Venus flyby
experiment and the Mariner C spacecraft. PCM/PSK/PM is pulse code modu-
lation phase shift keying a subcarrier which phase modulates a carrier. A
separate synchronization channel using a psuedo-random noise (PN) code for
word and bit synchronization was assumed. A dual channel phase-locked loop
receiver using synchronous (integrate and dump) detection is assumed. It is
recognized that a single channel receiver which combines data and synchroniza-
tion is being developed. 1 Thedual channel receiver was selected for this study
since it is readily available.
10. 2. 1 Telemetry Link Parameters
The design control chart is a tabulation of all parameters affecting the
telemetry link performance. In the parametric studies of each link, the
parameters selected for variation were transmitter power (PT}, antenna
gain (G}, slant range (R), and bit rate (l_). Each of these were assigned
reference values in the Design Control Tables. The other parameters
were assigned constant values consistent with the respective link.
Using table 42 as a guide, circuit losses consist of all signal attenuations
between the power amplifier output and the transmitting antenna output or
between the receiving antenna input and the receiver front end. Contribu-
tors to these losses and their assumed values are listed in table 40 and
figures 199 and 200.
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Figure 198 TELEMETRY LINK REQUIREMENTS
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Figure 199 PLANE WAVE ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS FOR VARIOUS
DIELECTRIC CRUSHUP MATERIALS
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Figure-2O0 PLANE WAVE ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT FOR VARIOUS
DIELECTRIC CRUSHUP MATERIALS
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The transmitting and receiving antenna gains and pointing Iossesare
treated parametrically in the relay links. In the direct link, the DSIF
antenna gain is known and only the transmitting (Lander) antenna gain and
pointing loss are treated parametrically. The reference values assigned
are 0.0 db.
The space loss for the direct link is calculated for a nominal carrier fre-
quency of 2295 mc and for a reference range of 2 x 108 kilometers. In the
relay links, space loss is calculated for a nominal carrier frequency of
2000 mc and for a reference range of 104 kilometers. In the relay links,
carrier frequency is also examined parametrically, whereas in the direct
link, the frequency must be in the band shown in table 39.
Circular polarization was selected for all links in both the transmitting
and receiving antennas. The net loss due to off-axis look-angle and
Faraday rotation were expected to be no greater than 1 rib. In the con-
ceptual design, however, it will be shown that during the landed phase the
look-angle is such that this loss will be increased.
Atmospheric absorption loss will be negligible for the frequency band con-
sidered.
The system noise temperature was given as 28°K + 5°K for the DSIF receiver.
In the bus a pre-amplifier having a 4. 5 db ± 0. 5 db noise figure is assumed
(available with tunnel diodes at S-band). Also, in determining system
noise temperature for the flyby bus receiver the black-body temperature of
Mars was assumed to be 218°K. 2
The carrier !oop noise bandwidth (2BLo ) required for acquiring and tracking
the received carrier is a function of allowable acquisition time and the
ability to track the doppler frequency variations. The noise bandwidth
required can be determined by considering that initially there will be a
frequency offset between the received carrier from the lander and the
reference carrier generated by the local oscillator in the flyby bus or
DSIF receivers. This frequency offset is caused by drifting (long term
instability and temperature affects) of both the transmitter and receiver
reference oscillators, and by doppler. The time required to sweep the
receiver local oscillator through this offset is the carrier loop acquisition
time (Once in phase, the pull-in time will be a small portion of the total
acquisition time. ) The long term instability quoted in the Mariner C
specifications (July 1963) for both the fixed and voltage controlled o|cil-
lators is 1 part in 106 . It is assumed that at the DSIF the frequency i|
known at least an order of magnitude better.
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If the relative motion between the lander and flyby bus or DSIF remained
constant and was known absolutely, the resultant doppler shift could be
compensated for by offsetting the receiver local oscillator a correspond-
ing amount. The effective doppler would then be due to the uncertainty in
doppler rather than thc absolute value. The relative motion between the
lander and flyby bus is relatively constal_t after landing and due primarily
to the flyby bus velocity. The rate of change doppler at this time is due to
the rotation of the planet and change in the apparent flyby bus velocity (a
directional cosine}. These effects are negligible. During the descent
phase, the rate of change is also small due to the relatively constant descent
velocity.
If it is assumed that the frequency drifts in the receiver and transmitter
local oscillators are in opposite directions, the worst case frequency off-
set can be expressed as
fo = 2fc/lO 6 + vu/A (1)
where fc is the carrier frequency, vu is the velocity uncertainty and A is
tl_e carrier wavelength.
The sweep rate required by the receiver loacal oscillator is fo/r , where
t is the acquisition time.
It can be shown that the carrier noise bandwidth at threshold is
2BLo = wn {z)
where Wn is the loop natural frequency.
Frazier and Page 3 show that the maximum allowable rate of change of
frequency between the received carrier and the local carrier, for a phase-
locked loop receiver and for a probability of capture of 0. 9, is
R = 0.22wn2 (3}
The sweep rate ( fo/t } must therefore be no greater than R, or
2BLo > (4.5 fo/t) 1/2 (4)
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The descent phase is most critical in terms of allowable acquisition time
since the minimum time on the parachute will be approximately 110 seconds
and it would be desirable to use 90 to 100 seconds of this time to transmit
data acquired during entry. The 10 to 20 seconds available for acquisition
would have to be shared between carrier acquisition and sync acquisition.
SYNC acquisition is discussed later. Figure 201 shows offset frequency
(fo) as a function of carrier frequency and velocity uncertainty. Figure 202
shows carrier acquisition time as a function of carrier noise bandwidth and
frequency offset. It is assumed that the bus receiver will use automatic
(swept frequency) acquisition.
The next item in the design control chart is the required threshold signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR). The value assumed for all links is 6.0 db which is
consistent with existing receivers.
The PN code sync channel is used to provide both word and bit synchroniza-
tion in the data channel. Bit synchronization is used to control the integrate
and dump times for optimum detection. To make bit synchronization
easier, the number of PN bits per data bit should be an integer and a multiple
of the PN code length. For example, with a 63 bit PN code word and a 7
bit data word there are 9 PN bits per data bit. This is the system used on
Mariner R and Mariner C. Table 41 shows the possible values of PN bits
per data bit (N) as a function of PN code length (p). A 63 bit PN code word
provides the best compromise between allowable values of N and correspond-
ing data word lengths and was used in this study.
The threshold SNR assumed for the synchronization channel is 8. 0 db in all
link e.
TAB LE 40
RF COMPONENT INSERTION LOSSES
Coaxial Cables
VSWR Monitor
Heat Shield (I inch thick)
Fiberglass (I inch thick)
Impact Attenuator s
DSIF Receiving Circuit Loss
-0. 22 db aO. 03 db
-0. 22 db ±0.03 db
-0. 25 db _0. 5 db
-0. 25 db _-0.5 db
See figures 199 and 200.
-0. 02 _'0.Ol db
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TABLE 41
PN BITS PER DATA BIT VERSUS PN CODE LENGTH
PN CODE LENGTH PN BITS PER DATA BIT
P = 31 bits N = 31
63 3, 7, 9, 63
127 127
255 3, 5, 17,150 255
I0. 2. I. I Lander to Flyby/Bus Telemetry Links
As indicated earlier the lander communicates with the flyby bus
shortly after separation, just prior to entry, during descent on the
main parachute, and after landing. All parameters affecting the
performance of these links are listed in table 42. The assigned values
for these parameters are based on the assumptions and calculations
discussed previously. A reference carrier noise bandwidth of 20 cps
and a sync loop noise bandwidth of 1 cps were selected. These selec-
tions were assumed acceptable for the pre-entry and landed links when
acquisition time is not critical (compared to the descent link when
total playout time is relatively short). The transmitter power required
for the reference range frequency, bit rate and antenna gain can be
calculated as follows:
1) Carrier Power
Ptc = Threshold Carrier Power - Net Circuit Loss
= -146. 7 dbm + 180.9 db
= +34. Z dbm
-- 2..63 watts
2) Data Power
Ptd = Threshold Subcarrier Power - Net Circuit Loss
= -156. 7 dbm + 180.9 db
= +22.2 dbm
= 166 milliwatts/bps
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TABLE 4Z
TELECOMMUNICATIONS DESIGN CONTROL CHART
PROJECT: ADVANCED MARINER
CHANNEL: LANDER TO FLYBY/BUS
MODE: TELEMETRY AFTER LANDING (coherent PSK)
NOMINAL TOLERANCE
NO. VALUE (db) (db)PARAMETER
I Transmitting circuit loss
Z Transmitting antenna gain
3 Transmitting antenna
pointing loss
4 Space loss = 32.46 + 20 log
F+20 log R F = 2000 mc,
R = 10,000kin
5 Polarization loss
6 Atmospheric _sorptionloss
7 Receiving antenna gain
8 Receiving antenna pointing
loss
9 Receiving circuit loss
10
II
12 Net circuit loss
13 Total transmitter power
14 Total received power
15 Receiver noise spectral
density (N/B)
System Temperature =
1170°K
_dbm
-0.5 _0.2
-178.5
0.0 +0.0
-I.0
WORST
VALUE (db)
-0. 7
0.0
0.0
-178.5
-I. 0
m.i
0.0
0.0
-0. 5 ±0. 2 -0. 7
+0.4
-179.5
-1.4
-167. e0. 5
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NO. PARAMETER
16 Carrier APC noise BW
(2BLo = 20 cps)
17 Required ThresholdSNR
in 2BLO
18 Threshold carrier power
19 Total received power
20 Carrier modulation loss
21 Received carrier power
ZZ Performance margin
23 Bit rate (l/t) = 1 bps
Z4 Required ST/N/B (Pe = 10-3)
25 Threshold subcarrier power
26 Total received power
27 Modulation loss
28 Received data subcarrier
power
29 Performance margin
30 SYNC APC noise BW
(2BLO = 1 cps)
31 Threshold SNR in 2BLo
32 Threshold subcarrier power
33 Modulation loss
35 Received SYNC subcarrier
power
36 Performance margin
* dbm
TABLE 42 (Concl'd)
NOMINAL TOLERANCE
VALUE (db) (db)
+13.0 ---
WORST
VALUE (db)
+13.0
+6.5 e0.5 +7.0
-147. 7* :l:1. 0 -146.7.
DATA CHANNEL
0.0 --- 0.0
+7.4 :_0.6 +8. 0
-159.8* ±I. I -158. 7*
±0.4
SYNC CHANNEL
+0. 0 +0.4
+8. 0 • 1.0 +9.0
-159.2* ±1.9 -157. 3*
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In the data channel, a reference bit rate of 1 bit per second was selected.
Bit rate is treated parametrically. The theoretically required signal
energy per unit bandwidth of noise (ST/N/B) to achieve a given bit error
probability (Pe) for coherent PSK modulation has been tabulated in many
references. 4 Figure 203 shows Pe versus ST/N/B for coherent PSK
modulation. Although this curve indicates at ST/N]B of 6. 8 db for Pe of
1 0 -3 (probability of one bit error per thousand bits), additional signal power
should be transmitted to allow for non theoretical performance of the detec-
tion equipment. An additional 1. 2 db has been allowed for this non theoreti-
cal performance.
In the synchronization channel the SYNC loop noise bandwidth (2BLO)
required is a function of acquisition time, as in the carrier loop. The
required bandwidth cart be determined by noting that after the PN generator
in the flyby/bus or DSIF is in phase with PNthe component of the received
signal, the synchronizing loop can be treated as a normal phase-locked
loop except that pull-in must be fast; no slippage is allowecL The frequency
to which the loop locks is always the same; Af away from the VCO idling
frequency. This offset is provided so that the flyby bus or DSIF PN gen-
erator, which is driven by the VCO, will run at a different rate than the
transmitter PN generator; and the two codes will slip past each other
until they come into phase, at which time lock should occur. It is desirable
to have the offset frequency as large as possible so that the codes will
come into phase quickly. The acquisition time is the time required for the
local PN code to slip half its length with respect to the received PN code,
since all starting phase discrepancies are equally probable. (The actual
pull in time once the PN codes get in phase will be negligible).
It can be shown that the acquisition time can be expressed as
= P/2n a_ (5)
where P is the length of the PN code in bits and n is the number of PN bits
per clock cycle. It can also be shown that
f = 0.4 BLO {6)
Equation (5) can then be written in the form
t = 1.25 P/2BLo
where n = ;_ for non-ambiguous locking
This equation is plotted in figure 204 for P = 63 bits.
(7)
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Figure 203 ERROR PROBABILITY VERSUS SIGNAL ENERGY/NOISE POWER
DENSITY FOR COHERENT PSK
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7Figure 204 P.N. CODE ACQUISITION TIME VERSUS NOISE BANDWIDTH
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3) SYNC Power
Pt_ = Threshold Subcarrier Power - Net Circuit Loss
= -157. 3 dbm + 180. 9 db
= + 23.6 dbm
= 230 milliwatts
4) Total Power
RPT = Ptc + Pts + Ptd
= 2.86 + 0. 166
Figure 205 shows transmitter power/net antenna gain product (PT G)
plotted parametrically as a function of slant range and bit rate. The
descent telemetry link requirements can be determined from table 42
with the exception of the carrier and SYNC loop noise bandwidths.
Selection of appropriate noise bandwidths is a function of acquisition
time allowable as determined from figures 202 and 204. Assuming a
10 cps sync noise bandwidth (8 second acquisition time), figures 206,
207, 208 and 209 show PT Gversus range and bit rate for carrier loop
bandwidths of 20, 50, 100, and 200 cps. Figure 210 shows variation in
PT G as a function of carrier frequency.
10. 2. I. 2 Lander to DSIF Telemetry Link
All parameters affecting the performance to the direct link are shown
in table 43. Proceeding as in the relay link,
PT = 7.45 + 1.66 I_
Figure 211 shows the direct link requirements parametrically.
10.3 RADAR ALTIMETER PARAMETRIC STUDIES
A radar altimeter is a possible candidate for deploying the main parachute.
The altimeter requirements were determined parametrically.
The parameters affecting the performance of the radar altimeter are listed in
table 44. The assigned values for these parameters are made with regard to
typical hardware performance and through direct calculations.
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TABLE 43
TE LEC OMMUNICATIONS DESIGN CONTROL CHART
SUBJECT: ADVANCED __L&_R!NER
CHANNEL: LANDER TO DSIF
MODE: TELEMETRY (coherent PSK)
NOMINAL TOLERANCE WORST
NO. PARAMETER VALUE (db) (db) VALUE (db)
I Transmitting circuit loss -0. 5 *0. Z -0. 7
2 Transmitting antenna gain ...... 0. 0
3 Transmitting antenna ...... 0. 0
4 -Z65.7
-265.7
9
10
pointing loss
Space loss = 3Z. 46 + Z0
log F+Z0 log R F = 2Z95
mc, R = 2 x 108kin
Polarization loss
Atmospheric absorption loss
Receiving antenna gain
(Zl0' DISH)
Receiving antenna pointing
loss
Receiving circuit loss
+0. 0
5 0. 0 -I. 0 -I. 0
7 +61 ± 1.0 +60
11
-0. 0Z ±0. 01 -0. 03
+1.2
12 Net circuit loss -205. 2 -Z. Z -207.4
-183. 9* +0. 7 -183.2_
7.0 --- +7.0
-366-
13 Total transmitter power
14 Total receiver power
15 Receiver noise spectral
density (N/B)
T System Z8°K • 5"K NF
16 Carrier APC noise BW
(ZBLo = 5 cps)
• dbm
RE-ORDERNo.
TABLE 43 {Conch'd}
NO. PARAMETER
17 Required Threshold SNR
in 2B IX)
18 Threshold carrier power
19 Total receiver power
20 Carrier modulation loss
21 Receiver carrier power
ZZ Performance margin
23 Bit rate (l/t) = 1 bps
24 Required ST/N/B (Pe = 10"3)
Z5 Threshold subcarrier power
26 Total receiver power
27 Modulation loss
28 Received data subcarrier
power
29 Performance margin
3O SYNC APC noise BW
(2BLo = 1.0 cps)
Threshold SNR is 2BLo
Threshold subcarrier power
31
32
33
34
35
36
*dbm
Total receiver power
Modulation loss
Received SYNC subcarrier
power
Performance margin
NOMINAL TOLERANCE WORST
VALUE (db) (db) VALUE (db)
+6.0 ± 0. 1 +6.1
-170. 9* ±0. 8 -170. I#
DATA CHANNEL
0.0 --- 0.0
+7.4 ±0. 6 +8.0
-176.5# el. 3 -175. 2_'
SYNC CHANNEL
0.0 0.0
+8. 0 ± I. 0 +9. 0
-175.9_ _-I.7 -174. Z_
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TELECOIvIIvIUNICATIONS DESIGN CONTROL CHART
I e
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PROJECT: Advanced Mariner
CHANNEL: AltO.mete r
NO. PARAMETER NOM_AL
VALUE (db)
I. Transmitting circuit loss oi. 0
2. Transmitting antenna gain 0.0
_. Transmitting antenna point-
ing loss 0.0
4. Space loss = 20 log F + 30
log R-101og T- 19.4
F = 9400 mc, R = l0 kin,
T = 10-6 sec. -150.3
5. Polarization -3.0
6. Atmospheric absorptionloss -0.0
7. Receiving antenna gain 0.0
8. Receiving antenna pointing loss 0.0
9. Receiving Circuit loss -l.0
I0. Reflectivity (0.01) -Z0.0
11.
IZ. Net Circuit Loss -175.3
13. Total transmitter power
14. Total received power
15. Receiver noise spectral density
(N/B) T System = 2900"K
(NF = 10db)
16. Receiver noise BW (2BLO = 3 mc) +64.7
17. Required Threshold SNR in
2BLo +14.5
18. Pulse IntegrationImprovement O. 0
19. Threshold Signal Power -84.7
*dbm
WORST
TOLERANCE (db) VALUE (db)
i0.5 -1.5
.... 0.0
.... 0.0
..... 150.3
+0.0
-0. 5 -3.5
+0.0
-0. 1 -0.1
.... 0.0
.... 0.0
• 0.5 -1.5
..... 20.0
-176.9
-163.9*
.... +64.7
10.5 +15.0
.... 0.0
-0.5 - 84.2*
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The net circuit loss (Item 12) is the summation of Items 1 through 10. The
transmitting circuit loss "_^--_,,,,,,,j'_ '--',,,,,,uu_o_-- _t,-" attenuation between the transmitter
output and the antenna output. The p_,_-,'; _-_- loss (...... 5) is due to lincar
polarization of the transmitted signal and circular polarization of the received
signal. Atmospheric absorption loss (Item 6) is assigned a two way value of 0. 1 db.
The receiving circuit loss (Item 9) takes into account the additional losses due
to isolation. The transmitting and receiving antenna gain and pointing losses
are incorporated in the parametric evaluation. The space loss (Item 4_ is cal-
culated for a reference range of 10 kin, a reference pulse width of 10"" see.
and a nominal frequency of 9400 me. For the assigned antenna beamwidth of
20 degrees the cross sectional area illuminated by the radar is pulse-width
limited; therefore the space loss is calculated as a function of R 3.
Reflectivity coefficients (Item 10) of 0. i and 0.01 have been included in the
parametric evaluation. The total transmitter power (Item 13) is determined
parametrically.
The receiver noise figure of 10 db was chosen with reference to typical receiver
performance curves and also considers the degradation of the S/N ratio due to
the target black body temperature. The signal BW of the receiver (Item 16) was
selected as 3 mc and the threshold S/N ratio (Item 17} was assigned a value of
15 db. Both these values are consistent with existing technology, It has been
assumed that pulse integration improvement (PlI) varies as the square root of
the number of pulses integrated up to 100 pulses. PLI is treated parametrically.
The threshold signal power required is the summation of items 15-18.
,lm%.
.e following calculations are based on table 44. All results are worst case
values and are plotted parametrically in figures 21Z and Z13, as a function of
transmitter power and net antenna gain. The total power required is
PT = Threshold Signal Power - Net Circuit Loss
= -84. 2 dbm + 176.9 db
= +gz. 7 dbm
: I. 86 megawatts
The following example illustrates the use of figure 212. At a range of 10 kilo-
meters and with a 100 pulse integration improvement a power gain product of
73 dbm is required. If a horn antenna having a 2. 5 h aperture is used the
gain is approximately 17 db, or 34 db two way. The resultant peak power
required is 39.0 dbrn or 7. 9 watts.
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Figure 21g ALTIMETER RANGE VERSUS TRANSMITTER POWER - ANTENNA
GAIN VERSUS PULSE INTEGRATION IMPROVEMENT
FOR REFLECTIVITY COEFFICIENT
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Figure 213 ALTIMETER RANGE VERSUS TRANSMITTER POWER -ANTENNA
GAIN VERSUS PULSE INTEGRATION IMPROVEMENT
FOR REFLECTIVITY COEFFICIENT
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10.4 ANTENNAS
_,_.I_ slot, slot ._rr_ys, _- ' and horn antennas have been examined
parametrically as possible candldates for the lander direct and relay telemetry
antennas. The relative merits of each of these antenna types were determined
from the points of view of lander dimensional constraint R, lander-_yby bus
and lander-Earth look-angle requirements, and transmitter power requirements.
10.4. 1 Lander Link Antennas
Preliminary studies of lander to DSIF and lander to flyby bus look-angle
requirements indicated that a maximum look -angle of approximately 50 degrees
would be required in the direct link and 40 degrees in the relay link. These
look-angle requirements indicated the possibility of selecting an antenna
with directionality (gain). As discussed earlier, the antenna would require
orientation after landing. The parabolic antenna was quickly eliminated as
a candidate since the feed size would compromise the effective aperture
area.
The single slot antenna was also eliminated as a design candidate. Although
this antenna easily meets the minimum look-angle requirements, it is
inherently a very wide beamwidth antenna and little can be done to narrow
this beamwidth without resorting to an array of several slot antennas.
This inability to reduce beamwidth results in two distinct disadvantages.
First, the net antenna gain is lower at the required look-angle than could
be obtained with a different antenna. Second, and most important, the
wide beamwidth antenna pattern obtained with this antenna would make
multipath fading highly probable in the telemetry link. Since a highly
efficient modulation scheme such as PCM/PSK/PM is very susceptible to
multipath fading, use of a single slot antenna would force selection of a
modulation scheme such as pulsed linear chirp which minimizes this fading.
This scheme would require much more transmitter power than PCM/PSK/PM
to achieve a given performance level.
An array of slot antennas to narrow the beamwidth was eliminated as a
design candidate for packaging and complexity reasons. At least two and
most probably four antenna elements would be required in the array, and
it would be difficult to achieve good circular polarization with an array.
A circularly polarized antenna is desirable for both transmitting and
receiving antennas since a 3 db improvement over a linear to circular
scheme will be realized.
The horn antenna appears to best satisfy the overall system requirements.
Beamwidths up to approximately 75 degrees can be achieved, and designs
can be implemented to minimize sidelobes and to maintain good circularity
{less than 1 db variation) over beamwidths up to twice the 3 db beamwidth.
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The main disadvantage with the horn is its overall length dimension which
is greater than one wavelength. Figure 214 shows peak gain and 3 db beam-
•":"_+_'..,,_,,of horn antennas -,'crsus aperture size in wavelengths. Below an
aperture size of 0. 75 it is difficult to achieve a good antenna pattern.
Figure 215 shows the horn aperture size in inches versus frequency and
aperture size in wavelengths. Figure 21(_ ._hov, s the relative gain of the
horn antenna versus look-angle.
I0. 4. 2 Pre-entry Link Antenna
Examination of the look-angle requirements between the lander and flyby
bus during the pre-entry phase indicated the need for a broadbeam antenna
located on the forebody of this lander. A slot antenna was selected for this
link.
I0. 5 POWER SOURCES
Three power sources were considered parametrically as candidates for the
lander; a battery, a fuel cell, and an RTG/battery combination. Table 45 is a
glossary of terms used in this section. Table 46 is a list of vendors contacted
to provide information on the various power sources.
10. 5. 1 Battery Power Source
A Nickel-Cadmium battery was selected as the battery power source
candidate. This type battery is the only one presently available that can
withstand dry-heat sterilization at 135°C. Six watt-hours per pound is
conservatively estimated to be the attainable conversion factor in making
battery weight estimates. Justification fot this figure is given at the end
of this section. Figure ZI7 shov.,s battery "_elght as a function of operating
time parametrically as a function of all power users except the relay linked
and direct link transmitters. Battery weight required to operate these
transmitters is shown in figure Z18 as a function of radiated power level
and operating time.
a. Fixed Power Users
Fixed power users are defined as all science, all communication
subsystems other than the transmitters, and all other users.
Figure Z17 is used to determine the incremental battery require-
ments for these users during the different phases of the lander
mission. For example, during the entry phase, a certain set of
science instruments are on, all communication subsystems are on
(as defined above), and possibly some other set of power users is on.
This total average wattage level, coupled with the time duration of the
entry phase, will result in a battery weight (WB). Similarly, wB can be
calculated for other phases such as post separation checkout and the
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Figure 215 ANTENNA TOTAL GAIN* VERSUS LOOK ANGLE TO TARGET
(FROM ANTENNA E}
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TABLE 45
GLOSSARY OF TERMS
K
Pc
Ps
Po
PRTG
PT
n!
n2
n3
n4
nm
Tc
Tp
To
W B
WRTG
B atte ry watt- hour /pound r atio
Communication power except for transmitters (watts)
Power for science (watts)
Power other than Pc P# PT (watts)
RTG power output (watts)
Tota/ radiated power from transmitter (watts)
Efficiency of converter between RTG and load
Battery discharge efficiency
Battery charger efficiency
B atte ry charging efficiency
Power Conversion Efficiency of transmitter
Recharge time (hours)
Playout time (hours)
Operating time for fixed power users {hours)
Battery weight (pounds)
RTG weight (pounds)
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TABLE 46
LANDER POWER SYSTEM CONTACTS
ITEM
Nickel - Cadmium Battery
Thermo -Electric Converter
Thermionic Converter
Radioi s otope s
RTG System
A°
B.
Co
Fuel Cell
Sonotone Corporation
Battery Division
Elmsford, New York
RCA
Electron Tube Division
415 S. Fifth Street
Harrison, New Jersey
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Defense Products Division
32 North Main Street
Dayton 2, Ohio
Minnesota Mining and Mfg_o.
400 McKnight Road
St. Paul 19, Minnesota
Therrno-Electron Eng'g Corp.
85 First Ave.
Waltham 54, Mass.
Monsanto Research Corp.
Mound Lab.
Miamsburg, Ohio
Martin Co. (Marietta}
Nuclear Division
Baltimore 3, Md.
F, lectro-Optical Systems Inc,
300 N. Halstead St.
Pasadena, Calif.
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landed phase. The total battery weight for all phases is the summa-
*-'_,v,--of those incremental battery weights.
WB = (Pc + Ps + Po)To/n2K
In figure 217 K is 7 watt-hours/ pound and n2 is 0. 85.
b. Relay and Direct Link Transmitters
The battery weight required to operate each telemetry link transmitter
is shown in figure 218. For each operation of a given transmitter (post
separation, entry or post landing) allow approximately (2) minutes for
warm-up.
WB = PT Tp/n2 naK
In figure 21, K is 7 watt-hours/pound, na is 0. 33 and n2 is 0. 85.
The energy storage device selected for use in the lander is a nickel
cadmium battery. Nickel cadmium was chosen because it is the only
battery presently capable of being heat sterilized at 135°C. (Sonotone
Corp. ).
Seven watt-hours per pound is used in the foregoing calculations of
system weight for the following reasons:
The nominal maximum energy density of a nickel cadmium battery -
measured at the battery terminals and with a depth of discharge of
100 percent - is 11 watt hours per pound. This is based upon a
cylindrical configuration and magnesium packaging (Sonotone}. A
sterilized battery may loose as much as I0 percent of its capacity
(Sonotone) and a depth of discharge of 70 percent brings the useable
energy density to 7 watt-hours per pound. A 70 percent depth of dis-
charge is consistent with high reliability for hundreds of cycles. The
attainable energy density is a function of the battery discharge rate.
In all battery calculations, the battery discharge efficiency (n2} is
assumed to be 85 percent. This results in an effective energy density
of 6 watt-hours per pound.
10. 5. 2 A fuel cell is being considered as an alternative energy storage
device to the nickel cadmium battery for the lander.
The fuel cell referred to is the hydrogen-oxygen regenerative system being
developed by Electro Optical Systems Inc. In a letter dated 6/4/63 E. O. S.
said "regarding the sterilization question, we fee! that with little difficulty,
materials which would not be adversely affected by the 300°F soak could be
substituted where necessary. "
Various values are given for the energy density, from a low of 18 w-hr/lb
(SPS 37-17 confidential) for the prototype to a high of 38 w. hr/lb for the
-381-
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design goal. Assuming the lowest value, the fuel should offer a factor of
18 _vh .
improvement in weight over the nickel cadmium system. However,
6 wh
the need for good voltage regulation is expected to reduce the minimum to
#.1 ..o
i 5 w. hr/,o r_u,tlng in an overall improvement of 2.5 (reduction of 0. 4)
over nickel cadmium batteries.
I0. 5.3 RTG/BatterySource
For extended life lander missions (many hours or days), the total energy
required to operate the various subsystems will quickly rise to a point
where a power storage device (such as a battery) will consume a major
portion of the total payload weight. In these cases, a constant power
device such as a radioisotope-thermoelectric (or thermionic) -generator
(RTG) or a combination of constant power and power storage devices would
be contenders for the lander power system. A survey has been made of
radioisotope materials and both thermoelectric and thermionic converters
to determine the feasibility of such a power system for the lander. The
results of this study are given at the end of this section. The power storage
device selected is the Ni Cad battery considered previously.
A general load profile for an e::tended lander mission employing both relay
and direct telemetry links is shown in figure 219. It is assumed with this
load profile that the power required by all communication and science sub-
systems is relatively constant and will be supplied in total by the RTG.
During data transmission it is assumed that all power required by the
transmitter is supplied by batteries. Figure 220 shows a simplified block
diagram of the power system during data transmission; figure 221 shows the
system during data acquisition when battery recharge occurs.
Withthese assumptions, the battery weight required to operate the trans-
mitter is
WB _' PTTp/nan2K
(8)
The watt-hours to be replaced, referred to the RTG, are
WH = WB K/n 3 n4
(9)
The watt-hours available from the RTG to recharge the battery are
WH = [PRTG - (Pc + Ps)/nl ] T¢
(1o)
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To satisfy equation 2,
[PRTG - (Pc + Ps)/nl ] Tc >- _BK/n 3 n4
PRTG >-- WBK/n3 n4 Tc + (Pc + Ps)/nl
(ll)
(12)
Equation (8) is plotted in figure Z18. Figure 222 shows the RTG power
required to satisfy the fixed communication and science subsystem requi-
rements. Figure 223 shows the added RTG power required to recharge the
battery.
The general load profile in figure 219 indicates three different transmitter
power levels, one associated with a relay telemetry link prior to landing,
one with a relay telemetry link after landing, and one with a direct link
after landing. The battery size required to operate these transmitters
will of course be dictated by the larger of the three energy requirements.
This battery weight can be determined from figure 218. The total RTG
output power required can be determined as follows:
a. For Pc = 20 watts and Ps = 15 watts, figure 222 shows that 39
watts of RTG power are required for n1 = 0. 9.
b. If a 30-watt transmitter operating for 1 hour is the largest energy
consumer in the three telemetry links, figure 218 shows that a 7. 5
pound battery is required.
Co
that
If this battery must be recharged in 15 hours, figure 223 shows
A PRTG_ 7 watts.
d. Total RTG power is therefore 46 watts.
The weight of the RTG (less shielding) is shown in figure 241.
The major criteria for selection of a suitable RTG model for this study
involved selection of a suitable converter and radioisotope. Selection was
based on the following:
1) 1965 Technology
2) Availability
3) Mission Life
4) Weight
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5} Volume
6) Cost
a. Converter Selection:
Both thermoelectric and thermionic converters were considered as
design candidates. The following study results indicate that a therrno-
electric converter is the only real choice at this time.
1) 1965 Technology
Both Lead Telluride ( Pb" Te ) and Silicon-Germanium ( $i -Ge )
thermoelectric devices have received considerable environmental
testing. In particular, si - Ge thermocouples have been subjected
to shock tests up to 200 g without failure, acceleration up to 10 g,
and many thermal shock tests. No environmental testing to the
same degree has been reported on thermionic devices in 1964;
however, some are scheduled for early 1965. The outcome is
expected to be good.
2) Availability
According to RCA, manufacture of Si - Ge thermoelectric modules
will be on a production basis in 1965. Thermionic converters
(for RTG application) are still in a laboratory development stage
and are not expected to be in any production status until 1966 or
later.
3) Mission Life
The required life of an RTG power source will be on the order of
one year {approximately 9000 hours}. Thermoelectric systems
using Lead-Telluride have exceeded this requirement and as of
May 1964 Silicon - Germanium has exceeded 7000 hours without
failure.
All information in the open literature relating to life testing
indicate thermionic generator failure before 1000 hours. Classified
test programs are known to have exceeded this figure but not by a
substantial amount.
RTG systems using thermionic converters are expected to achieve
about 5 watts per pound at 500 watt outputs when fully developed.
This compares with 2 to 4 watts per pound at thislevelfor the best
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thermoelectric devices. At the 100 watt output level the range
for thermoelectrics is 1 to 2 watts/lb, as compared to 3-4 watts/
lb. for the thermionic converter. However, the apparent superi-
ority of the thermionic converter is based on operating tempe#a-
tures in the order of 1600" to 1800°K. At this temperature level
serious material problems occur which have not apparently been
solved yet. At the lower and more practical operating tempera-
tures of 1C00°K there is no particular weight advantage for either
converter.
5) Cost
The predicted cost per watt of electrical output is given as 10 to
15 dollars for Silicon -Germainium thermoelectric converter. 5
Lead-Telluride is expected to be slightly higher. A thermionic
converter will cost at least 10 to 20 times this amount.
b. Isotope Selection
1) Mission life
Because of the required minimum life of 1 year, only the following
current reduction radio-isotopes were considered:
Cesium 137, Curium 244, Plutonium 238, Promethium 147,
Strontium 90 and Cobalt 60.
2) Availability
The assumption is made that sufficient quantities, of a radio-isotope
must be available no later than the middle or end of 1967. Cal-
culations based on projected new production facilities cannot be
considered.
Using a value of 10 percent efficiency, for a 100 watt electrical
output, at least a 1000 thermal watt input must be available after
one year of operation. The original amount required varies with
the isotope haLf-life.
Promethium 147 is heavily dependent on construction of new pro-
duction facilities so this eliminates this highly desirable radio-
isotope.
3) Weight and volume
Strontium 90 and Cobalt 60 require heavy shielding against gamma
radiation. For example, at least 15 cm of Uranium shielding
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wouldbe neededto producea dose of 10-2 millirads/hr. 100 crn
from the isotope source center. At the 100_ thermal watt 1.... 1
Cesium 137 also requires relatively heavy shielding. This is due
to its large volume (in excess of 4200 cm 3) and high weight (in
excess of 1400 gms). This large volume coupled with considerable
gamma and X radiation req,ire,q ._hie!ding _-xceeding that for
Strontium 90. For these reasons Strontium 90, Cobalt 60 and
Cesium 137 were eliminated as possible candidates.
4) Comparison of Curium 244 and Plutonium 238
Of the two remaining candidates, table 47 lists the salient charact-
eristic of each.
TABLE 47
COMPARISON OF CURIUM 244 AND PLUTONIUM 238
Approx. Weight required for
1 KW (thermal) source
Approx. Volume required for
1 KW (thermal source
Safety (Biological)Rating
Gamma Shielding Req'd
( 10"2 milli rads/hour
100 cm from source)
Dollar s / Thermal Watt
Cm 244
350 grn
90 cm 3
10-9 _C/cc
10 cm Uranium
>Pu 238
Pu 238
2400 gm
550 cm 3
10 -12 C/cc
4 cm Uranium
$200-$I000
In spite of the thicker lead shielding required for Cm 244 as corn-
pared with Pu 238, the total volume (and weight) required is corn-
parable because of the smaller volume of Cm 244 isotope material
needed. However, the neutron penetration depth is so much
greater for Cm 244 that for transistorized instruments restricted
to a maximum dose of 104 reps, the required thickness of shield-
ing would be too great.
This must be weighed against the fact that Pu 238 is poor from the
handling (inhalation) point of view. If availability and expected
cost per thermal watt is further compared, then Pu 238 is chosen
as the candidate radio-isotope.
The form of radio-isotope is Plutonium Dioxide PuO 2 having a
specific power of 0. 396 watts/gin, thermal Density of 3.6 watts/crn 3.
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10.6 C(_k_k_TT_JT¢, A TTO. _ CV¢_"_x HARDWARE
The lander communication system includes the radar altimeter and all subsystem
associated with the collection, storage and transmission of data. These sub-
systems include the _D.t_nn_c_ i-_-_ncv_-_._t',-a_,._ o+ ........ k_ye+,_._ A_*-_ 1_-._1-'__
subsystem and programmer. The parametric data accumulated on these sub-
systems was obtained from the manufacturers listed in table 48.
10.6. 1 Antennas
A horn antenna was selected for the landed phase direct and relay links and
for the radar altimeter. Figure 224 shows horn dimensions in wavelengths,
(h). The L dimension must be greater than 0.75h. Figure 225 shows horn
antenna weight as a function of frequency for three materials; steel,
aluminum and magnesium. The horn will be pressurized to prevent power
(corona} breakdown. For this reason a factor of two is included in the
weight estimates to allow for a dielectric radome over the horn aperture.
lO. 6. Z Transmitters
The transmitter in this study is assumed to consist of an exciter and a power
amplifier. The exciter includes a stable oscillator, varactor frequency
multiplier, phase modulator, and power amplifiers up to the drive level
needed by the main power amplifier. The main power amplifier includes
the amplifier tube and power converter.
a. Exciter
An all solid state exciter was se!ectcd as a model for this study.
Figure 226 shows exciter weight, volume, power conversion efficiency
(ratio of rf power output to total dc power input} and maximum useful
power output attainable as a function of frequency. As an example,
if the required direct link (2295 mc) outpower power from the main
power amplifier is 20 watts, and this amplifier has 20 db power gain,
the drive power required from the exciter is 200 milliwatts. As indi-
cated in figure Z26, this power level is well within the 2. 5 watt
maximum power available at this frequency. The exciter will have a
weight of approximately 4. 5 pounds, volume of 80 in. 3 and will
consume approximately 5 watts.
b. Power Amplifier
At frequencies above 200 megacycles, the power available from solid
state devices diminishes rapidly. For applications such as the lander,
the choice of suitable vacuum tube amplifiers to achieve a required
output level is limited. For the direct link (2295 mc), the Amplitron
amplifier manufactured by Raytheon Company has been used as a
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TABLE 48
LANDER COMMUNICATION SU BSY STEM CONTACTS
Subsystem
Antennas
Transmitter
a. Exciter
b. Power Amplifier
Solid State Memories
a. Core Memory
b. Thin Film Memory
c. Plated Wire Memory
Manufacturer
Avco RAD
Wilmington, Mass.
Avco, Electronics Division
2630 Glendale-Milford Road
Cincinnati 41, Ohio
Raytheon Company
HartweU Road
Bedford, Mass.
General Electric
Receiving Tube Dept.
Owensbur g, Kentucky
Watkins-Johnson Co.
Palo Alto, California
Hughes
Microwave Tube Division
Los Angeles, California
Electronic Memories, Inc.
I Z6Zl Chadrone Ave.
Hawthorne, California
International Business Machines
Federal Systems Division
7220 47 th Street
Bethesda, Maryland
Sperry Rand Corporation
Univac Division
P. O. Box 500
Blue Bell, Pennsylvania
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TABLE 48 (Concl'd)
Sub sy stem
Tape Recorders
Data Handling Subsystem and
Programmer
Manufacturer
Electronic Specialty Co.
Electronics Division
5121 San Fernando Road
Los Angeles, California
Leach Corporation
Controls Division
717 N. Coney Ave.
Azmsa, California
Borg Warner Control
P. O. Box 1679
Santa Aria, California
Texas Instruments Inc.
Apparatus Division
6000 Lemon Avenue
P. O. Box 6015
Dallas 2Z, Texas
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Figure 2Z4 HORN ANTENNA DIMENSIONS IN WAVELENGTHS
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reference in this study. Other tubes such as planar ceramic triodes
manufactured by General Electric Company have also been considered.
Figures 227, 228, 22% and 230 show Arnplitron -weight, volume effi-
ciency and drive power required, respectively, as a function of output
power for the 3 amplifier configurations shown in figur_ Z31. Confi-
guration A is simply an amplitron operating at the required output
power. Configuration B is a redundant mode. In the event of failure
of the normal amplifier, the emergency amplifier would be turned on.
The normal amplifier would then appear as a lossy (2.2 db) waveguide.
Configuration C is a high power mode in that one amplitron is used to
drive the succeeding stage. An isolator is required between amplifiers
in this mode. For a 30-watt amplifier, figure 229 shows that 37 percent
conversion efficiency is achievable with configuration A. Figure 230
shows that approximately 0.5 watt of drive power is required for this
amplifier. Figure 226 shows that the exciter efficiency would be on
the order of 4.5 percent. The total transmitter efficiency would then
be approximately 33 percent. This efficiency has been assumed in all
transmitter power consumption calculations.
Figure 232 shows amplifier efficiency as a function of frequency for 10-
20- and 70-watt amplitrons.
10.6.3 Storage Subsystems
Both solid state memories and magnetic tape recorders were considered
as possible storage system candidates. Study results indicate that the
solid state memory is preferable. At the higher g levels, the problems
associated with recorder design are considerable; also, with dry heat
sterilization at 135°C, there is some doubt that a suitable tape can be
obtained.
a. Solid State Memories
Ferrlte core and plated wire memories were selected as possible
candidates for a solid state storage system. Ferrite Core and plated
wire memories have approximately the same bit density and specific
gravity figures, but the plated wire memory consumes less power.
The storage environment of the plated wire memory is over 150"C0
while the ferrite core memory has a maximum storage temperature
of 125"C.
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lJ Ferrlte core memories
The data on ferrite core memories were supplied by Electronic
Memories Inc. of Hawthorne, California. At the present time,
EMI has _uu,_L..... a *vvs'_"_vvvc'^¢__-"_u,_memory tv- operate _- ,,,,,'¢_¢_g, _- ,-_--_0'AA
bit memory system to survive a 3000 g shock for 3 ms, and they
are presently developing a 1/4 million bit memory. The estimated
values for larger memories and more severe environments have
been provided from EMI on the basis of their experience in the
design and manufacture of satellite core memories. The informa-
tion has been recorded on figures 233, 234, 235, and 236, which
indicate volume, weight, power, and budgetary costs versus
storage capacity and shock level. Break off points of existing
memories and in-house development programs have been indicated
on the figures.
From the curves it can be determined that a 100 kilobit memory in
Class 1 shock level would weight approximately 4 1/2 pounds,
occupy 100 cubic inches, and consume about 5 watts of powers ElviI
models SEMS-IR and 3R aerospace core memory systems are 105
bit memories available in an operating temperature environment
of -55°C to lO0°C and a storage environment of -65°C to IZS°C.
Discrete components comprise the electronics portion of the
system but trends to integrated circuits within the next year have
been predicted.
Z) Plated wire memories
Univac Division of Sperry Rand Corporation has supplied technical
information on thin film plated wire spacecraft memories. These
non-destructive readout memories have been built to capacities of
1 million bits. The data supplied by Sperry Rand has been plotted
in figures Z37, Z38, and Z39 and from these figures, the approximate
weight, volume, and power requirements can be determined for
the various memories. Univac has also built memories utilizing
integrated circuits; the effect of integrated circuitry on the basic
parameters is also shown. Information on integrated circuits has
been provided by Sperry Rand for Class 1 shock memories only.
Univac has not tested a memory to exceed 100 g shock, and their
estimated values for class Z and 3 memories employing discrete
components are based on existing memories undergoing redesigned
potting and packaging techniques. They indicated that the more
realizable design concept for high Shock environment memories
would be one using integrated circuits since the weight and volume
requirements are decreased considerably. These memories can
operate reliably within a temperature range of -45°C to +125*C,
and they can sustain storage temperatures in excess of 150"C.
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b. Tape Recorders
The data received on tape recorders indicates that the temperature
environment o_ 145_C will cause permanent deformation of mylar
backed tapes. At high capacities, tape recorders have the best bits/
in. 3 ratio, but below 100 kilobits, solid state storage systems are
competitive. Three sources supplied technical information on tape
recorders and are listed below.
1} Electronic Specialty Co. (ESC)
Electronic Specialty Co. of Los Angeles, California has submitted
technical information on Model DR-300 tape recorder/reproducer
which will survive a 1500 g shock level of up to 20 milliseconds
duration. The recorder is designed to be hermetically sealed,
completely self-contained, and to operate from a 30 volt ± 10
percent dc source.
Model DR-300 has a capacity of 3.6 X 106 bits]channel and up to
40 channels may be utilized in any standard IRIG configuration on
l-inch tape. As shown in figure 240, the weight and volume quoted
by ESC for this recorder will not increase considerably with in-
creasin_g capacities. Model DR-300 weighs 8 pounds, occupies
140 in. _ and consumes 8 watts. This model has more tape than is
required so the size and weight of the unit could be reduced some-
what through a redesign. However, the sterilization temperature
of the tape recorder is a criticalproblem. The best specification
to date for mylar backed instrumentation tape is 120"C.
ESC reports that the DR-300 is a good intermediate step toward a
design goal of a unit to survive 6000 g shock and that is reasonable
to assume that a unit which has to survive a 6000 shock load can
be packaged at approximately the same weight and power which is
now required.
2) Borg warner controls
Borg Warner Controls of Santa Ann, California has designed a
recorder/reproducer, Model R-Z01, that will operate during and
survive a 1000 g shock environment. They are presently under
contract from a major contractor to develop a recorder which
will operate successfully during a 3000 g shock. They do not
feel at the present time that they have sufficient information
that can be presented. Model R-304 recorder/reproducer, which
is a Class 1 shock machine, is comparable to other tape recorders
at the shock level.
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Borg Warner reports, however, that they cannot supply a machine
that will operate after a dry hcat sterilization cycle of 145"C for
36 hours. The mylar backing will take a permanent deformation
if exposed to temperatures in excess of 140°F for cxtcnded periods.
3) Leach corporation
Leach Corporation, Controls Division of Azuza, California has
designed Magnetic Tape Recorders/Reproducers to survive severe
shock environments. The 75 foot tape capacity model, MTR-36Z,
is capable of withstanding 2000 g for 3 ms on any axis. The MTR
800 with a 300 foot tape capacity is capable of surviving an impact
of 750 g. Up to 14 channels of 1-inch tape in any standard IRIG
configuration is possible. The weight and volume of the recorder
are consistent with competitive types, but the power consumption
is approximately 50 percent higher. The temperature environment
is from -50*F to Z00*F, which is well below the qualification temp-
erature of 145°C for dry heat sterilization.
10.6.4 Data Handling Subsystem and Programmer
The data handling subsystem and programmer were assumed to be of
integrated circuit design. The characteristics of these subsystems,
as shown in table 49, were not treated parametrically. The assigned
values cover a wide enough design range to preclude a requirement for
parametric study.
TABLE 49
DATA HANDLING SUBSYSTEM AND PROGRAMMER CHARACTERISTICS
Weight Volume Dimensions Power
Data Handling Subsystem
a. Simple Missions
b. Complex Missions
Programmer
a. Simple Missions
b. Complex Missions
4.0 lbs.
7.0
60 in 3
17-0
4x 5x 3(in)
4x5x6
4. 0 watts
8.0
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10.6.5 Radar Altimeter
The characteristics of the X-band radar altimeter are shown in table 50.
Over the expected range of system requirements the assigned values are
applicable. The weight estimate does not include the antenna.
TABLE 50-
RADAR ALTIMETER CHARACTERISTICS
Weight ........................ ......... 5.0 lbs
Volume ................................. 60 in 3
Dimensions .............................. 5 x 6 x 3 (in)
Power Consumption ...................... 20 watts
10.6.6 Power System
a. Battery
An effective energy density of 6 watt-hours per pound was assumed
in the battery parametric studies. Assuming a 28-volt terminal
voltage° a 300-watt-hour battery would occupy a volume of
approximately 600 in. 3 As a rough approximation this relation-
ship can be considered linear.
b. RTG
Figure 44 shows total RTG weight versus output power for three
types of fuel and three types of thermoelectric couple. 6
The radio-isotopes are Plutonium 238 (Pu 238), Curium 244
(Cm 244) and Strontium 90 (Sr 90). The thermocouples are Lead
Telluride (PbTe), Germanium-Silicon (Ge-Si) and a cascaded
arrangement of Ge-Si and PbTe with the Ge-Si couples occupying
the hotter section of the temperature gradient.
-414-
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The following assumptions have been made in calculating weights.
1) The generators are designed for intact ent.-y of the isotope
capsule.
2) 100 percent void volume is allowed within the fuel capsule for
the alpha emitters (Pu Z38, and Cm 244) in order to take care of
Helium production.
3) Only the optimum cold junction temperatures are assumed for
each case.
4) Hot Junction temperature of 1500°F (for thermo couples)
5) Minimum weight for a given electrical output. This is not
nece s sarily the maximum efficiency.
6) A rectangular fuel block is used with thermoelectric elements
on two parallel flat sides.
7) Heat rejection is solely by radiative fins.
8) No shielding is allowed for in the design. In general the
attenuation provided by the generator structure will reduce the
dose rates by a factor of two, at most.
Shielding for nuclear radiation is then, for the most part, external to
the generator, and its weight depends on the area to be shielded as
well as the permissible dose rate, material to be used, etc.
In figure 241 the RTG weight required as a function of power level,
for the isotope candidate selected for this study(Pu 238), is shown for
PbTe, SiGe, and SiGe-PbTe cascaded thermoelectric converters.
Figure 242 shows a configuration with a hexagonal fuel block.
dimensions are shown in table 51.
TABLE 51
RTG DIMENSIONS -INTACT ENTRY
Power Level Fuel
(watts) Cm244 Pu238 SR 90
A B A B A
Overall
50
100
300
23 in. 14 in.
24 14
25 23
25 in.
25
26
15 in.
16
23
26 in.
26
27
16 in.
18
23
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i0.7 COMMUNICATION AND !_C)WER SYSTEM CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
Payload 16 was selected for the conceptual design study. This payload requires
d_t__ tr_-nsmission during the pre-enLry phase, descent phase and landed phase
of the mission. The conceptual design of the communication system evolved pri-
marily from mission data requirements and lander packaging constraints. Other
constraints such as dry heat sterilization had a strong influence on subsystem
selection. Each telemetry link will be discussed to indicate how the parametric
data were used to arrive at the conceptual design. A block diagram of the con-
ceptual design is shown in figure 243 and a parts list in table 52.
10.7. 1 L andedTelemetry Links
The strongest impact on system design, from the points of view of commu-
nication system constraints on the lander design and packaging constraints
on the communication system, is felt by the telemetry link requirements
after landing. From a reliability point of view, a direct link to the DSIF is
considered mandatory. A back-up link to the flyby/bus is considered highly
desirable. As discussed earlier, a gimballed antenna was considered a
requirement by communications to minimize the antenna system complexi-
ty.
I0.7. 1. I Direct Link
After landing, engineering diagnostic data and data generated by the
lander scientific instruments are stored. In addition, the data generated
during the entry to impact phase have been stored {nondestructive read-
out is used during the descent phase). The transmitter power required
to transmit this data is obtained from the parametric data shown in
figure 211 and the following considerations:
1) Carrier frequency --= From table 39; 2295 mc
2) Slant range .... From the 1969 and 1971 trajectory parameters,
the maximum slant range is 1.76 x 108 km for a 2 November 1969
arrival date.The minimum slant range is 90.4 x 106 km for a 15
October 1971 arrival date.
3) Impact point
20°North latitude, 280.4 ° longitude--selection based on 3 sigma
dispersion for 150 km tracking error of 3 x 3. 24 ° = 9.70 ° latitude
dispersion and 3 x 3. 20 ° ; 9.60 ° longitude dispersion about an
aim impact point of 10 ° N. latitude and 290" longitude (Syrtis
Major).
-418-
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TABLE 52
ADVANCED MARI_ER LANDER COMMUNICATIONS AND
POWER SUBSYSTEM PARTS LIST
Weight Volume
(pounds) (in. 3)
Pre-Entry R.F. Electronics
Slot Antenna 1• 0
Heat Shield Window 0• 5
VSWR Monitor O. 5
Power Amplifier 6. 8
Exciter 4. 5
Coaxial Cable (Antenna/VSWR Monitor) O• 5
Coaxial Cable (VSWR Monitor/Pwr. Amp) 0. 25
Coaxial Cable (Pw r/Amp/Excite r) 0.25
Descent R.F• Electronics
Horn Antenna I• 0
Radome O. 6
VSWR Monitor 0.5
Power Amplifier 9• 4
Exciter 4. 5
Coaxial Cable (Antenna/VSWR Monitor) O. 5
Coaxial Cable (VSWR Monltor/F_vr. Amp) O• 25
Coaxial Cable (Pwr. Amp/Exciter) O. 25
130
8O
215
80
Power Cons.
{watts}
•20 db*
• 25 db*
79.0
10.5
• 25 db*
• 25 db*
• 20 db*
• Z 5 db*
237• 0
49.0
• 25 db*
• 25 db*
*Insertion Loss
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TABLE 52 (Concl'd)
Landed R.F. Electronics
Horn Antenna
Radome
VSWR Monitor
Power Amplifiers (Z)
Exciter (2)
Coaxial Cable (Antenna/_rSWR Monitor)
Coaxial Cable (VSWR Monitor/Pwr. Amp)
Coaxial Cable (pwr. Amp/Exciter
Telemetry Subsystem
Commutators
A/D Converter
Event Counter and Timer
PN Generator and Sync Modulator
Data Selector
Data Modulator and Mixer
Core Memory
Descent Memory tLanded Memory
Programmer (Z)
Battery
Temperature Transducer
Power Switching and Logic
Non- RF Cabling
"Inse_ion Loss
-421-
Weight
(pounds)
1.0
0.6
0.5
11.6
9.0
0.25
0.25
0.25
4.5
1.6
1.5
1.0
8.3
8.0
25. 3
0.1
2.0
2.0
Volume
(in. 3)
205
160
120
100
120
200
80
Power Cons.
{watts)
D.o
• 20 db*
.25 db*
79. 0
10.5
.25 db*
.25 db*
8.0
2.0
4.0
1.5
RE-ORDERNo.u-$23
4) Earth Elevation Above Martian Equator
13.2 ° South latitude--worst at_gle possible during launch window.
5) Look-angle to earth
56 ° maximum, 33 ° minimum, during mission with entry at a
longitude corresponding to 0.75 hour after sunrise assuming zero
time for descent (worst case).
6) Antenna selection
A horn antem_a was selected for the lander antenna for the reasons
stated earlier. To maximize the gain at the worst case look-angle
o£ 56 ° , a 74 degree 3 db beamwidth horn was selected which is the
practical limit of the horn ability.
7) Antenna gain
From figure 215, at a 56 ° look-angle the gain of 74 ° hornis -0.8 db.
However, an additional 0.5 db polarization loss can be expected
at this look-angle, therefore net gain is -I. 3 db. At the minimum
look-angle (33 ° ) the gain is +4.6 db.
8) Power-gain product
From figure 211, at a 1.76 x l08 Km slant range and a bit rate of
11.5 bps (to maintain a binary relationship between bit rates in pre-
entry and descent phases) the Power-Gain required is +!3.3 dbx_ ........
9) Transmitter power_
From items 7 and 8 abovep
PT(56 °) -- +13.3 dbw - (-1.3rib) -- +14.6 dbw
-" 30 watts
PT(33 °) -- +13.3 dbw-4.6 db = ÷8.7 dbw
I0) Performance margins
Figure 211 is drawn for worst case values on gll tolerances in the
associated design control chart. Table 53 shows nominal, best
and worst case performance margins for the two range extremes
assuming a 30 watt transmitter.
-422-
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TABLE 53
DT.RECT LINK PERFORMANCE _LARGINS
Range
(ks)
1.76 x 108
90.4 x 106
Look-Angle
(de_
56
33
56
33
6.17
12.07
11.97
17.87
Performance Margin (db)
Best Nominal Worst
3.67 0.17
9.57 6.07
9.47 5.97
15.37 11.87
10.7. I. 2 Relay Link
This link is a back-up to the direct link. Unlike the direct link
there is no restriction on carier frequency selection. As indicated in
figure 216 horn aperture size is shown parametrically as a function oI
aperture size in wavelengths and carrier frequency. Studies on allowable
aperture size that could be accomodated in the landed payload package
indicated a maximum size of approximately 5.5 inches. For a O. 75 k
aperture (74 degrees) this would correspond to a carrier frequency of
approximately 1550 mc. If this carrier frequency was used, there
would be a requirement for separate relay and direct !ink systems,
an impossible situtation from the point of view of packaging two antennas
and transmitters. Studies showed that if the direct link system was
also used for relay, a significant performance margin would be obtained
in the relay link. Studies of the lander to flyby bus look-angle require-
ments showed a variation as a function of initial intercept latitude, fly-
by bus trajectory inclination, and time after impact. Table 54 was
prepared assuming a norninal minimum inclination range of 40 to'45
degrees to a!_ow for the window effect, a 900 ft/sec bus slowdown, and
a nominal I0 krn separation distance.
I0.7.2 Descent Relay Link
During atmospheric entry, data concerning the temperatures, pressures
and acceleration sensed by the lander is collected and stored. This data is
then played back to the ilyby bus during descent on the main parachute. To
simplify the bus receiving equipment the carrier frequency selected for this
phase is also ZZ95 mc. The minimum descent time as determined for the
"H" atmosphere, re = -90" and M/CDA = 0.244, is II0 seconds. The
-423-
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• descent velocity uncertainty expected is no greater than 100 m/sec. In
order to have as much time as possible for data transmission, the total
acquisition time (carrier plus sync) should be as fast as possible. A major
assumption is made concerning the flyby bus receiver; it is assumed that
the receiver is capable o£ automatic acquisition, i.e., it is frequency swept
and will lock onto the received carrier when in-phase. Using figures 201
and 201 for approximately 3 second carrier acquisition, 2BLO = 100 cps.
From figure 204 for 7 second acquisition of the sync loop, 2BLO = 10 cps.
Total acquisition time is therefore approximately 10 seconds. To be
compatible with the direct link telemetry system (11.5 bps) a bit rate of
184 bps is selected. Table 55 shows the descent link requirements. From
the lander/bus look-angle requirements, a 74 degrees beamwidth horn
antenna is selected for the lander. A 34 degree beamwidth horn is used on
the bus.
Relay Link - Separation to Entry, Phase
The separation to entry phase of relay communication will be accomplished
by a system similar to the direct/relay system selected for the post impact
phase, except for the antenna selection. A slot antenna was selected and
placed on the forebody of the lander. The antenna gain (worst case) will be
approximately -1 db. Using figures 205 and 210, at 11.5 bitsper second a
power-gain product of +26.2 dbw is required at a worst case range of 75, 000
kin. The bus antenna gain is +13. 2 db resulting in a transmitter power
requirement of + 14.0 dbw, or 25 watts. A 30 watt transmitter was selec-
ted for the conceptual design.
I0.7.3 Hardware Selection
lO. 7.3. 1 RF Subsystem
The preceding discussion indicated that the direct link telemetry
requirements are dictated by the 1969 opportunity and that a minimum
transmitter power of 30 watts would b e required using a 74 degree
beamwidth horn antenna. It is significant to note that in 1971, the
minimum transmitter power is approximately 8 watts due to the shorter
range. In the landed relay link, table 54 shows a minimum'performance
margin o/ 7. I db for a 30 watt transmitter. The m_.nimum landed re-
lay link power is therefore approximately 6 watts. In 1971, then,
acceptable performance in both the direct and relay landed links could
be obtained with a I0 watt transmitter rather than the 30 watts selected
/or 1969. In the pre-entr7 and descent links, the 30 watt and 90 watt
transmitter would be required for both 1969 and 1971 unless additional
antenna gain can be obtained. (A possible technique to accomplish
this is discussed later in the alternate concepts section).
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TABLE 55
DESCENT RELAY LINK
Planetocentrlc Latitude (deg)
Flyby Bus Inclination (deg)
Nominal Flyby Bus Slowdown (ft/sec)
Time from Separation (hrs)
Slant Range (kin)
Bit Rate Cops}
PT G from figures Z08 and ZlO
Lander to Bus Look Angle (deg)*
Lander Antenna Gain (db)
Bus to Lander Look Angle (deE)
Bus Antenna Gain (db)
Net Antenna Gain (db}
PT Required (dbw)
PT Selected (dbw}
Performance Margin (db)
L
30 N
45
900
68.3
74, 625
184
+35.2
Z7.1
+5.5
0.8
13.2
+18.7
+16. 5
+19.5 (90W)
+3.0
*Assuming ± 10 degree swing on parachute
40N
40
900
68.3
75, 041
184
+35. 2
43.1
+Z. 8
1.4
13.2
+16.0
+19. Z
+19.5 {9ow)
+.3
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The antenna selected for the pre,entry telemetry link is a crossed-slot
type. A sketch of this antenna is shown in figure 244. Figure 245 shows
a typical radiation pattern for this type of antenna. The slots would be
fed off-axis and 90 degrees out of phase to obtain circular polarization.
The fee_ would consist of a printed circuit power ,_v ....... _ phase
shifter. Circularity is predicted to be 0. 25 db on axis and I db at
the 3 db points.
The antenna selected for both the descent and landed links is a horn.
A sketch of this antenna is shown in figure 246. Figure 247 shows a
typical radiation pattern. A coax to rectangular waveguide transition
is used since circular polarization is obtained by rotating the wave-
guide 45 degrees to excite the TE01 and TEl0 modes in the transition
section. The phase of one mode is changed 90" to obtain circular
polarization. Circularity is predicted to be 0.25 db on axis, 1 db at
the 3 db points and 1.5 db at 56' off-axis.
The transmitters selected for the three links are amplitron types,
manufactured by Raytheon Company. Other amplifier types such as
ceramic triodes or traveling wave tubes (TWT's) could also be used.
The parametric data obtained from Raytheon reflected the variation
in weight, power, and volume of a complete power amplifier including
the associated de-de converter and was therefore easily adaptable to the
conceptual design study. Data obtained on ceramic tubes and TWT's is
given for the power tubes only. If these tubes were used, it is assumed
that the weight figures would be consistent with those shown for ampli-
trons. The volume, and efficiency would be different since a crossed-
field device such as the amplitron is theoretically more efficient than
the other types and the shape factor for TWT's is different. In the pre-
entry and descent links, a non-redundant amplifier was selected (Con-
figuration A in figure 231). In the landed link, a redundant amplifier
(Configuration B in figure 231) was selected. The redundant amplifiers
and converters would be oriented 90 degrees with respect to each other
to minimize a possible failure mode at impact.
The exciters selected for the three power amplifier would he solid
state varactor multiplier types.
The weights, volumes, and power consumptions for these items as
listed in the parts list (table 52) were taken from the corresponding
figures in the parametric studies.
I0.7.3.2 Digital Subsystems
The telemetry subsystem and programmer are assumed to be of in-
tegrated circuit design. The data shown in table 49 are estimates
based on work done for Avco by Texas Instruments, Inc. on past
-427-
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programs (typically, the Mariner 66 Capsule Proposal). The storage
subsystem selected for the conceptual design was a solid state design.
As indicated earlier, tape recorders were considered marginal from
the dry heat sterlization and impact shock level points of vie-v. Either
plated wire or core memories could be used. However, the core
memory may need some development work to withstand the dry heat
qualification cycle. The data shown in table 52 for these item= was
obtained from the corresponding figures in the parametric studies.
I0.7.3.3 Power Subsystem
Due to the short life of the landed mission, an energy storage device
such as a battery is a logical selection for the power source. The RTG/
battery combination would only the competitive for much longer missions.
Also there would be a severe thermal control problem with an RTG of
any significant output power. The NiCAD battery was selected for the
conceptual design for the reasons stated earlier on its ability to with-
stand dry heat sterilization. The fuel cell is considered acceptable
from an energy density point of view; however, it has not exhibited the
ability to withstand dry heat sterilization. The power switching and
logic subsystem is a simple power routing device controlled by the
programmer. The battery size was determined from table 56.
10.7.3.4 Payload Package
The communication and power system is split into landed payload and
payload external to the landed package as indicated in table 57.
10.8 Alternate Concepts
Three alternate concepts have been given a cursory study. One involves a
method to reduce the relatively high transmitter powers required (especially
in the descent linkJand the other two simplify the rf Electronics Subsystem.
10.8. 1 Alternate Concept 1
Figure 247 showed the radiation pattern obtained with a horn antenna excited
in the TE01 and TEl0 modes. Figure 248 shows a typical radiation pattern
obtained by exciting the TM01 mode in a circular horn. Polarization in
this case is linear, rhe shaded area indicates the variation in lander to
DSIF look-angle for the direct link. A circular horn antenna could be
designed to maximize the gain in this shaded area. Instead of the -0.8 db
net gain obtained in the conceptual design, the gain would be on the order
or +7 db. Due to linear instead of circular polarization, there would be
a 3 db loss giving a net improvement over the conceptual design of approxi-
ximately 5 dh. This would reduce the power required in the direct link
for 1969 from 30 watts to approximately 10 watts. Other factors such as
look angle variation in the landed relay link would affect the ultimate
selection. A similar technique could be employed with the descent antenna.
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TABLE 57
Landed Communication and Power Payload
Landed rf Electronics
Telemetry Subsystem
Core Memory
Programmer
Battery
Power Switching and Logic
Non rf Cabling
Total
Weight
(Ibs)
23.4
8.6
8.3
8.0
25.4
2.0
2.0
77.7
Volume
(in. 3)
445
120
100
120
200
80
1065
External Communication Payload
Pre-Entry rf Electronics
Descent rf Electronics
Total
14.3
17.0
31.3
510
375
885
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10.8. 2. Alternate Concept_ _
Circulator switches have beeu built to withstand at least 500 g impact
shocks (Rantec Corp.). The rf .¢igna!s in the pre-entry and descent
modes could be routed by means of a circulator switch and thereby eliminate
one exciter.
RF switching in general was not considered favorable in the conceptual
design because of the high g impact. Another alternative with rf
switching would be to use the power amplifier configuration shown in figure
231 (configuration C). The high power amplifier would be excited during
descent. During pre-entry this amplifier would act as a lossy waveguide
and only the driver amplitron would be excited. A circulator switch would
route the power to the appropriate antenna.
I0.8.3 Alternate Concept 3
The section of impact attenuator in front of the landed payload antenna
could be made of balsa wood (dielectric) so that during descent, this
antenna could be used for telemetr r instead of the external one used in the
conceptual design. Again, by suitable amplifier selection and using circu-
lator switching, the pre-entry and descent transmitters could be eliminated.
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APPENDIX A
IMPACT DYNAMICS ANALYSIS
This appendix i__ _nn ..... A ""_*h _ ' ---................ n_,y_ of the impact dynamics of planetary
landing systems which utilize material deformation to absorb and dissipate the
kinetic energy of the falling body.
Three separate sections are included in this appendix. The ,first section presents
the derivation of general equations applicable to any arbitrary geometry of a
landing system. In the second section, the equations which have been derived
are applied to the particular case where the crushable material is in the shape
of a spherical segment. The third section is concerned with investigations of
the effects of nonhomogeneity and anisotropy of the crushable material for the
same special case of a spherical segment geometry.
Symbols
F ' Force
m Mass
v Velocity
S Crushing Stress
t ThicRne s s
A Area
V Volume
W Earth Weight
p Mass Density
R Radius
S Acceleration of Gravity
• Total Useable Strain
6 Angle
;}Constant.
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Subscripts
( )i Instrument Package
( )c Crushup
( )m Maximum
1. General Equations
Some of the important parameters for this study are illustrated in figure
249. The surface upon which the mass is impacting is considered to be
flat, smooth, and infinitely rigid. The crushup material is assumed to
have a stress-strain curve similar to that shown in figure 250; i.e., it
crushes at approximately constant stress, S, up to a strai n , • , at which
point abrupt bottoming occurs.
The cross-hatched area on figure 250 is the area under the unloading por-
tion of the stress-strain diagram. It represents the energy which is stored
elastically and which is returned to the impacting mass after it has stopped,
causing it to rebound. An obvious requirement for a crushup material is
that this rebound energy be a small fraction of the total energy absorbed.
Since thematerial does not crush completely, the area over which cr_lshing
is occurring at a given time will not be at the ground surface, but will be
some distance above it, as shown on figure 249. This area of crushing is
assumed to increase monotonically with time. Initially, the mass of crush-
up will be included in the analysis.
a. General Analysis
The starting point of the analysis is Newton's second law,
d °.
tit
where F is the reactive force which the surface exerts on the mass.
This force has two components, one of which acts to decelerate an in-
cremental mass of crushup material to zero velocity, while the other
component acts on the remaining mass. Thus, one component is
F 1 dt = - din-
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and from equilibrium considerations, the other force is equal to the
crushing stress times the area over which crushing is occurring, or
F2 = S.A (y)
So, with
m = mi + mc - Pc V(y)
(see table of notation)
S-A(y) = -Ira i + mc - Pc V(y)] (1-1)
Since
d_, - A(y) dy 1
d y mi + mc - Pc V(y) S
Referring to figure 249, it can be seen that
fo
A(y) \e/d(--Y]= V(y)
or
d v (y) ^ (y)
dy e
Integrating,
Pc "2 (I - 2)
In [mi + mc - Pc V(y)] 2cS Y + c
The initial conditions are
y(o) = o, y(o) = vo, V(o) = o
•".c = ln(m i + mc)
Pc Vo2
2eS
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the n
Pc 2
Pcv Cy) _ _ Cv° _ _,2)
I .... _ (1-3)
mi +m c
The maximum value of y occurs when _= 0.
I .cq mi+ mc 2,-; (x-4}V(Ym ) 1 - •
Pc
Combining this with the above equation for acceleration,
2
S " A (ym) Pc "o
- Ym = • 2es (1-5)
mi + mc
The last two equations relate the initial velocity, maximum accelera-
tion, and crushup material geometry. These wouldbe the equations used
in a detailed analysis of a crushup system in which the crushup mass
is a significant percentage of the total mass.
For those de sign situations in which all of the crushable material is
utilized to absorb the impact energy, the crushup mass can be expressed
as
mc = Pc V (ym)
which leads to
(1-6)
mc =,, mi
I Pc v2
(1-7)
and
S" A (ym) (1-8)
mi
In many situations, however, all of the material may not he used be-
cause of odd geometries or other considerations. The relation between
total mass of crushable material and the volume of material crushed during
impact may be quite complex in these cases.
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Simplified Equations
Some simplification of the above eq_lations is possible for cases in
Pc Vo2
which _ < < 1
2eS
Then
PcVo2
+ 2e--'_ PcV°2
e - 1 + 2eS {1-9)
and the equations become
v (Ym) "
cS (l-lO)
S • A (ym)
mi + mc
(1-11)
When all of the crushup mass is used, it is given by
Pc ml v2
me " 2eS (X-lZ]
The simplification of these equations has put them into a much more
recognizable form. Thus, equation {1-10) states that, to a first ap-
proximation, the energy absorbed per unit volume of material crushed
(kS) times the total volume crushed is equal to the kinetic energy of the
system immediately prior to impact. By comparison, equation {1-4)
states that, in actuality, less volume need be crushed. This is due
to the fact that the material being crushed does not have to absorb aU
of its own kinetic energy; the rigid ground performs some of this work.
Therefore, the simplified equation, {I-10), errs on the side of con-
servatism.
On the other hand, equation (I-II) slightly underestimates the peak
decelerations since the actual mass being decelerated is the total mass
{mi + me) minus the mass which has already been crushed.
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2. SPherical Geometry
The Preceding equations will now be applied to the case where the crushup
material is shaped in the form of a spherical segment. For this particular
CaSe.
A(y) -- • R 2 • (2-1)
v(y) = ,, 2 -
where R2 is the radius of the segment.
Substituting these relations into equations (l- 10) and (1-11) and writing the
results in dimensionless form leads to
Ym R2
v2 2e
3 eR2
(z-3)
3
_SR2 3
Ym
For the case of a shallow sphere, for which
-I
Ym
Ym
-- <<1
_R
(z-4)
the equations become
(z-s)
2
2_R2S Vo
• (mi + mc) y2
Geometric Relations
(z-6)
The general lander shape under considelration in this section is shown
on figure 251. It is composed of spherical segments butted against
one another.
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The volume of the internal package is
Vi = 2 [1 nh2(3Rl-h)]
and the volume of crushable material is
or, since h+t = R 2(1-cos0m) ,
Vi =_-R 2
(z-7)
2,_ 3 z e=) v i (z-8)
V c = -_- R 2 (1 -cos0 m) (2+cos
The masses of the internal package and of the crushable material are
merely
mi = Pi Vi
me = PcVc
assuming a homogeneous crushup material.
(z-9)
For the special case where 8m = 90 degrees, the lander is a sphere
and the equations for mass are
mi = -_ nPiR2
(Z-ll)
3. Variable Stress Analyses
In this section, departures from the ideal, homogeneous, isotropic crush-
able material assumed in all of the foregoing are examined. The variations
of mass involved during the impact are neglected; the purpose of these
equations is to indicate the extent to which n'onhomogeneity or anisotropy
affect the design of an impact attenuation system.
-448-
a. Nonhon_oge neous Material
This situation is one which is more likely to be introduced on purpose
by the designer rather than being an inherent property of these crush-
able materials. Any natural deviations from homogeneity should be
random and !oca!izcd. The particular situation analyzed herein as-
sumes that the material is spherically symmetric and isotropic; this
implies that the stress is a function of the radial coordinate only.
This type of behavior could be obtained by manufacturing the impact
attenuator by laying up successive spherical shells of material of dif-
ferent crushing stresses.
Now, the elemental area is an annular strip dx wide at a distance •
from the mid-axis {figure 252)
dA = 2_rxd•
but. since
the n
2nxd• = 2nRdR
hence
dA = 2r_RdR (3-1)
The differential force acting over this area is
dF = S(R)dA
and the total force acting over the entire plane of crushing is
F
Rf2 R2 25R- S(R)dR
- y/_
(3z)
Using Newton's Law;
F = (rai + rac) y = 2n R • S (R) d R
(33)
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then) since
"¢ = 9 m , -(m i +m c) = 2n RS(R) dR dy (3-4)
• " dy 2
- y/_
Now setting the value of y in the integrals equal to Ymax will yield the
maximum acceleration and the total velocity which can be dissipated.
Ymax
Thus; with _ = t
RS(R) dR (3-5)
Y'm = mi+m c
y 12 4_ / RS(R) dR dy (3-6)Vo mi _- mc
- y/_
In order to Obtain some idea of how the stress variation affects the re-
suits, a particular function lotS(R) was chosen, as shown on figure 253.
(3-7)
Substituting into the above equations yields
2zr Sm R 2 t n+2
Ym = (n+2)(m i+mc) 1 - 1 -
' _- r2] /4n_SmR2 t2
,o= ;:; j
(3-8)
(3-9)
Now, assuming that the lander is a complete sphere, the mass of the
crushup can be calculated. The incremental mass of a spherical shell
of thickness dR is
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No.  -f2 3
dm c _ 4_PcR2dR
Ifa single type of crushable material is used, such as aluminum honey°
comb, it is possible to fit a curve to the plot of material properties.
It has Been found, in fact, that a curve of the form
PC =_
a
can be fit to all of the materials of interest.
total crushup mass is (using equation 3-7)
m¢ /.2S 1 RBn_ + 2= 4_ dR
¢Z " _n
R2 R2 - t
Using this equation, the
which give S
mc = 4_PcmR2 fin+3 (3-1o)
where Pcm is the mass density corresponding to the maximum crushing
stress, S m .
Thus, equations (3-8), (3-9), and (3-i0), together with the equation for
payload mass, equation (2-i0), form the basis for parametric studies
of the effect of using nonhomogeneous impact attenuation materials.
b. Anisotropic Material
All of the commonly used crushable materials exhibit anisotropic be-
havior to some degree. Honeycombs are strongest when loaded in a
direction parallelto the cellaxes, and balsa wood is strongest under
loads aligned with the grain. Even plastic foams tend to be a bit
stronger in the direction in which the foam rose.
In this analysis, the anisotropic material was assumed to be arranged
with its "strongest" direction radial. Thus, the crushing stress was
assumed to be a function of the coordinate 0 (see figure 254). The par-
ticular function chosen for the analysis was
S = Stacos mO (3-11)
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Figure 255 illustrates several members of this family of curves and
shows the variation possible.
Since
y
R 2 --
cos 0
R
the n
(;')°R2 7"s = s m (3-12)
Now, since Sis expressed asf(R), the analysis of the preceding section
is applicable up to equations (3-5) and (3-6). So, substituting equation
(3-12) into the se relations and performing the indicated integrations
Ym
yields, with -- = t.
2=StaR2 l1 t / m t
i ( (1')']3 - 1- I- -4"'StaR2 _22 (3-14)v°2 " (2-m)(m i+m e ) m+l - 3
except for the special case m = 2, in which event the results are
2
(3-15)
4tt_SmR2 3 3 t 3
2 t t (3-16}
v° = 9(mi+mc) - _2 In 1 - - I - +l
Since the material was assumed to be homogeneous in this analysis,
the density is a constant and the masses of the crushup and of the internal
package are given by previously derived relationships, i.e., equations
(2-I0) and (2-II).
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c. Some Discussion of Pulse Shapes
The equation for deceleration for the nonhomogeneous case, equation
(3-3), can be written in the nondimensional normalized form
n+2
= 1 - (1- z) (3-17)
This equation is plotted on figure 256 for various value of the param-
eter n. For the case of an anisotropic material, the non-dimensional
equation is
_." = k(l-z)m[lm(1-z) 2-m] ra ,_ 2
k
_, m = 2
¥ = k(l-z) In l-z
(s-is)
and is plotted on figure 257. However, in this instance, the curves
are somewhat misleading. If an accelerometer were mounted on a
payload and if its readings were plotted versus stroke during an actual
impact, the resulting curve would not look like figure 257. The reason
for this is shown on figure 258. The bottom part of this figure schemat-
ically represents a capsule. Crushing begins at the left and proceeds
to the right until the deceleration level reaches point P on the curve
(the particular k" versus z curve shown corresponds roughly to the
m = 2 curve on figure 257). At this stage, the deceleration level is the
same as at point Q, which corresponds to a plane situated just beneath
the payload. This implies, since F = ma (and since the difference in
mass for the two cases is assumed ignorabie), that the same total force
which causes crushing to occur across plane 1 (see figure 258) also
causes crushing across plane 2. Thus, "double-crushing " would take
place, and the actual load-deflection curve which would be recorded
by an accelerometer mounted on the payload would be close to that illus-
trated by the solid line on figure 758 instead of following the theoretical
dashed curve shown.
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APPENDIX B
WIND DYNAMICS ANALYSIS
An analysis was made of the dynamics of a vehicle under a parachute falling
through a finite thickness wind layer. The purpose of this investigation was to
indicate that a more detailed model of the surface wind profile on Mars may
allow so,win reduction in the severity of the constraints which the present model
imposes on the design of the lander.
The wind velocity was assumed to be a constant 200 ft/sec through a layer of
atmosphere extending from the surface of the planet to some altitude, h.
Further, this altitude was assumed to be small enough so that the variation in
atmospheric desnity with altitude could be neglected. The vehicle was assumed
to be always at terminal vertical velocity under the parachute, and the drag
coefficient of the parachute was assumed the same in the horizontal and vertical
directions.
Some of the important parameters are shown on figure 259; others include:
A - area, ft.
C D - drag coefficient
g - acceleration of gravity, ft/sec Z
m - mass, slugs
p - mass density, slugs/ft 3
subscripts;
( )H - horizontal
( )V - vertical
( )_ - wind
( )T - total
( )m - Mars
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Newton's law in the horizontal direction gives
d V H
1/2 Pm CDH AH(Vw - VH)2 = m d_ (I)
Let 1/'2 9m CDH AH/m -- B:
d V H
Bdt =
(V W _ VH)2
Integrating, using the initial condition that at t = O, the horizontal velocity of
the system is zero,
VH 1
= (z)
V W 1
BV W t
Now, Newton)s law applied to equilibrium vertical descent yields
mgm ,,* I/2 Pm CDV AV VV2 (3)
If equation (3) is submitted into the equation defining the parameter B, the re-
sult is
CDH AH 8m
CDV AV VV2
Finally, it is evident that to reach the surface takes a period of time
h
V V
(5)
Substituting equations (4) and (5) into equation (Z) yields
V H = V w
CDV AV Vv3 1
CDH AH VW hgm
(6)
If it is assumed that the parachute is roughly in the shape of a hemisphere,
thenA V= 2A H. If the assumption that the drag coefficient is the same in both
directions is also used, equation (6) reduces to
1
VH = vw (7)
Vv3
I+2
V W hgm
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Figure 260 is a graph of this equation, showing how closely the horizontal
velocity, V H, approaches the wind velocity as a function of V V andh.
The total impact velocity is obtained by vector addition of the vertical and
horizontal velocities. Figure 26i is a plot of this total velocity versus vertical
velocity for a number of values of altitude. By plotting the graph in this way,
an interesting feature can be observed. This is the fact that the total velocity
can be minimized for altitudes below 7200 feet.
If these data are replotted as shown on figure 262, the problem is put into
better perspective. This figure illustrates that if the wind layer thickness is
5000 feet or less, then any vertical velocity between 100 and 150 ft/sec will
yield a total impact velocity which is about a's low as can be achieved. With
vertical velocities less than 100 ft/sec, the vehicle will be picked up.by the
wind very quicldy; for the velocities greater than 150 ft/sec, the total velocity
is already high, and the wind just makes it go higher.
Referring to figure 165 in section 8.3 of this volume, it can be seen that signif-
icant increases in payload weight could be realized if the impact velocity were
lowered. For example, if a wind profile model were postulated which set a
maximum altitude of 2000 feet, then it would be possible to obtain (from figure
262) a total impact velocity of 170 ft/sec. If the nominal design point were
210 ft/sec (at apackaging density, Pi , = 2 slugs/ft3), then this would result
in the internal payload being increased from 50 percent of the landed weight to
63 percent. This is an increase in payload weight of greater than 25 percent.
A further benefit in this example is that the parachute would actually be made
smaller than that corresponding to the 210 ft/sec initial nominal design (which
implied a vertical velocity of 65 ft]sec) in order to make the vehicle drop faster.
Thus, still more weight savings could be realized.
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Figure 260 HORIZONTAL VELOCITY VERSUS WIND LAYER THICKNESS
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APPENDIX C
DENSITY PROFILE DETERMINATION
A. INSTRUMENTATION
A system utilizing 3 axis accelerometers mounted at, or very near, the vehicle
c.g. was investigated to evaluate the following:
1. Instrument Accuracy Requirements
2. Sampling Rate Requirements
3. Effects of Vehicle Dynamics
It was presumed that the sampling begins when the deceleration of the vehicle
becomes significant. A preset axial accelerometer reading of G o was used
to initiate the sampling. Single and dual range accelerometers were considered.
Estimated accuracies for servo and strain gauges were factored into the study.
However, other aspects as weight, volume, warmup time, and mounting have
to be considered in selecting the proper instrument.
B. ANALYSIS
The accelerations felt by each accelerometer are given by
a x
CxAq (Q2+R 2) + y(_ pQ) z(Q + PR)
m
CnAq sin fl
ay
m Sin a
• (_+PQ) + Y(p2+R 2) + z(P - RQ)
St:,
CnAq sin a
I_ Sin a"
+ .(Q - PR) - y(/_+ QR) + z(P2+Q2)
where
C•
Ca
• , y, Z
A
= axial force coefficient
= normal force coefficient
= coordinate location of accelerometers
= reference area
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q = dynamic pressure
PI.Q, R = Roll, Pitch, Yaw Rates
a, fl = components of total ang!e of attack as defined in RAD-TR-64-1,
Page 157
a" = total angle of attack
The actual measured data will differ from the ideal values due to system errors
which are assumed to be proportional to the full scale value of the accelero-
meter. The actual measured quantities can then be written as,
= ax + _x axp n
= ax + _y aypn
= a z + _ z azp n
where
_x, Sy, Sz = error in acclerometer reading as a fraction of peak value
axp n, aypn, azp n = peak values of each accelerometer for each range.
Three ranges of accelerometers may be selected in which case the selection
on which accelerometer to use will be done using the smallest value of axp n ,
aypn ' azpn such that
a x < axpn, ay <_ aypn , az <_. azp n-
The drag and lift equations using the measured data have the form,
_r" = _al _ _ gsl RSL+Z/ siny"
V'cosy" gsL ( RSL ) 2)'" = (RSL + Z') V" RSL + Z cos y"
Z" = V'slny"
where
•b- ,; oo,o-,+ sin a ""
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V" = measured or otherwise deduced velocity
y" = measured or otherwise deduced flight path angle
Z" = deduced altitude
gsL = acceleration due to gravity at surface
RSL = radius of planet at the surface
The lift term has been omitted from the lift equation as the orientation of the
lift vector cannot be deduced from the limited instrumentation package being
considered.
For a sphere, it should be noted that
C. RESULTS
Initial studies were performed to ascertain the effect of sampling interval. For
these calculations, zero angle of attack was assumed and no accelerometer
errors were introduced. The sampling was initiated at one g{Earth value). The
results are tabulated below.
h T p'/p P'/P
where
AT =
p "/p =
P "/p =
O. 10 1. 545 1.08 1
O. 50 1. 541 1. 055
1.0 1. 536 1. 054
2.0 1. 506 1.054
3.0 1.46Z O. 985
sampling interval; seconds
ratio of deduced to actual density at surface
ratio of deduced to actual density at surface
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The effect of sample rate on the results was found to be insignificant, for the
zero angle of attack case. The discrepancies between the deduced and actual
values arose due to the assumption that at the time sampling began, namely
at one-g deceleration, the velocity was identical with the entry velocity at
800,000 feet. It was subsequently observed that the velocity decreased by
approximately one percent from 800,000 feet to the point at which one g occur-
red, causing a significant error in the density predictions at the surface.
Other factors affecting the choice of the sampling rate are the altitude change
between intervals and the fact that constant sampling time interval yields a
density profile at low altitude much more detailed than at high altitude, the
angle of attack motions of the vehicle, and the data handling storage and trans-
mission limitations.
Angle of attack studies required a method for estimating the angle of attack, in
order to deduce the drag. The drag acceleration is given by
a D : ax cosa + a N sins
where
a N = Z + ay
Since CN/C x = aN/a x a relationship was evolved where
a" = f (C N/C x)
in the form
2 2
(a') = C2(CN/C x) + C3(CN/C x)
where
a" : deduced angle of attack.
C3, C 2 : empirical constants.
The angle of attack analysis was limited to a < 60 degrees as the axial force
coefficient changes sign beyond this point. Utilizing the above approach to
estimate the angle of attack, a study was performed for large angles of attack
at entry. Three axis accelerometers were employed with a dualrange of 400
and 4200 ft/sec 2, and accuracies of 0.1 percent fullscale based on capabilities
of pendulous servo accelerometers. The initiation of the sampling rate was
set for 10 gto insure that the angle of attack wo_d be less" than 60 degrees.
The results are tabulated below for conditions at Mach 2.5, (time of parachute
deployment).
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Sample
Rate
Interval
Seconds yo p"/p p "/p
1.0 179 G -90 0.92 0.99
1.0 179 G -40 0.91 0.99
0. 1 179 G -90 I. Z5 1.04
0. I 179 G -40 0.95 1.01
1.01 179 G -90 0.93 0.99
1.01 179 G -40 0.96 1.01
1.01 20 G -90 1.03 0.99
• Zero rates at entry.
The results shown above indicate that the sampling rate has a weak effect on the
predicted density or pressure. Evidently compensating effects occur where the
sampling time is long; e.g., one second, due to randomness as the samples are
being taken during the vehicle oscillations. The vehicle has a peak frequency of
6 cps. Hence, the detail of the motion is being followed only in the case of
sampling rates interval on the order of 0.01 second, yet the predicted pressures
and densities were good for alow sample rate of once per second. The angle
of attack envelopes observed never exceeded 20 degrees beyond the 10 g actua-
tion point down to Mach 2.5. Hence, part of the results can be explained by the
fact that the angle of attack was low during the sampling period, although the
data used give the following variation in dzag coefficient with angle of attack,
which indicates a significant variation.
(z
(degrees)
0
10
ZO
CD/CDa =0
1.00
O. 961
0.871
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The variation in drag coefficient even at small angles of attack appears signifi-
cant. A calculation was performed to ascertain the feasibility of a single axis
accelerometer which assumed that the drag coefficient was equal to its zero
angle of attack level. The results are
Sample Rate
Inter val - ATM
e Ye P "IP P "IP
Seconds
1.0 179 G -90 1.66 1.04
The results indicate adequate prediction of the pressure, but rather poor pre-
diction of the density.
The effects of measurement accuracy were studied and are summarized below
Error
Sample percent
Interval Full
ae Arm Ye Seconds Scale P "/p P "/P
0 G -90 I 0. i 1.14 1.0Z
0 G -90 1 0.25 1.23 1.03
0 G -40 1 0. l I. II 1.08
0 G -40 1 0. Z5 1.24 1. 10
0 K -90 1 0.1 0, 92 I. 00
0 K -40 1 0.1 0.90 1.03
The tabulated results are for conditions at Mach Z. 5 and zero angle of attack
flight. The 0.25 percent error is representative of strain gauge accelero-
mete r s.
The effects of locating the accelerometer off the c.g. was investigated.
The offset examined was 0.01 foot, for which a negligible effect was found.
A number of trends are apparent from the results of the above analy_es,
although caution should be exercised in using the results due to the limited
nature of the study. The trend_ indicate that:
1. A three axis system with final data accuracies on the order of O. 1
percent is necessary to deduce the density profile.
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2. The accelerometer requirements to deduce the pressure are much less
stringent than those required to deduce the density. This can be seen from
elementary straight line gravity free analyses, as the ratio of deduced to
actual density is
p" V 2
p 2
(v ")
and for an error 8aD/aD, the ratio of deduced to actual velocity is
V aD
Near the end of the flight (Ve/V) can be as high as 20 and hence a one per-
cent error yields a 20 percent error in velocity and a 40 percent error in
density. On the other hand the ratio of the deduced to the actual pressure is
p. In Ve/V"
la Ve/V
Hence, for "Ve/V = 20 and Ve/V e 24, P'/P = 1.06
The results therefore indicate that the three axis or possibly even a single
axis system is well suited to deducing the pressure of the atmosphere at
low altitudes or at impact.
3. A sampling rate of one sampl e per second provides adequate pressure
data. The sampling rate necessary for accurate density determination is
presently unclear. Results were obtained that indicated one sample a second
was adequate for the density profile; however, if during the oscillations, the
sampling was consistently biased {i.e., if the sample rate were an exact
multiple of the frequency and occurred at zero or maximum angle of attack
consistently) then large errors would be introduced into the density results;
however the probability of this occurring is small.
4. Since dynamic trajectory results on the conceptual design indicate a
maximum variation of 3 percent in peak deceleration due to angle of attack
effects, the simple measurement of peak deceleration is suited to the deter-
mination of scale height.
5. The combined results of items 2, 3, 4 above indicate that for a small
data capacity system a three axis accelerometer system sampling every
second provides a worthwhile experiment. A complete first cut at the density
profile could be obtained from these data. Proviued composition (molecular
weight) and surface temperature were also determined, the construction of
the density profile, would also be based on the assumption of a temperature
profile shown in the sketch below, to provide redundant use of the data.
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/---TEMPERATURE GRADIENT
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I
I
_._ /-"-- SURFACE TEMPERATURE
|iI| _ MEASUREMENT
T
SKETCH OF ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE PROFILE
6. If a parachute is used, the molecular weight of the atmosphere can
be found by measuring pressure and temperature with time. This follows
as it can be shown that
dp ) 2 1 (CmDA)P = -_U _ _ (Chute Descent)
Since P, p, T can be deduced, the molecular weight follows from the equa-
tion of state.
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